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PREFACE
This report describes Tracking and Data System support of the
Viking 1975 Mission to Mars in four volumes corresponding to the four
major phases of the Project.
The first volume presents organization, planning, implementation,
and test activities from inception of the Project in 1969 to the 1975
launch operations. Crulse-phase activities for both spacecraft from _..
launch through Mars orbit insertion and the landing of Viking I are
described in this, the second, volume. The third volume discusses the
support provided for the landed operations of Viking I and the landing
" and subsequent planetary operations fop Viking 2. The end of the Viking
Prime Mission is planned for November 15, 1976, and operations extending
+ beyond that point are covered in the fourth volume of this series.
The Tracking and Data System activities discussed in tnls report
were managed and/or oarrled out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, under Contract
No. NAST-IOO, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Admlnis-
_ tratlon.
N. A. Renzetti
Tracking and Data System
Manager
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ABSTRACT
The Viking 1975 mission to Mars depended on NASA's Deep Space
Network and Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network, together with the NASA
Communications Network and support from stations of the Air Force Eastern
Test Range, to provide its tracking and data acquisition support. This
document describes the Tracking and Data System support for the Viking
Mars mission from launch in August and September 1975 through the cruise
phase to the landing of the first Lander on the surface of Mars in
July 1975.
Beginning with tracking coverage of the launch phase, the report
describes the deep space operations during the long cruise phase that
occupied approximately 11 months, the implementation of a vast worldwide
network of tracking stations and global communications systems, and
the performance of the personnel, hardware, and software involved in
this vast undertaking.
Some of the unique problems inherent in the deployment and management
of a worldwide tracking and data acquisition network to support the
two Viking Orbiters and two Viking Landers simultaneously over 320
million kilometers (200 million miles) of deep space are highlighted.
(
)
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I. COUNTDOWN AND LAUNCH
A. INTRODUCTION
The initial planning of tracking and data acquisition support
for the Viking Project commenced as early as September 1968 and increased
in scope and complexity as the Project itself developed from the con-
ceptual stage to a firm design for the mission. As the mission and
spacecraft designs evolved, the demands on the Tracking and Data System
increased, with tradeoffs being made where necessary to keep witnln
the constraints of schedules and resources.
During this period, the Tracking and Data System supported the
tracking demands of Helios I, Pioneers 10 and 11, Mariner 9 (Mars),
and Mariner 10 (Venus/Mercury). A major new three-phase implementation
in the Network Operations Control Center was also started and completed
up to the second phase by the time of the Viking launches in August
and September 1975.
This workload, along with the rescheduling of the Viking launch
itself from 1973 to the 1975 opportunity, inevitably made an impact
on the final Viking implementation schedules. This situation forced
some innovations to the existing engineering change management procedures
and to the design and execution of the resulting requalification tests
of the tracking stations at system and subsystem levels.
As the size and complexity of Viking support in both the near-
Earth and deep space phases continued to increase, the demands for
well-tralned crews to operate and maintain the vast complex of hardware
and software became pressing. Again, innovative approaches to personnel
training and qualification in the exacting timeliness called for by
the Viking launches and following cruise operations were required.
Prior to launch, both Viking Orbiters and Landers were required
to pass a comprehensive family of radio frequency and data system com-
patibility tests to ensure that these interfaces would be compatible
with the deep space stations which later were to track the spacecraft
throughout the mission.
Finally, all near-Earth supporting stations and facilltles---
encompassing the Air Force Eastern Test Range, Spaceflight Tracking
and Data Network, NASA Communications, and Kennedy Space Center---together
with the worldwide complex of stations of the Deep Space Network, were
brought together with the Mission Control Center at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in a progressive series of tests. These were to verify
that all Earth-based elements of the Viking Project were ready to support
the commitment of both spacecraft to launch.
The history of this effort up to the events surrounding the actual
launches themselves is given in Volume Z of this series. Tnis document,
Volume IZ, commences with the launch of Vikings A and B, continues
through the long cruise of both spacecraft to the planet NaPs, and
concludes with the landing of Viking 1.
×××××-017
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The history continues in Volume III with a description of the
TracKing and Data System support for Viking mission operations with
the Landers on the surface of Mars and the Orbiters in orbit about Mars.
B. _'_SSION A ACTIVITY
I. ,irst Attempt, August 11, 1975
Viking A spacecraft was initially scheduled for launch at 20:59
(GMT) on August 11, 1975. At that time, the tracking ship Vanguard
was prepared to cover the launch on a best-obtainable basis while enroute
from support of the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project. One Advanced Range
Instru lentatlon Aircraft was deployed to Ascension Island and two aircraft
were d ,,ployedto Cape Town, South Africa.
the countdown started 9 hours prior to scheduled launch time
_ith the establishment of voice and data circuits to all near-Earth
.'_tations. The validation of stations proceeded in accordance with
t_e published sequence of events with only minor difficulties. The
data 1 ine to the Vanguard was lost; the Ascension radar experienced
a power supply problem; and the second Ascension radar had a transmitter
:
; outage of approximately !3 minutes duration.
At T minus 150 minutes, a problem occurred on the Titan solid
rocket _ooster stage when a thrust vector control valve did not respond
pr(',perlyduring checkout. The launch had to be scrubbed for that day
because the valve checkout involved unloading and purging the N204
tar_'_son the solid booster. However, after the valve was replaced
ant checked out, the launch was rescheduled for August I_.
Later, thls new date had to be changed because of another problem.
While preparing to charge the Orbiter batteries on August 13, it was
• discovered that the batteries had fallen from their normal charge of
37 volts down to 9 volts. This dralnag_ ._adoccurred because a motorized
rotary switch aboard the Orbiter had turned "ON" inadvertently, some
time after the launch postponement on August 11. The entire Viking A
. spacecr.al'twas removed from the launch vehicle, and the Viking B space-
, craft was substltut_.d. Orbiter Frecount, Lander Prelaunch and Cruise
Update, and Orbit, .. Flight Data Subsystem Update tests were then per-
formed in pre_ration for a launch on August 20.
However, the delay from the original launch date enabled the
, ship Wnguard to reach a more favorable test support position prior
to I_unch.
3 _
: 2
/
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2. Second (Final) Attempt, August 20, 1975
The countdown was conducted in accordance with the published
sequence of events for'a liftoff at the beginning of the launch "window"
at 21:22 (GMT) on August 20. The actual launch was accomplished at
21:22:00.155 (GMT).
During the countdown, the Antigua radar failed its antenna slew
checks. As a result, metric data were expected to be adequate for
near-Earth purposes, but inadequate for range safety purposes. A _..
104-degree launch azimuth cutoff, for range safety purposes, was therefore
imposed. (The impact of this cutoff was that the duration of the launch
"window" was reduced from 71 minutes to 49 minutes.)
Post-launch investigation revealed that the azimuth angle encoder
was loose, and that a module which provides reference voltage in the
dlgital-to-analog converter was defective. (These defects were correlated
prior to the Viking B launch.)
All range instrumentation aircraft were airborne on ti[ne,and
the validation of stations providing real-time telemetry data was per-
formed successfully except for aircraft 2. (_ost-launch examination
revealed the problem to be a connector, which was repaired prior to
the Viking B launch.) The problem affected only the real-tlme retrans-
mission capability of spacecraft telemetry data. It was decided
"in-count*' that this problem would not result in a "hold "or" scrub,"
and launch occurred as scheduled.
Fortunately, no abnormal launch pad damage occurred at launch.
Two checkout antennas were blown off their mounts at the launch pad,
however, and had to be replaced before the Viking B launch. ,
During the time period August 11 through 20, 1975, supporting
stations of the Deep Space Network remained in their Viking configuration
and performed operational verification tests to assure that all systems
were maintairing their "green" status.
Following the launch, downlink signals from the Viking I spacecraft
• were acquired by the prime Australian station (Station q2) at 22:10:05
(GMT) and by the backup Australian station (Station q4) at 22:11:38
(GMT). The downlink signal levels received by the stations were in
close agreement with the predicted nominal values.
At 22:26:15 (GMT) the prime Australian station transmitted the
first commands to the spacecraft to begin its Canopus acquisition sequence
at 27:42:0q (GMT). These commands were repeated at 22:q4:50 and
22:q5:20 (GHT) for verification. A successful acquisition of Canopus
by the spacecraft was made, and the spacecraft entered its cruise mode,
which would continue until August 27. At that time, the first mldcourse
maneuver was scheduled to take place and target the Mars landing for
July q, 1976.
XXXXX-O 19
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C. MISSION B ACTIVITY
The Viking B launch date had been rescheduled to September 3,
as a result of the Viking A launch date change. But, during routine
spacecraft checks on September 2, a degradation of 3 dB in the upllnk
signal level was detected when the receiver was switched to the high-
gain antenna. In order to investigate this anomaly, the spacecraft
was demated from the launch vehicle and the shroud removed. The problem
was cleared after a complete set of new hardware (cables, Joints, etc.)
was installed between the hlgh-galn antenna and the diplexer. The
spacecraft was then rechecked and remated to the launch vehicle. The
. revised launch date was now September 9, and all systems were "green."
The countdown was conducted in accordance with the published
sequence of events for a llftoff at the beginning of the launch .'window"
at 18:39 (GMT) on September 9.
Early in the countdown, the Antigua radar experienced a problem
with the hlgh-rate slew checkout, but the low-rate slew checkout was
satisfactory. It was determined that the radar tracking data would
be acceptable. ,,
While range aircraft I was preparing to take off at Aseenslon
Island, it experienced a damaged wing when jet blast from aircraft
3 blew a loading ramp into the first aircraft. Because the first
aircraft was now unable to support the launch, the third aircraft took
the first aircraft's test support position and identification.
All stations supporting the neaP-Earth phase remained "green"
throughout the remainder of the countdown. Launch occurred without _
any unscheduled holds at 18:38:59.960 (GMT) on September 9.
Severe fire damage to the launch pad and to the Aerospace Ground
Equipment building was experlenced. The damage was sufficient to cause
a delay in the Helios B launch, from early December 1975 to mid-January
1976.
)
Following liftoff, initial acquisition of the spacecraft at
Station 42 in Australia was accomplished at 19:27:26 (GMT), exactly
in accordance with predictions.
I
On September 19, 1975, as planned, the Deep Space Network provided
support for the first midcourse maneuver of Viking 2, which targeted
the spacecraft to arrive at Mars on August 7, 1976.
XXXXX-020
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II. NEAR-EARTH SU?PURT
A. MISSION A NEAR-EARTH LAUNCH SUPPORt
I. General Summary
The Mission A flightpath was nominal and on time throughout the
near-Earth phase of the mission, although the vehicle passed through
the African protective line about 10 seconds late. rable I provides
nominal versus actual reported MARK event information.
Overlapping coverage, comoined with conservatively planned quality
data intervals, resulted in ground telemetry systems performance that
exceeded the required coverage intervals. The acquisition of quality
telemetry data by all Advanced Range Instrumental Alrcraft oegan later
than planned. Only aircraft I retransmltted spacecraft telemetry data
in real time. Aircraft 2 was unable to retransmlt in real time because
of a connector problem, and the third aircraft was directed not to
attempt real-tlme retransmlssion since it was providing essentially
the same coverage as the first. The later than nomlnal acquisition
of signal by aircraft I resulted in only a short gap in the "in-sync"
data processed in real time by the Mission Test Computer at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.
All stations of the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Ketwork, includ-
ing the ship Vanguard, provided excellent telemetry support, with a number
of stations exceeding the amount planned. Decommutator lock on certain
links at certain stations was less than scheduled for the usual reasons
of low elevation pass and/or poor aspect angles. Telemetry data from
all stations were generally excellent and adequately covered the flight.
Performance by Air Force Eastern Test Range radars was successful
in that each radar provided support for at least 95 percent of its
planned interval.
i
The Bermuda radar of the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network
exceeded its planned data interval. The tracking ship Vanguard experi-
enced beacon loblng because of poop aspect angles, resulting in loss
of data for a short period prior to loss of signal approximately 7
minutes earlier than predicted. However, sufficient data were received
by the |_eal-Tlme Computer System at Cape Canaveral to enable timely
computations of orbital parameters.
NASA Communications Network support (voice, data, and teletype
circuits) was excellent throughout the near-Earth phase of the mission.
The Real-Time Computing System provided timely computations of
orbital parameters, inter-net predicts for acquisition by the Deep
Space Network, and mapping to planetary encounter.
Telemetry data recorded at the tracking stations were returned
to the Kennedy Space Center within the specified 36 hours after launch.
Airoral_t 2 picked up the Johannesburg station data and delivered them
5
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to Ascension island. The Johannesburg, Ascension, and all aircraft
telemetry data were airlifted to Patrick Air Force Base. The Bermuda
station data were returned by expedited air-frelght shipment. The
Antigua, Grand Turk, and Grand Bahama Island data were returned by
an aircraft chartered by the Military Airlift Command.
The overall near-Earth support for Viking A was considered
excellent.
2. Launch Vehicle Telemetry Support
Q
Launch vehlcle telemetry support was provided during the launch
on August 20, 1975, by three separate radio links. Titan telemetry
was transmitted at 2287.5 MHz and the Centaur transmitted telemetry
at 2202.5 and 2208.5 MHz. Near-Earth support was provided on all three
links for both the receive and record modes as well as some real-time
transmissions to Building AE and the Central Instrumentation Facility
for performance evaluation. The Titan telemetry coverage, shown in
Fig. I, met or exceeded requirements with only minor problems from
all supporting stations.
: Coverage for the Centaur telemetry (2202.5 and 2208.5 MBz) links
is shown in Figs. 2 through 5, respectlvely. All requirements were
i met or exceeded.
: In summary, the launch vehicle telemetry data via all three radio
links were generally excellent, wlth slight degradation at some sites
because of the low elevation angles of the vehlcl.. No major problems
were noted.
3. Spacecraft Telemetry Suppport
Spacecraft telemetry support was provided on two separate radio
links. The spacecraft telemetry was extracted from the Centaur
2202.5-MHz llnk from launch until spacecraft separation. The
2293.1-HHz llnk was utilized as spacecraft telemetry from _pacecraft
separation until two-way acquisition by the Deep Space, Network.
The spacecraft telemetry coverage and req,Jrementa are shown In
Figs. 6 and 7. All recording requirements werc met or exceeded. Times
of acquisition of aisnal and loss of atsnal are shown in the fisurea
as reported by individual stations.
Table 2 shows the actual spacecraft telemetry coverage aa deter-
mined at the Herrttt Island station, which received all near-Rarth apaoe-
craf_ data in real time. In addition, the planned coverage versus the [li '
actual coverage is shown in this table. A_tual ooverqe was 98 percent
of that planned. As the real-time spacecraft telemetry data were received
,_ at Herritt Island, data from selected stations were processed, formatted,
and tranaedtted to the control center at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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table 2. Spacecraft telemetry delivered to Merritt Island Station 71
for Viking A
Planned Actual
coverage, seconds coverage, seconds
Data
Station outages, ,
Acqui- Loss Acqui- Loss seconds
sitien of of sition of of
signal signal s_ nal signal
Merritt Island 0 450 0 473 13
launch area
Grand Bahama 75 490 76 493 21
Island
Grand Turk 250 593 251 634 b
Bermuda 310 632 311 674 0
Antigua 445 726 446 782 0
?
Ascension Island 1309 1500 1333 1474 20
(ETR)
: Ascension Island 1339 1530 1440 1548 7
(STDN)
Range aircraft 1485 1895 1514 1851 7
Johannesburg 1850 3600 1853 3167 q6
(STDN)
Vanguard ship 1965 7200 1965 4862 0
Guam (STDN) 3300 7200 3301 4860 6 :_
data received - data lost
Percentage of planned coverage © .....
! data planned
4309- 126
ffi ffi 98_
4277
ETR = Eastern Test Range _
STDN = Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network
×××××-032
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In summary, the spacecraft telemetry coverage during the near-Earth
phase met nearly all requirements. Aircraft 2 did not transmit space-
craft data in real time because of a problem Jn a patchboard, but air-
craft I coverage exceeded that planned for aircraft I and provided
most of the data for aircraft 2. Therefore, very little data were
lost. As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the percentage of quallty data received
at the Mission Control Center exceeded 95 percent of that which was
planned.
°
4. Metric Data Support
Nine metric data radars supported the Viking A launch. These
were the Air Force radars at Cape Canaveral, Patrick Air Force Base,
Merritt Island, Grand Bahama Island, Antigua, and two at Ascension
and the Goddard radars at Bermuda, together with the ship Vanguard.
All stations met or exceeded their planned tracking intervals except
Vanguard, whlch had problems acquiring and holdlng track because of
poor aspect angles. The loss of these data did not adversely affect
computations of the transfer and Centaur post-deflection orbit by the
Real-Time Computing System.
The actual metric data coverage provlded on Viking A is given
in Figs. 8 and 9. All radars transmitted high speed and/or teletype
metric data to the Real-Time Computing System.
The Antigua metric data were used to provide orbital elements
on the Centaur parking orbit, and Vanguard data were used to compute
orbital elements on the transfer orbit to Mars and the Centaur post-
deflection orbit. Metric data from Station 42 at Canberra were also
used to compute orbital elements on the Viking spacecraft orbit. The
orbital elements computed by the Real-Time Computer System for Viking A
are given in Table 4.
Besides providing orbital elements on the parking orbit, transfer
orbit, and spacecraft orbit, the computing system also provided computa-
tions of I-matrlx, inter-net predicts, and Mars B-plane mapping. The
B-plane mapping was provided for the transfer, spacecraft, and Centaur
post-deflectlon orbits. These Mars B-plane mapping parameters are
provided in Table 5.
The Real-Time Computer System also provided four sets of inter-
net predicts to deep space stations at Canberra, Honeysuckle, and Madrid.
The first set of predicts was sent in the minus count at T minus 45 mln-
utes and was based on nominal data computed from polynomial coefficients.
The second set was based on actual parking orbit data plus a nominal
Centaur second burn. The third set was based on the actual transfer
orbit obtained from Vanguard data, and the last set was based on the
actual spacecraft orbit computed from Canberra data.
The overall metric data and computing support for Viking A met
or exceeded the planned amounts. !
• il17
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5. Communications Support
Project communications requirements for the near-Earth phase of
the Viking A mission were for voice, data, and teletype channels within
and between the elements of the supporting stations.
Near-Earth communications included elements of NASA Communlca-
tlons Network, Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network, Kennedy Space
Center, and Jet Propulsion Laboratory in order to provide all required
support. All available resources were used to provide the project
with a very high percentage of error-free real-time data.
A description of near-Earth communications is given in Volume
i of thls report on pages 85-99.
6. Problems and Corrective Action
Only two significant problems impacted the near-Earth support
for Mission A. These problems were with real-time retransmisslon of
the spacecraft data from aircraft 2, and the ship Vanguard radar not
tracking the entire metric data Interval committed.
Range Instrumentation Aircraft 2 received and recorded its assigned
data span; however, because of instrumentation problems, it did not
retransmlt the spacecraft data in real time as tasked. In post-launch
investigations, the patchboard demultiplexer was removed, bench checked,
and replaced. Further on-board checkout revealed the problem to be
in a connector to the patchboard. The corrective action taken was
to repair the connector. Further corrective action will improve on-
board troubleshooting for future operations.
Thls is but one example of the susceptibility of telemetry aircraft
to unique operational problems. It is such that backup aircraft appear
Justified in support of telemetry data requirements which are truly
,mandatory. _,
Vanguard radar lost track at approximately "point of closest
approach" for a period of 4 minutes, and, after reacqulsitton, exper-
ienced intermittent losses of data totaling 3.4 minutes, untll "loss
of signal." The cause was attributed to beacon lobtng, resulting from
poor aspect angles and a weak stFnal. No corrective action is planned,
except to continue to make the s_te personnel aware of possible weak
31anal conditions as was indicated for this mission. The Vanguard
radar did gather enough metrto data to allow computation of the Centaur
transfer orbit and Centaur post-deflection orbit. This was the ship*a
primary metric data task.
Other sites (Bermuda, Ascension, and Johannesburg) also had some
degraded telemetry data because of low station elevation angles during
: the tracking periods. These degraded telemetry data were predicted,
: however, and were of no serious consequence.
" i 23
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The Antigua cadar data were slightly degraded by the presence
of an azimuth bla.,of about 0.0254 mm (2 mils) and erratic angle data
bits. Post-test investigation revealed that the azlmuth encoder was
loose and that a module which provides reference voltage in the digital-
to-analog converter, was defective. These items were corrected before
Viking B launch. This problem did not have a major impact because
the Antigua data were of sufficient quality for the Air Force Eastern
Test Range Computlng System to compute a good set of parking orbit
parameters.
B. MISSION B N£AR-EARTH LAUNCH SUPPORT
1. General Summary
The trajectory was nomlnal and the events were on time throughout
the near-Earth phase of the mission, although the vehicle passed through
the African protective line about 7 seconds late. Table 6 provides
the nominal versus actual MARK events for the Viking B launch.
Ground telemetry stations of the Air Force Eastern Test Range
exceeded their respective intervals by a wide margin.
Both aircraft experienced telemetry acquisition problems and
_id not obtain the planned coverages; however, tne requirements to
receive and record and to report in real t_e the occurrences of Centaur
second engine start and cutoff times were satisfied.
All stations of the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network, includ-
ing the tracking ship V_guard, provided telemetry support exceeding
100 percent of that planned. Acquisition data inaccuracies caused the
Johannesburg station dl-flculty in acquiring the Centaur 2202.5-t_Iz llnk.
Telemetry data from all stations except from the aircraft were
generally excellent and adequately covered the flight.
Radar performance by stations of the Air Force gastern Test Range
was successful in that all radars (except Patrick Air Force Base) supported
for at least 95 _ent of their planned Interval. The Patrick radar
was redundant to.her mainland radars.
The Bermuda radar exceeded Its scheduled data Interval. Acquisi-
tion data tnaooureotes caused the Vanguard radar difficulties in aoquirln_
the Centaur beacon (acquired Initially on a slde lobe). Sufficient
data were received by the Real-Time Cceputer System to enable tlasly
computations of orbital parameters.
liSA communications support (voice, data, and teletype circuits)
was _zoellent throughout the near-Earth phase of the Jdssion.
Computations of orbital parameters, inter-net predicts for Deep
Space Iletworlt acquisition, and Harm mapping to planetary enoo,mter
were aoooapllahed on tim.
i
._"2 !
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2. Launch Vehicle Telemetry Support
Launch vehlcle telemetry support was provided during the launch
of Viking B on _hree separate radlo links. Titan telemetry was trans-
mitted at 2287.5 MHz, and Centaur telemetry was transmlttea at 2202.5
and 2208.5 MHz. Near-Earth support was provided on all three links.
Both the receive and record mode and real-tlme transmission mode to
Bulldlng AE and Central Instrumentation Faclilty were exercised. Launch
vehicle performance by analysis of the data from the three radlo links
was carried out in Building AE.
Tltan telemetry support coverage is shown in Fig. 10. All reqdlre-
meritswere met or exceeded.
Centaur telemetry support coverage is shown in Figs. 11, 12,
13, and 14. All requirements were met or exceeded.
In summary, telemetry data support from all stations except the
aircraft was generally excellent and met or exceeded the raquirements.
3. Spacecraft Telemetry Support
Spacecraft telemetry support was provided during the launch c°
Viking B on two separate radio links. The spacecraft telemetry was
extracted from the Centaur 2202.5-_z li k from launch to spacecraft
separation. The spacecraft 2297.3-_Iz link was utilized from space-
craft separation until acquisition Oy the Deep Space Network.
The spacecraft telemetry requirements and coverage are hown
in Figs. 15 and 16. Acquisition of signal and loss of signal shown
in the figure are at times reported by the individual stations.
Table 7 shows .he actual spacecraft telemetry coverage as deter-
mined by Merritt Island Station 71 as it received all near-Earth data
in real time. In addition, the _lanngd coverage versus the actual
coverage is shown.
As the spiceoraft data w6re received in real time at Merritt
; Island Station 71, data from selected stations were processed, formatted,
I and transmitted to the Mission Control Center at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. Table 8 shows the actual data coverage.
In summary, station support met or exceeded requirement3 except
for Ascension and the aircraft. Both Ascension stations had m_nor
problems because of low elevation aspect angles. The aircraft coverage,
as shown in Table 7, leaves much to be desired.
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Table 7. Spacecraft telemetry delivered to Merritt Island
Statlon TI for Viking B
Planned Actual
coverage, seconds coverage, seconds
Data
Statlon outages, I
Acqui- Loss Acqul- Loss seconds
sltlon of of sition of of
signal signal signal signal
Merrltt Island 0 450 0 485 14
launch area
Grand Bahama 75 490 76 532 47
Island
Bermuda 310 635 311 673 0
Antigua 450 720 452 780 0
Ascension Island 1315 1530 1324 1520 67
(ETR)
Ascension Island 1315 1530 1405 1566 14
(STDN)
Range aircraft 1485 1960 1674 1970 176
Johannesburg (STDN) 1930 2645 1936 2870 0
Vanguard shlp 2035 7200 2037 40_0 a 13
Guam (STDN) 3245 b 3246 4107 ---
aReleased from support.
bunttl released from s.pport.
! data reoelved - data lost
Peroent of planned ooverage = data planned
3455 - 331ffi : 88.951
3512
BTR • Eastern Test Range
STDN • Spsoefllght Traok!ng and Data Network
\
:" 35
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Table 8. ViKing B spacecraft data received at the Mlsslon Control Center '..
from near-Earth stations
Planned Actual
Acqui- Loss
Station sition of of In sync Out of
signal signal Coverage, sync Coverage, Outage,
seconds seconds sin:s
(Launch plus sin:s) h:m_n:s
Merrl_t Island launch area 7:30 21:22:00 21:23:56 00:20
Grand Bahama Island 1:15 8:I0 21:2_:16 21:26:10
(OutaKe on Mission 00:00
Test Computer A only)
Grand Turk 3:15 9:50 21:26:17 21:27:2W
Berluda 3:50 10:_0 21:27:_W 21:28:22 00:20
(Outage on Miss:on 00:00
Test Computer B only)
;.,tluua 7:30 12:00 720 21:28:58 21:3W:5_ 75_ 00:.0
(Planned 10:t0 outage between Antigua and Ascension)
Ascension Island (ETR) 22:10 25:30 21:_W:53 21:_5:20 00:13
Ascension Island (STDN) 22:10 25:30 21:W5:33 21:_7:07 00:13
Ranis Airora_ 3 23:50 28:N5 21:N7:3_ 00:27
RamKe Aircraft 1 2_:_5 27:L_5 21:52:_3 00:1_
Johanno.burg (NASA) 30:50 --- 21:52:57 21:51:I_ 00:07
Vanguard ship 32:_5 --- 21:5_:51 21:58:10
Johannesburg (NASA) 19Oo 21:58:I0 2_:15:50 18_7 01.1_
Station q2 ig:00 22:15:5_
Actual • _I0 a
• 95,81 overallPlamnod • 2620 s
ETR • f_iete_ Test Rials
tA_IA • htio/_al All'_uluttoa and Spites idllnlatrettoa
STDII • Speeorlinh% TrsnWln8 _ Date Ilot_x-W
'_ 36
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4. Metric Data Support
Nine metr:c data radars supported the Viking B haunch. These
radars were the Alr Force radars at Cape Canaveral, Patrick Air Force
Base, Merritt Island, Grand Bahama Island, Antigua, and two at Ascension,
and the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network radars at Bermuda and
the tracking ship Vanguard. All stations met or exceeded their planned
tracking intervals except those at Patrick and the tracking ship Vanguard.
The Patrick data loss was attributed Lo an equipment malfunction.
The ship Vanguard's late acquisition of data resulted from inaccurate
acquisition pointing data provided by the Goddard Space Fllg_t Center
for the mission. Poor aspect angles were attributed to the loss of data
later during the tracking pass. The loss of these data did not adversely
affect the computations of the transfer orolt and Centaur post-deflectlon
orbit. Actual metric data coverage provided on ViKing B is given in
Figs. 17 and 18. All radars transmitted metric data to the Real-Time
Computer System in real time vla teletype or hlgh-speed data llne.
Antigua metric data were used to provide orbital elements on
the Centaur parking orbit; Vanguard data were used to compute orbital
elements on the transfer orbit to Mars and the Centaur post-deflectlon
orbit. Data from the deep space station at Canberra were also used
to compute orbital elements on the Viking spacecraft orbit. (See
Table 9.)
Besides providing orbital elements on the parking orbit, transfer
orbit, and spacecraft orbit, the Real-Time Computer System also provided
computations of I-matrlx, inter-net predicts, and Mars S-plane mapping.
The B-plane mapping was provided for the transfer, spacecraft, and
Centaur post-deflectlon orbits. These Mars B-plane mapping parameters
are provided in Table 10.
Four sets of inter-net predicts were also provided to deep space
stations at Canberra, Honeysuckle, and Madrid. The first set of pre-
dicts was sent in the minus count at T minus 45 minutes and was based
on nominal data computed from polynomial coefficients. The sfeond set
was based on actual parking orbit data plus a nominal Centaur second
burn. The third set was based on the actual transfer orbit obtained
from Vanguard data, and the last set was based on the actual spacecraft
orbit computed from Canberra data.
The overall metric data and computing support for Viking B was
very good.
5. Communloat ions Support
FroJeot oommunioattons requirements for the near-Earth phase
of the Viking B mission were for voice, data, and teletype channels
i within and between the elements of the supporting stations.
|
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Near-Earth communications included elements of NASA Co_aunications
Network, Air Force Eastern Test Range, Kennedy Space Center, and Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in order to provide all required support. All
available resources of this network were used to provide the project
with a very high percentage of error-free real-time data from all sup-
porting elements of the near-Earth tracking and data system.
A description of near-Earth communications is given in Volume I
of this report on pages 85-99.
i
6. Problems and Corrective Action
Range aircraft I experienced wing damage while preparing for
takeoff from Ascension for its assigned test support position when
the jet blast from aircraft 3 blew a loading platform into the wing.
The aircraft was grounded, and aircraft 3 was assigned to take its
place and identification.
Corrective action to increase awareness by both flight and ground
crews in operating these unique resources has been implemented.
Aircraft I acquired good quality data, about 190 seconds late,
on the launch vehicle telemetry links. A total of 159 seconds of data
was obtained after acquisition, representing only 36.7 percent of the
committed data. The launch vehicle telemetry signal appeared to be
: weak and fluctuating. Intermittent data were also obtained on the
spacecraft llnk. This could have been caused by unfavorable antenna
aspect angles, equipment problems, or improper pointing data. Unfortun-
ately, an accurate evaluation of aircraft antenna performance is not
possible because it has not been modified to provide a function recording
of the necessary information.
Aircraft 2 also acquired late, and much of its committed launch
vehicle telemetry was not provided.
Aircraft 2 was approximately 69 kilometers (37 nautical miles)
short of its assigned position throughout the data run due to a naviga-
tional error. This would have a negligible effect upon data coverage.
The antenna was manually tracked for most of the test. Attempts to
place the antenna in autotrack made it drive off target. The reason
for this could not be determined, except that both aircraft reported
a very weak signal, and Ascension recordings also indicated fluctuations
which could hinder aircraft tracking efforts. This aircraft also has
not been modified to provide antenna position recordings which could
verify antenna performance during this interval. The antenna vertical
gyro was found to drift in azimuth and elevation so a switch was made
to the gyro simulator for the data recording interval, i
It has been reoommended that the modifications to the aircraft i
be given priority to make this important evaluation tool available _
for upcoming missions. !
&
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The overall aircraft performance is another example of the
susceptibility of telemetry aircraft to unique operational problems
that justifies backup telemetry aircraft in support of truly "mandatory"
data requirements.
Johannesburg had difficulty acquiring autotrack on the main beam
of the Centaur 2202.5-MHz link. Autotrack was ootained after the station
switched from the nominal inter-net predict acquisition data to the
acquisition aid antenna. Autotrack occurred 1.3 minutes later than
the predicted time.
Post-test analysis indicated that the inter-net predicts generated
by Goddard from powered flight tapes provided General Dynamics Convair
were inaccurate.
Although the Viking B launch was nominal, the acquisition informa-
tion sent to Johannesburg was based on the Viking A vJs viva energy
(referred to as C3), because the Project decided not to recompute detailed
launch trajectories for Viking B. This decision was based on costs
because a very large number of launch trajectories would otherwise
have had to be recomputed for each launch time of each launch window.
Use of the Viking A information in lieu of the ViKing B information
for generating the data sent to Johannesburg was responsible for the
inaccuracies in the predicts and the subsequent acquisition problem
exper_onced by the station.
Steps have been taken to provide a more accurate and manageable
set of powered flight tapes to Goddard on future unmanned missions.
The ship Vanguard also had difficulty acquiring with its radar.
It initially acquired on a side lobe using the Inter-range vector data.
The Vanguard radar acquired the main lobe when the antenna acquisition
source was designated.
Pont-test analysis showed that the inter-range vector was off
by 0.85 degree in elevation, which was enough to put the radar on the
first side lobe. The reason for this was that the wrong set of polynomial
coefficients was taken off the polynomial coefficient magnetic tape.
_he tape contained two sets of polynomials for launch date September 9,
1975, and arrival on August 7, 1976 -- one for Viking A and one for
Viking B. The Viking A set came first on the tape and was mistakenly
used. It is planned to have future dual-mission polynomial coefficients
on separate magnetic tapes.
Even though the first 1.8 minutes of the expected Vanguard radar
metric data were lost and the Vanguard had several later dropouts because
of poor aspect angles and long range, the major data needed to compute
both "Centaur transfer orbit" and "Centaur post-deflection orbit' orbital
elements were provided.
The radar at Patrick Alp Force Base experienced low signal from
launch, and when the parametric amplifiers were turned on at.T plus 124
seconds to improve the slgnal-to-nolse ratio, an oscillation in elevation
angle was observed. This condition was improved by re-lnitlatlon at
43
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T plus 201 seconds, but did not return to normal until automatic frequency
control was selected at T plus 289 seconds.
Post-flight investigation could not identify any specific equipment
or component defects that would have positively caused the proOlem.
However, receiver local oscillators were replaced, and no further mani-
festation of the anomaly was observed. Signal levels in subsequent
tests also were restored to expected values.
/
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III. INITIAL ACQUISItiON SUPPOHf
A. GENERAL
The initial acquisition of Viking I spacecraft oy the Deep Space
Network occurred at 22:09:56 (GMT), August 20, 1975, at Station 42
in Canberra, Australia. Launch had been at 21:22:00 that day from
Cape Canaveral, Florida, at a launch azimuth of 96.57 degrees into
a trans-Mars, heliocentric orbit. Orbital injection occurred over
South Africa, giving Australian stations first view of the spacecraft.
Under similar conditions on September 9, Viking 2 spacecraft
(launched at 18:38:59) was also successfully acquired Oy Station 42
at 19:27:26. Again, initial acquisition success was attributed to
careful implementation of the _nitial acquisition strategy and intensive
testing and training of the station and operations personnel.
The initial acquisition strategy jointly worked out by the Deep
Space Network and Viking flight teams employed safeguards necessary
to the initial acquisition configuration plans. To ensure that the
spacecraft receivers locked to the ground transmitter signal, the Iow-
gain, wide-beam acquisition antenna was used for the uplink, and, to
avoid ground receiver saturation, when receiving downlink on the high-
gain, narrow-beam tracking antenna, the maser had to oe bypassed.
Further complications were introduced, s_nce the Project aesired to
make a Canopus star map prior to Canopus star lock. This dictated
that upllnk transmitter power from the high-gain antenna was required
to ensure continuous upllnk and downlink lock during the 720-degree
roll, during which n_iis greater than 40 dB were anticipated.
A reconflguration of the ground transmitter from the acquisition
antenna to the tracking antenna was therefore necessary, and it was
agreed that the station should be reconflgured at launch plus I hour
36 minutes. But since telemetry was critical at that time, the recon-
figuration had to be accomplished without loss of telemetry, which
meant that Station 42 could not simply turn off its transmitter and
reconflgure, as thls would result in dropping two-way lock and the
loss of I minute of telemetry data.
The plan to accomplish the station upllnk and downllnk reconflgur-
atlon required the transfer of upllnk to Station 44 (the backup station), t
while Station 42 reconflgured its transmitter and maser, followed by
the transfer of the upllnk back to Station 42. This unusual transfer
permitted the reconflguratlon to be accomplished and ensured that the
valuable bloshleld telemetry data would not be interrupted.
The initial acquisition, initial condltlors at Stations 42 and
44, and the strategy are illustrated as a function of tlme in Figs.
19 and 20.
_ 45
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STATION 42/44 S-BAND CASSEGRAIN MONOPULSE 53.3 dB (0.33 o)
(TRACKING) ANTENNA DOWNLINK GAIN (BEAMWIDTH)
STATION 42/44 S-BAND CASSEGRAIN MONOPULSE 51.8 dB (0.36 °)
(TRACKING) ANTENNA UPLINK GAIN (BEAMWIDTF0
STATION 42 S-BAND ACQUISITION ANTENNA 21.7 dB (16"_
DOWNLINK GAIN (BEAMWIDTF0
STATION 42 S-BAND ACQUISITION ANTENNA 18.9 dB (17Q)
UPLINK GAIN (BEAMWIDTH)
STATION 44 S-BAND ACQUISITION ANTENNA 20.8 dB (5°)
DOWNLINK GAIN (BEAMWIDTH)
STATION 42 STATION 44
RECEIVER 5 - S-BAND CASSEGRAIN MONOPULSE RECEIVER I - S-BAND CA¢,._EGRAIN MONOPULSE
(TRACKING) ANTENNA (MASER BYPASS) (TRACKING) ANTENNA _MASER BYPASS)
RECEIVER6 - S-BAND ACQUISITION ANTENNA RECEIVER 2 - S-BAh:L) ACQUISITION ANTENNA
(MASER 2) (MASER 2)
TRANSMITTER (1U kW) - S-BAND AC()UISITION TRANSMITTER (1 kW) - S-BAND CASSEGRAIN
ANTENNA MONOPULSE (TRACKING) ANTENNA
TRACKING MODE ANTENNA POINTING TRACKING MODE ANTENNA POINTING
SYSTEM TAPE SYSTEM TAPE
Fig. 19. Initial acquisition strategy (initial conditions)
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Prelaunch tracking operations planning and analysis and other
acquisition acti%Jties are described in greater detail in Refs. I and 2.
Initial acquisition planning for ViKing 2 _as similar to ViKing
I in both trajectory followed and the acquisition procedures employed
and in characteristics of its radio frequency subsystem.
B. POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS OF VIKING I LAUNCH PHASE
#
Using a new predict generation program based on inputs from the
Viking Flight Path Analysis Group at launch minus 4 hours 25 minutes, the
stations were sent the predicts necessary for generating an antenna
drive tape well ahead of schedule. Additionally, since the Orbiter
Performance Analysis Group made no last minute changes to the Viking
Orbiter transmit and receive frequencies, it was not necessary to gener-
ate any additional sets of frequency predicts.
All remaining possible predict generation throughput time problems
were alleviated when the launch occurred within a fraction of a second
of the expected time.
Only one set of predicts had to De generated between launch and
spacecraft rise at the Australia stations. Thls set gave the station
predicts wlth a Greenwich Mean Time field, since all previous text
predicts were generated in time from launch. Thus, while the new gen-
eration scheme had been carefully planned to handle any launch situation,
the optimum situation (i.e., nominal countdown and launch) occurred,
alleviating the problem of getting actual llftoff predicts to Station
42 prior to spacecraft rise.
During the early portion of the Station 42 launch pass, the radio
metric data, when differenced with preflight nominal predicts by the
Network Control System pseudoresldual program, produced the following
residuals:
Hour angle: ~ -0.07 degree
Two-way doppler: ~ 10 Az at S-band
Exciter frequency: _ -0.3 Hz at voltage-controlled oscillator
frequency
The predicted 3-slgma uncertainties for these parameters were:
Hour angle: ~ 0.002 degree
Two-way doppler: _ 10 Hz at S-band
_xciter frequency: ~ 55 Hz at voltage-controlled oscillator
frequency
q8
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Except for hour angle, all residuals were generally within the
3-sigma uncertainties. While it substantially exceeded the 3-sigma
uncertainty, the hour angle residual caused no impact on the acquisition
of the downlink and no degradation of the received signal level. Addl-
tionally, from a historical perspective, this was perhaps the smallest
early launch pass hour angle residual yet achieved. The two-way doppler
residuals (shown in Fig. 21) started quite large (approximately -70 Hz),
but gradually decreased to approximately the 3-sigma value of 10 Hz as
the spacecraft's apparent motion approached sidereal rate.
A
Considering the many possible sources of error, both in frequency
and in trajectory, the miniscule difference between the measured and
predicted best lock frequencies of the exciter frequency indicates
that the reference frequency supplied by the Orbiter Performance and
Analysis Group was highly accurate. Additionally, since the difference
between predicted and measured best lock frequencies was smaller than
the supplied 3-sigma uncertainty by more than two orders of magnitude,
one must consider that perhaps the 3-sigma frequency uncertainty calcu-
lations were overly pessimistic.
The Viking I one-way downlink was acquired by Station 42 at
22:10:05, 33 seconds before the predicted 22:10:38 spacecraft rise
time. Subsequent stereographic plots of the spacecraft trajectory
indicated a possible 1.5-degree hour angle error in the horizon mask
used in the predicts software. Considering the rate nf change of hour
angle that occurred during this period (approximately 0.04 degree per
second), this error would seem to account for the discrepancy in the
rise tlme.
The downllnk acquisition is depicted in Fig. 22. As can be seen
in this plot, the receiver appears to have been drifting in the region
around a one-way doppler frequency of 1047000 Hz prior to expected
acquisition time. The signal was apparently detected at 22:09:51 with
receivers reported in lock at 22:10:05, though both monitor and tracking
data indicate possible continuous receiver lock as early as 22:09:53.
Australian Station 42 was instructed (by means of the acquisition
message shown in Fig. 23) to perform the following uplink acquisition
• sweep:
Transmitter on: 22: 13:40
Start sweep: 22: 14:O0
; Starting frequency: 21.996130 Mi.lz
Sweep rate: 3 Hz/s (voltage-controlled oscillator frequency)
End sweep: 22: 15: 30
_.nding frequency: 21.996400 _z (voltage-controlled oscillator
frequency )
Sweep duration: 90 seconds
! "49 '
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DOPPLER DEVIATION FROM PRE-FLIGHT NOMINAL PREDICTS
20 -- STATION 42 -- J I APREDICTSSETA20E I I I
10 I
ii
........ ..... LI,.I ................
,, ........ " " ii i
STATION 42 THREE-WAYo I
a _ WITH STATION 44
• 23:01-23'O4
:E "! --- •
-20
-40 •
r,, -5_ "
-60
_;_ _.
_ TWO-WAY CONFIRMED
40
-9C i
22: I 5 22:30 22:45 23:00 23:15 23:30
AUGUST 20, 1975, GMT
Fig. 21. Two-way doppler residuals for Viking I
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$
VIKING INITIAL ACC..21'I"IITION '-;TATI(]N 42 VERSION _ t
A PREDICTS
t TEXT AIOE IS PRIME
J [)RIVE rAPE Ae0D IS {'RIME
3. HA/X BIAS N()NE DEC,
4 l)l_t./_ BIAS N()NL DEC;
q. APS "lIME BIAS NO,";[" IIMT
R. INITIAL UPIANK A(_ULSITION SWEEP
_',. TXR ON 22:t3:40 GMT
7. TXR POWER 10 KW
8. FREQUENCY 2t .'_q h| _In IdHZ
9. START TUNING 22:t4:00 GMT
t0. TUNING RATE t80 tlZ/MINIVCO)
It. TRACK _;YN EREQ 2t.996400 MIIZ
tZ. CMD MOD ON NONE GMT
C, CONTINGENCY SWEEP: EXECUTE ONLY IF DIRECTED
t3 START TUNING Z2:t9:00 GMT
14, TUNING RATE 1110 HZIMINIVCO)
IS. SWEEP DOWN TO Zl.99616o MHZ
t6. SWEEP UP TO 2t 996St0 MHZ
tY. SWEEP DOWN TO I'SF 21.996400 MHZ
IS. CMD MOD ON NONE GMT
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: NONE
Fig. 2]. Station 42 8oqulslt, lon nesaage
top Viking 1
i
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A comparison of the instructed sweep and the sweep as _ctually
performed can _e seen in Fig. 24. The uplink sweep began approximately
8 seconds later than planned. The switch to the two-way, coherent mode
occurred at 22:;4:49, within 5 seconds of the expected time. After an
extensive search that included momentarily (_4 seconds) locking onto
the telemetry subcarrler (sce Table 11), the two-way downlinK was
acquired at 22:15:19. Even after the late start, the _tation w_s able
to complete the uplink sweep within I second of the planned 22:15:30
time. The tuning rate averaged a commendable 3._ Hz/s.
I
In adherence to the angle drive strategy, the ante,,na at
Station 42 was initially computer-driven using the preflight nominal J
predicts, generated ac launch minus 2 hours. The drive mode was suc-
cessfully changed to _utotrack at 22:15:40, 9 seconds after completion
of the uplink acquisition sweep.
In preparation for an upllnk transfer from S._tlon 42 to
Station 44, the drive mode was changed to computer mode at 23:00:00.
At 23:07:50, after maser I had been swltcbed into the antenna microwave
subsystem and the uplink transferred back to Station 42, autotracklng
was resumed at that station.
Commencing at 01:10:02, Station 42 began the acquisition of ranging
data via the Planetary Ranging Assembly. It was soon apparent to the
Network Operations Analysis Group that the Planetary Ranging Assembly
data were incorrect, and a.maifunctton was suspected.
The malfunction, which resulted in a -0.9-second error in the range
acquisition time, was tdenttf:ed several days later as an incorrect
adjustment of an isolation amplifier in the Frequency and Ti_tng Subsystem,
which supplies 1-pulse-per-second timing to the ranging system. At that
time, it was found that the receiver coder in the Ranging Logic Assembly
was being synchronized onto the trailing edge of the one-per-second
pulses rather than the leading edge as it should properly have been.
C. _OST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS OF VIKING 2 LAUNCH PHASg
The new predicts system functioned smoothly •nd efficiently during
the Viking 2 launch phase. Because the Viking Flight Path Analysis
Group was able to deliver the first predicts at launch minus 2 hours
30 minutes, Australian acquisition Stations _2 and _ had more than
enough time to generate • drive tape well before launch. During the
launch countdown, changes made by the Orbiter Performance Analysis
Group to the predicted frequencies were small enough to make the gen-
eration of additional planned frequency predicts unnecessary.
A• wa• the e••e In the ¥1kAnK 1 launch, the remaining throughput
time problems and concerns were •11•yea when launch occurred within
• fraction ot a second of the expected time. This left only one predict
set to be generated between launch and spacecraft rise; this set updated
the frequencies a;.d gave the stations text predicts with a Greenwich
Nean Time field (all previous predicts had been generated in time from
launch).
.,_
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• a_ I .......... _ .... "- for VJkJflg 1
GMT Residual Comments
22:13:30 34.416 Final one-way residual
22:14:00 -9420.715 Tuning---one-way doppler flagged two-way
22:14:10 -9163.489 Tuning i
22:14:20 -6156.806 Tuning
22:14:30 -3037.731 Tuning
22:14:40 222.214 Tuning
22:14:49 -2280.683 Receiver out of lock---switch to coherent mode
22:15:00 -24066.756 Receiver locked on telemetry subcarrier
22:15:02 °24065.680 Receiver locked on telemetry subcarrier
p
22:15:19 -68.254 Receiver locked on carrler---good two-way
22:16:00 -66.052 Good two-way residual
22:18:00 -50.027 Good two-way residual
22:20:00 -37.420 Good two-way residual
During the early portion of the Station 42 launch pass, the radio
metric data, when differenced with th" preflight nominal predicts by
the Network Operations Control Center pseudoresidual program, yielded
the following residuals:
Hour angle: _ -0.07 degree
Two-way doppler: _ -29 Hz at S-band
Exciter frequency: _ 14 Hz (voltage-controlled oscillator frequency)
These can be compared to the 3-sigma uncertainties supplied by
the Viking Project:
Hour angle: _ 0.002 degree
Two-way doppler: ~ 10 Hz at S-band
Exciter frequency: ~ 55 Hz (voltage-controlled oscillator frequency;
total frequency/trajectory uncertainty)
i
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The residuals, in general, exceeded the 3-sigma uncertainties (which
must be considered miniscule when compared to previous mission trajectory
uncertainties). The hour angle residual had no impact on the acquisition
of the downllnk and no degradation of received signal level even though
It substantially exceeded the 3-sigma uncertainty. Additionally, the
magnitude of this angle residual is nearly equal to the hour angle
residual of the Viking I launch, which places it amongst the smallest
early launch pass angle residuals yet achieved.
The two-way doppler residuals (shown in Fig. 25) started quite ,.
large (approximately -300 Hz).
The difference between the measured and predicted best lock
frequencies, for the exciter voltage-controlled oscillator, fell well
within the total trajectory/frequency 3-slgma uncertainty. Though
larger than the residual for the Viking I launch (_-0.3 Hz), the magnitude
of this residual fell easily within the boundaries of the prescribed
uplink sweep and caused no problem In the uplink acquisition.
Acquisition of the Viking 2 one-way downllnk at Station 42 was
reported at 19:27:01, 25 seconds prior to the expected spacecraft rise
tlme of 19:27:26. This again indicated a possible error in the Station
42 horizon mask used in the prediction software.
The downllnk acquisition I_ illustrated in Fig. 26. As can be
seen, it appears that the receiver was being tuned through the region
near the predicted one-way doppler prior to the expected spacecraft
rlse time. The signal was apparently detected at approximately 19:26:41
wlth receiver 5, connected to the S-band Cassegraln monopulse reported
in lock at 19:27:O1. Both monitor and tracking data indicate, however,
that receiver 6, connected to the S-band acquisition antenna, may have
sustained lock from as early as 19:26:41.
Station 42 was instructed to perform the following upllnk acquisition
sweep designed according to the specifications previously described:
Transmitter on: 19:30:40
Start sweep: 19:31:00
Starting frequency: 22°035090 HHz (voltage-controlled oscillator
frequency)
Sweep rate: 180 Hz/mln (voltage-controlled oscillator
frequency)
gnd sweep: 19:32:30
Ending frequency: ?2.035360 HHz (voltage-controlled oscillator
frequency)
. r Sweep duration: 90 seconds
L
/
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• 10000- • -:_ e_o_
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-300 • ] _--
19:30:00 20:00:00 20:30-00
SEPTEMBER9, 1975, GMr
Fig. 25. Two-way doppler residuals for Viking 2
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A comparison of the instructed sweep with the actual uplink acquisi-
tion sweep is depicted in Fig. 27. As is shown, the sweep began approx-
imately 7 seconds later than planned. At 19:32:02, the switch to the
two-way coherent mode occurred. The two-way downlink was very quickly
acquired by Station 42 with the receiver back in lock at 19:32:12.
However, as the receiver was being locked to the downlink, tuning slowed
and almost stopped for several seconds. The tuning rate for the remainder
of the sweep was somewhat slower than during the initial portion of the
sweep, causing the ramp to take only 15 seconds longer than originally
planned. , _.
When the doppler extractor was switched from the S-band acquisition i
antenna receiver to the S-band Cassegrain monopulse antenna receiver,
it was found that the receiver was Jn lock on a sideband located
approximately 10 kHz from the main carrier (see Table 12). Receiver
lock on the sideband was broken approximately 2 minutes later, and
the carrier reacquired at 19:34:44.
In following the angle strategy, the antenna at Station 42 was
Jnitlally computer-driven by using the preflight nominal predicts gen-
erated at launch minus 2 hours. The drive mode was changed to auto-
track at 19:35:51 following completion of the uplink acquisition.
As was the case during the Viking I initial pass, it was necessary
to transfer the upllnk to Station 44 in order to allow Station 42 to
switch maser I into the antenna microwave subsystem. In preparation
for this reconfiguratlon, the drive mode at Station 42 was changed
back to computer mode at 20:17:00. Autotracklng was resumed 5 minutes
later, following the upllnk transfer back to that station.
After the failure of maser I at 23:11:16, Station 42 returned
to computer drive for the remainder of the pass. The acquisition of
range data at that station began at 22:25:02 and continued with generally
good results through the acquisition of seven range points.
Since it was designated to serve as a backup, Station 44 in Australia
played a somewhat passive role in the Viking 2 launch phase operations.
Its availability, however, allowed some unique (for a launch phase)
configurations to be used at Station 42.
Following thls plan, the backup station acquired the one-way
Viking 2 downlink at 19:29:18 (as was the case wlth Station 42, thls
time was considerably earlier than the predicted spacecraft rlse time).
The acquisition is shown in Flg. 28. Autotracklng of the spacecraft ,
began at 19:33:38, after completion of the Station 42 upllnk acquisition
sw,._epand confirmation of good three-way downlink. The upllnk was
handed over to Station 44 by means of a track synthesizer frequency
transfer (which does not require tuning of the upllnK) from 20:18:02 .o.
to 20:21:02. Telemetry and tracking data continued uninterrupted during
thls period. The backup station was reconflgured to normal cruise
configuration at 20:27:40 and continued tracking in the three-way mode
until spacecraft set at 00:28:20.
t
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Table 12. Doppler residuals for Vj_ing 2
GMT Residual Comments
19:30:30 -275.331 Final good one-way residual
J
19:31:00 -15029.743 Tuning---one-way doppler flagged two-way
19:31:20 -12163.310 Tuning
19:31:40 -7095.466 Tuning
19:32:02 -1650.137 Receiver out of lock---switch to coherent mode
19:32:12 -298.039 Good two-way residual
19:32:20 -291.406 Good two-way residual
19:32:30 -286.623 Good two-way residual
19:32:34 -10026.788 Switch doppler extractor---SCM RCVR on sideband
19:33:00 -10019.764 RCVR on sideband
19:33:30 -10007.272 RCVR on sldeband
19:34:00 -9993.609 RCVR on sldeband
19:34:36 -11827.154 Receiver out of lock
19:34:44 -228.606 Receiver in lock on carrier
19:35:00 -203.622 Good two-way residual
SCM = S-band Cassegraln monopulse
RCVR = Station Receiver Assembly
f
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IV. DEEP SPACE NETWORK 3UPPOHE
A. CRUISE SUPPORT (SEPTEMBER THROUGH DECEMBER 19[5)
Following the successful launches of Viking I on August 20, 19_5,
and Viking 2 on September 9, 1975, the Deep Space NetworF faced dual tasks
of considerable magnitude in its support for Viking. First, the demands for
cruise support of both ViKing spacecraft were immediate and severe for that
part of the organization responsible for mlsslon operations. Second, the
full planetary configuration required to support Viking planetary operations
had not yet been completed, and a significant amount of implementation, I
testing, and training remained to be accomplished prior to the February 2, 1976,
deadline for the start of full planetary f:ight operations training.
The span of both of these activities covered the early cruise
months of late August, September, October, November, and December 1975,
and began essentially following the completion of the two-way initial
acquisition sequences described in Section III.
The following narrative describes this activity against the background
of the on-golng dual spacecraft Viking mission, in terms of Network
cperations, planetary conflguratlon development, and what was to become
a dominating new requirement, X-band Mars radar.
I. Mission Events
On August 27, with Viking I operating perfectly, the Orbiter maneuver
engine was fired to change spacecraft direction and velocity in order to bring
it within the desired target area for insertion into Mars orbit. Later in the
flight, smaller corrections would be made to refine the trajectory even further.
The original aiming points were purposely biased a considerable
distance from Mars to avoid any possibility of having a spacecraft impact
the surface should either Viking be inoperable after separation from the
launch vehicle. This was done in compliance wlh an International "planetary
quarantine" agreement, wherein a spacecraft out of control must not possibly
land on another planet and contaminate it with Earth organisms (see Fig. 29).
Meanwhile, at Cape Kennedy, the Viking 2 spacecraft was undergoing
precountdown checks when the receiver sensitivity of the S-Band Radio
Subsystem on the Orblter suddenly degraded. Efforts to isolate the problem,
and work around it, were not successful, and a decision was made to recycle
the spacecraft back to the a_sembly building for detailed troubleshooting.
The Titan booster was defueled on August 31, and the Viking 2 spacecraft was
demated the following day. In the assembly area, all Orbiter radio frequency
coaxial hardwares were removed and replaced with new ones; all changes were
verified and preparations for launch were restarted.
Viking 2 was launched at 18:38 (GMT) on September 9, and the
trajectory correction maneuver was successfully performed on September
19. Viking I would arrive at Mars on June 19, 1976, only one day later
than or__ginally planned. Viking 2 would arrive on August 7, 1976,
I f" -,
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Fig. 29. Viking 1 and 2 encounter aim points
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the exact day planned several years earlier. The time lost previously
was offset by introducing minute corrections to the trajectory ai_ing
point, launch vehicle burn durations, and injection velocities while
the spacecraft was stlll near the Earth.
Viking operations had now settled down to a comfortable routine,
with both spacecraft operating in a normal fashion. The first activity
after trajectory correction maneuvers was the start of checkout of the
Orbiter sclence instruments and calibration of the Canopus star tracker.
Both pairs of TV cameras checked out "green," as did the Mars atmospheric
water detector and the infrared thermal mapper. In fact, some test
television pictures were successfully played back. Other actlvltles i
on the Orbiter included gyro drlft calibrations, some slgnal-to-nolse
ratio tests, and radio subsystem threshold tests.
The Landers remained essentially qu_cscent, except for some science
instrument venting sequences and routine tape recorder maintenance
activity. On October 19, the Viking Lander I batteries were given
a full charge as pdrt of _elr conditioning for future operations.
Viking Lander 2 battery A conditioning was scheduled to start on
October 31, but the charger did not turn on after the command was trans-
mitted to the spacecraft. After several days of detailed analysis,
it was decided to attempt to charge oattery B, using the backup charger
aboard. On November 5, at 18:00 (GMT), the charge command was sent
to the spacecraft. Approximately 90 seconds later, telemetry confirmed
that the charger was activated and battery B was recelvlng a charge.
As of November 7, two of the four batterle_ were fully charged, and
the thlr_ battery was being brought up to its full rated power.
Subsystem checkouts on both Orbiters and Landers were performed
on a regular basis, all with satisfactory results. A Viking Lander l
cruise checkout, on November 13, showed all subsystems normal; a slmllar
checkout was subsequently performed on the ViKing Lander 2, on
November 21, with all readings normal. A series of tape recorder
maintenance sequences and gas chromatograph mass spectrometer oven
bakeouts were planned throughout the crulse period for both Landers;
these were performed without any problems during tnls period.
Routine Orbiter activities included Mars atmospheric water detector
callbratlons, accelerometer callbratlons, and playback of prerecorded video
frames at various data transmission rates. On November 12, the Viking
Orbiter I hlgb-galn antenna was put Into operation for the first tl .e, and t
Viking Orbiter 2 followed suit on November 18. It was not posslble to use
these hlgh-galn antennas before tnls tl ,._because of the thermal constraint
imposed on the antenna actuators. If used earlier In the mission, the
spacecraft-to-Earth pointing angles of the antenna would have exposed the
actuators to direct _unlight, and would have caused them to overheat. For
safety, the mission plan delayed their use until each spacecraft was farther
away from the Sun, thus reducing the beating problem.
Both Viking Orbiter high-gain antennas were repositioned on a
daily basis to keep the narrow radio beams aimed directly at Earth.
Even though the distances to the two Vikings were many millions of
kilometers, the relative movement of Earth, as seen from the spacecraft,
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was great enough to necessitate these antenna "updates" once a day.
A_ the distance Increased, the changes became less frequent.
No major actlvities were scheduled during the Christmas and New
Year holiday periods, aside from high-galn antenna position updates
and continuous tracking and monitoring. No anomalies or problems occurred,
and Viklng Mission Control reported at the end of 1975 that both space-
craft were in condition "green.
The Viking mission profile strategy during cruise is shown in
Fig. 30 for both spacecraft (ViKlng Orbiters I and 2, and WiKing Landers
I and 2). Pertinent events for Helios and Pioneer are also shown,
since both of these /light projects Influenced Network support for
_iking to some extent. The initial occurrence of events of slgniflcance
to Network suppnrt during thls period was as follows:
Inltlal occurrence
Station _ Station Day
33-1/3-bps telemetry 42 232 42 252
Statlon/statlon handover 42/44 232
Ranging at S-band 42 233 _2 253
Command transmission 42 233 42 252
64-m station tracks Viking 43 233 43 253
1-kbps uncoded telemetry 43 233 43 253
(Lander memory readout)
2-kbps coded telemetry 42 233 42 253
(Orbiter Computer Command
Subsystem readout)
Mldcourse maneuver I_ 239 14 2b2
Use of Orbiter hlgh-galn antenna 63 315 62 322
4- and 16-kbps telemetry 14 317 14 325
(Lander checkout data)
Spacecraft X-band transmltter turned ON 325 325
X-band range and doppler received 14 339
X-band telemetry experiment 14 342
Very long baseline tr_terferometry test 11/14/ 355
4_2/_3
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2. Network Operations
a. Tel_metrY System. The performance of the Networ_ Telemetry
System in support of Viking is analyzed on a month-by-month basis in
terms of downlink signal level and signal-to-noise ratio. The expected
values for these parameters are compared continuously with actual values
observed during the mission, and the "residual" value is calculated.
Provided the residuals remain within specified limits, the telemetry
system is considered to be performing correctly. Out-of-limits anomalies
are investigated, and remedial action is taken where necessary.
Telemetry performance for the months of August, September, and
December for Vikings I and 2 is given in Tables 13 and 14 in terms of
the res_'uals for signal level and signal-to-noise ratio for 64- and
26-meter stations, respectively.
Due to the demands of the Viking mission overwhelming Network
resources available for analysis in this area, data are not available
for October and November. However, daily status records indicate that
the mean value for signal level differentials did not exceed 0.5 dB
during this period.
b. Trackin_ System. The Network Tracking System participation
in the successful launches of Vikings I and 2 on August 20 and September
9, respectively, and the initial acquisition sequences that followed
are described in Section III. After the initial acquisitions, the
Tracking System provided radio metric data of high quality for support
of the Viking navigation function. This support is reported here under
three headings: (I) Radio Metric Data Quality, (2) Viking Spacecraft
Frequencies, and (3) Tracking Prediction System Enhancement for OrDital
Operationq.
(I) Radio Metric Data Ouali_v. The primary navigational data
type generated by the Network is doppler data. These data are continuously
monitored by the Network Analysis Team for tracking, in near-real time
using the Ne work Operations Control Center Pseudoresldual Program.
Doppler dat, residuals (actual minus predicted) produced during the
August-December 1975 period by the pseudoresidual program consistently
indicated a high level of accuracy in the polynomial coefficient tapes
(the frequency-independent observable produced by the Viking Project
for use with the Network Prediction Program). Figure 31 is a diagram
of tracking data flow supplied to the Network Operations Control Team
by the Viking Project Flight Path Analysis Group. Additionally, a
value for pass average doppler noise is computed for each Viking pass
tracked. Doppler noise is the primary tool used in detecting tracking
system malfunctions. When a spacecraft is not affected by solar plasma
at Sun-Earth-probe angles less than 45 degrees and is at adequate signal
levels, the average value for two-way doppler noise at a sample rate
of 60 samples per second is nominally expected to be 0.003 Hz ± 0.002 Hz.
,t _jING pAGE BUI_NF' _OT, i:|L_,F.t_,
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Table 13. 64-_eter station residuals for downlink signal level and
signal-to-noise ratio for Vikings I and 2 during August,
September, December 1975a
August September December
Parameter
Viking I Viking 2 Viking I Viking 2 Viking I Viking 2
J
S_nal
level I
Obser- 19 N/A b 20 4 18 10
rations
Mean, -0.6 .... 0.3 0.0 +0.2 +0.2
dB
Sigma, 1.2 --- 0.6 0.0 0.5 0.5
dB
Signal/
noise
ratio
Obser- c N/A 20 N/A c c
vatlons
Mean, dB ....... 0.7 .........
Sigma, dB ...... !.1 .........
a Data not available for October and November.
b Not applicable, since spacecraft not tracked.
c Signal-to-nolse ratio estimator saturated.
?0
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Table 14. 26-meter station residuals for downlink signal level and
signal-to-noise ratio for Vikings I and 2 durlng AugusL,
September, December 1975a
August September December
Parameter Viking I Viking 2 Viking I Viking 2 ViKing I Vi_ing 2
Signal
level
Observa- 12 N/Ab 63 5_ 68 75
tions
Mean, -0.5 -10.4 -0.2 -0.I
dB
Sigma, 1.4 0.7 0.4 0.5
dB
Signal /
noise
ratio
Observa- 6 N/A 63 e c c
tlons
Mean, 0.2 -0.2 .........
dB
Sigma, I.0 0.7 .........
dB i
[
aData not available for October and November. i
bNot applicable, since spacecraft not launched.
csignal-to-nolse ratio estimator saturated.
?
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Figures 32 and 33 present "pass average" doppler noise for Vikings
I and 2 for the August-December period. Examination of these figures
indicates generation of nominal, high-quality doppler data for ViKing
navigation.
(2) ViklnK Spacecraft Frequencies, During each one-way tracking
period, the Network Analysis Team re-estimates the spacecraft auxiliary
oscillator frequency, and during each subsequent uplink acquisition
a slmilar re-estimation of the spacecraft best lock frequency is performed.
These data for Vikings I and 2 during the August-Uecember 1975 period
are presented in Figs. 34 through 37.
Spacecraft frequency data gathered by the Network in this fashion
has proven quite effective and reliable in the past, and it is routinely
reflected in the tracking predictions supplied to the deep space stations
and the Network Operations Control Center for both spacecraft acquisitions
and radio metric data validation. Addltionally, these data assume
paramount importance during mission critical phases, when complicated
ralssJon strategies demand rapid and precise uplink and downllnk acquisitions.
(3) Trackin_ PredJetlon System Enhancement for Orbital
9Deratlons. In early 1975, a study (Ref. 3) was performed to investigate
difficulties associated with X-band tracking during the ViKing orOital
phase. During the course of this study, it became apparent that extensive
quantities of receiver frequency and receiver frequency rate prediction
data would be required. To meet this need, the Network Operations
Analyst for tracking proposed an additional capability to the prediction
system to produce recelver-level predicts. During December 1975, two
new formats (and the associated algorithms) were designed, w_ich were
almost completely symmetrical to the current doppler predict formats,
but which replaced each doppler field with the corresponding open- or
closed-loop receiver frequency. In addition, a receiver frequency
rate fleld was added. At the same time, it was decided to move the
responsibility for tropospheric correction of the observables from
the Flight Path Analysis Group (polynomial coefficient tapes) to the
Network Operations Control Team, which was expected to substantially
reduce computer run time in the production of polynomial coefficient
tapes by the Flight Path Analysis Group. This work was completed subsequent
to December 1975, and the software program was transferred to Operations
as "PREDIK Version 5."
(4) Midcourse Maneuvers. The near-Earth midcourse corrections
necessary to put the Viking spacecraft on the proper Mars intercept
trajectories were programmed to occur over Station 14 as follows (time
G_):
(a) Viking I (August 27, 1975):
Burn start---18:30:O0.O
Burn stop---18:30:12.1
C_ange in velocity (llne of slght)---#4.3 Hz (two-way)
/
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(b) Viking 2 (September 19, 1975):
Burn start---16:30:O0.O
Burn stop---16:30:20.9
Change in velocity (llne of slght)---108.9 Hz (two-way)
Both maneuvers were quite nominal in times of execution and achievement
of desired velocity change; for instance, burn errors in Ooth cases
were held to less than 2 Hz. Support by the Network during the mldcourse
maneuvers was both nominal and routine. Figure 38 displays two-way
doppler residuals during the Viking I maneuver, and Fig. 39 displays
two-way doppler residuals during the Viking 2 maneuver. (Figures were
produced by Mission Control and Computing Center Pseudoresldual Program.)
Upon completion of the mldcourse maneuver, the spacecraft was
commanded to return to its original attitude orientation wlth the Sun
and Canopus and enter into its cruise code.
c. Command System. The Viking command activity for each month
is shown in Table 15 for each of the two OrOiters and two Landers.
Since the Orbiters and Landers were still in the mated configuration,
commands addressed to the Landers were transmitted on the corresponding
Orbiter carrier frequency.
One abort was experienced in November at Station 61. A configura-
tion word check error caused a command message to abort. This problem
was attributed to low relative humidity (35 percent) in the control
room at the time, creating an equlpment hazard due to static electricity.
This condition was corrected, and there were no recurrences of the
problem.
Command capability was also lost because of hlgh-speed data llne
outages or failures at the deep space stations. These periods of loss
are shown in Table 16 as a percentage of the total scheduled track
time for the month. The cumulative total for the mission through the
end of December due to all outages is given in the last row of Table 17.
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Table 15. Number of commands transmitted by month during 19'75
Month Orbiter I Lander I Orbiter 2 Lander 2 A' ,rt Comments
August 334 58 0 0 0
September 69 0 370 58 0
October 508 344 49d 189 0
November 425 206 439 446 I Configura-
tion word
check error
at Station
61
December 165 256 552 340 0
Table 16. Command capability loss due to communications or
station fallures during 1975 as percentage of
sche'uled track time
Viking I Viking 2
Month
HSDLa Stations HSDLa Stations
August O.07 O. 16
September 0.17 0.51 0.16 0.19
October 0.06 0.25 O. 12 1.59
November 0.0_ 1.95 0.09 0.66
December _
Cumu1at ive
total for 0.707 0.560
mission
aHSDL = l_Ish-speed data llnes
4
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d. Monitor System, The Network Monitor System continued to
function with few major ar malies in support of both Viking spacecraft
since launch. The tracking hours provided to ViKings I and 2 by each
station from launch through December 1975 are given in Table 17.
Some anomalies, however, did occur from time to time, and these
were investigated and closed out appropriately. The incidence of anomalies
on a mo,lthly basls is shown in Table 18. Each anomaly listed therein
was i,ientified h_,z Discrepancy Report and in most cases by a Viking
Incid_?t, Surpr.t_, and Anomaly Report (VISA). The anomalies listed therein
include those contributed by the Network Operations Control Center,
as wel" as those attributed to station problems.
3. Planetary Configuration Development
a. Imnlementation. Implementation of the planetary configuration
for Viking throughout the Network had been slowed somewhat i_,August
by the application of configuration control for Viking I. However,
immediately following the launch, this activity resumed, only to be
suspended again in September for the Viking 2 launch.
After several months of operation, it had becone apparent that the
i existing Change Management Schedule could not be updated and published
fast enough to provide the Network Manager with the daily visibility i
needed to maintain control of the extremely dynamic reconfiguration i
; situation by then developing in the Network.
While the number of changes needed prior to launch was substantial,
the number of engineering changes required to complete the planetary 1
conflgura%ion was enormous (over 400). This, combined with the now
critical demands for station time because of the tracking demands of
Vikings 1 and 2 and the approaching Helios B launch, made it necessary
to revise the engineering change management system to provide a response
much closer to real time than had hitherto been possible.
Table 18. Incidence of anomalies in Network Monitor
System during Viking tracks
Spacecraft August September Ootober November December
V.iking 1 1 0 10 6 8
Vikln8 2 Not 0 5 q 3
oable
i ii i i ii ii m i i i i ii _ - -- m / •
1977017235
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The Engineering Change Order status reporting system was
re-designed to a new format, a sample extract of which's shown in
Flg. 40 for Statlon 14 at Goldstone. Printouts of sta*us for all stations
and all changes were then available at any terminal at any Lime. Data
were updated either by engineers at the Jet Propulslon Laboratory or
by the deep space stations at least twice per week and were, therefore,
never more than a few days old when presented to the usec.
Each engineering change is presented by number and title, together
with all its assoclated subsystems. The category of change indicated
the phase of the mission for which the change was required and was
related to the "Network Due" date, allowing for the time required to
carry out the requisite testing after completion of installation.
i The facility status was added by the stations to Indicate the
status of the installation In progres_ at each station in accordance
with a prearranged code.
r
: Significant steps in the life of each engineering change were
also indicated as follows:
_ MFGC Manufacturing complete
i COER Received by Cognizant Operations Engineer
_ COgS Shipped to station by Cognizant Operations Engineer
FACR Received by the facility (station)
i Each milestone date was given by day (D) or by week (W) and shown
. complete by a # sign or resoheduled by an * sign. Using these data,
a Change Manag me t Te m headed by the Network Manager met twice weekly
I to review progress, resolve conflicts, and reschedule changes wherenecessary, and to ensure that slack time was minimized.
By September q, a daily "RED" list of delinquent Engineering i
Change Orders was being issued to identify critical work requiring
immediate attention, i
!
Corresponding schedules for operations and configurations testing
to daily resolution were now required to interact with this detailed
change monitoring process. By October, the Network implementation
and test schedules were In direct conflict with Viking flight support
For station time, L_d a special meeting was convened on October 2 by
the Operations Support Coordination Office to consider the problem.
The outcome of this meeti_ was the formation of a Joint Deep Space
Network-Vik].n8 Project snheduling Stoup in which flight support, imple-
aentatlon, and test _radeoffs were made before the Integrated Viking
sohedule was 8ubaltted to the soheduling board For Final allocation
ll of time among all fllSht projects.
Aa t_Li Jo/at V_MLnll scheduling team gained experience, it became
.... soot eFreotive in emeolvfnl; these problems at its weekly noetinss,
_iit and its planetary*dev,_16J_tant and teat 8ohedule beoama the bedsheet
= _-, _r all Vik.tn41 _edu_An_ thereafter. The planetary doveloplnt 8ohedule
-- --*L_q*** foe OeoNber1975 is shoes in FLS. _1.
"/"i %.
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1 4 F'RC_.__IF:_'r : Y I t-':
ECO... :,I.P_ CAT , TITLE ....................... FS CF'LDAT St.K DSNDJE TST CHODAT
74.043 13 0 0 TIM UPS bATTERY BACKUP G 760514 -9 760315 7 760421
MFGC" 0750415* COER: W750416 # COES: W750423 # FACR: W750718-
74.043 29.0 0 T/M UPS bATTERY BACKUP G 760514 -9 760315 7 760421
MFOC" 0750602* COER: W750602 # COES: # FACR: W750703.
74.043 39 3 G T/M UPS bATTERY BACKUP 0 760514 -9 760315 7 760421
MFOC: D7_0415. COER: W750416 # COES: W750423 # FACR: W750430.
74. 117 37.0B F T/M XRO FEED AND TWM H 760531 -33 751015 4 760421
MFGC. D741119. COER: W741119 # COES: W741126 # FACR: W7412(,3-
74. 134 29. 0 0 T/M MET. MON. DATA E #760430 -9 760301 9 760409
MFGC: D750515. COER: W750515 # COES: W750522 # FACR: W750529.
74. 134 39. 0 G T/M MET. MON. DATA E #760430 -9 760301 9 760404
MFOC: D76012_ # COER: W760122 # COES: 0751013* FACR: D751017-
74. 134 39. 6 G T/M MET. MON. DATA E #760430 -9 760301 9 7604,>¢"
MFGC: D750207- COER: D750209. COES: D750214. FACR: D750224-
74. 261 29.0 F T/M FT$ PULSE ISOLATION H #760430 -20 751215 -5 760421
MFOC: D750218. COER: D750220. COE$: D750224- FACR: 0750228*
74. 261 38. 0 F T/M FTS PULSE ISOLATION H #760430 -20 751215 _5 760421
HFOC: D750612_ COER" W750612 # COES: D7Ed)620* FACR: WSO&27*
74. 261 39. 6B F T/M FTS PULSE ISOLATION H #760430 -20 751215 -5 76042!
HFOC: W750701. COER: W7_0701 # COES: W750708 i Ft..Jr: W750729e
74. 265 3g. 4 O T/M CRO STATUS _ O 0760430 -20 7_1215 20 7.4r1_21
HFOC: D75:015* COF..R: W751015 i COES: D751105* FACR: M751124e
! /
' F_. _0. Enlitneorlnl Chanp Order _Stltus _,_
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As the implementation schedule for the Englneerlng Change Orders
continued to arouse concern, the Viking Project requested a re-evalua-
tlon of the amount of work remalnlng to be accomplished to meet the
original commitments. This was carried out as a Joint Deep Space Network-
ViKing effort in late October, and a preliminary version of a new TracKing
and Data System level 4 schedule, contalnlng only "essential" Viking
items, was issued In November. Figure 42 Is a Tracking and Data System
level 4 schedule, December 23, 1975.
By that time, t_.ehlgh-power transmitter installations at Stations
43 in Australia and 63 in Spain had been completed, as had the Block IV
receiver installations. Implementation of the rest of the planetary
configuration was nearing completion, and mission configuratlon testing
was well advanced.
The first system integration test with Station 14 at Goldstone
and the Mission Control and Computing Center had been run successfully,
thereby verifying the overall design of the planetary network configuration.
The main items of concern at this time (November 1975) were the
Station Monitor and Control assemblies, completion of the Network Operations
Control Center, and analog recording capability fop data rates above
the existing 2-kbps limit.
In early September, the status of the Intermediate Data Record
capability and the operations capability in the Network Operations
control Center was reviewed with Network and Viking personnel. Hardware
and software problems had resulted in delays of up to two months in
the original completion dates. As a result, the control center facilities
were rescheduled for full operational readiness to February 1, 1976,
with the Intermediate Data Record capability to be available on
February 5, 1976. These dates were then phased into the Ground Data
System test program.
,_ During all of the preceding test activity with the Goldstone
station, the ampex FR 1#00 analog tape machines had consistently failed :
to give acceptable results on r, )lay at data rates above about 2 kbps.
gnglneers were requested to investigate alternative means of providing
an analog playback capability up to 16 kbps, as was now being firmly
required by the Project.
On October 9, the results of playback tests with ampex FR 2000
recorders showed degradation of 0.2 to 0.8 dB at all bit rates. Indica-
tions were that three FR 2000 mlohines could be made available to meet
the analog record and playback requirelnts. Two machines were to
be tranlferred from Compatibility Test area 21 (to be replaced later
with Honeywell 96 mohtnes), and one was to be borrowed from the laboratory
loan pool. One aaohtne would go to each of Stations 1_, _3, and 63.
On November 6, the decision to lmplewnt this plan was made, and the
effort appelPed aa line Item 8 on the December 23 schedule. See Ftg. #2.
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On Wednesday, November 5, an In-depth review on the status of
the Station Monitor and Control Assemblies was held. _rom this revlew,
two things became apparent:
(I) The 64-meter stat!ons, particularly Stations 43 and 63,
were critically dependent on the timely arrival of the
Station Monitor and Control Assemblies for their crew training
and ultimate support of Viking planetary operatlonq.
(2) There was a significant uncertainty in the availability
of operational units to the stations in time to suppc'-t
the start of planetary operations on May I, 1976, recognizing
that the time preceding this date was needed for installation,
test, and tra_nlng.
Nevertheless, the Station Monitor and Control Assembly schedule was
added to the December 23 schedule (Fig. 42) as llne item 13.
However, by the end of November, confidence in being able to
meet the required schedule had diminished further, and with the
assemblies now having a direct bearing on planetary readiness, a backup
plan was initiated. The backup plan involved supplementing Station
43 and 63 crews with personnel from other stations if the dat_ of readiness
for the Station Monitor and Control Assemblies could not be met. This
plan was first presented to the Viking Project at the Network status
review on November 26. With the emphasis on planetary readiness increasing
and progress on monitor and control assemblies lagging, this backu_
plan soon attracted much greater attention from Network and Project
management, and, _y January 1976, had become the prise plan.
Augmentation of station staffing had replaced Station Monitor
and Control Assemblies as the prime requirement for planetary operational
readiness.
Throughout the Network, implementation and test activity
continued to make good progress through the month of December, with
two exceptions: automatic telemetry recall software and version £
of the monitor software. Both were required to he operational at the
6#-meter stations by January 1, and both had problems.
_ The mccall software was required to work at the stations in con-
Junction with the Network Operations Control Center at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory to produce the Intermediate Data Records for tests on i
January 5. On December 15, after Intensive software trouble shooting
efforts at Compatibility Test Area 21, a program containing several
known anomalies was shipped to the stations, while work continued throughout
the Christmas vacation period to identify and correct these anomalies.
However, despite the best efforts of moftware enKlneers, the
anomalies In version K of the monitor software oould not be adequately
oloared and verified, and a baokup plan usinsthe existing version D
was put into erfeot.
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b. Planetary Testing and Training. In order to prepare for
Viking landed planetary operations, the program of planetary test an_
training shown in Fig. 43 was begun in October 1975. Thls test series
comprised Mission Configuration Tests and Operatlonal Verit'icatzon
Tests. Of prlmary concern was the training of the 64-meter subnet
(Stations 14, 43, and 63) and the conjoint 26-meter subnet (Stations
11, 61, and 42). Later, a further ser+gs of tests would be conducted
in order to check the Network Operatlo,s Control Center, which was
to be available in February 1976. These tests would be conducted pri-
marily for the training of the Network Operations Control Team. During
May 1976, a short series of Operatlonal Verification Tests were to
be conducted with the 64-meter stations for opera _nal checkout of
the new Station Monitor and Control Assemblies. Upon completion of
am_.
tnls final test phase, the Network would be considered qualified to
support Viking planetary operations.
(I) Configuration and Perforn___,_9__L_ Mission Configuration
Tests and System Performance Tests conducted with Station 14 were 0egun
in October, and required 96 hours of testing, concluding approximately
November I, 1975. The test series at Stations 43 and 63 was begun
in mld-October and would require 233 hours; these were scheduled to
be completed by December I, 1975. The 26-meter subnet required I+
hours of testing to be concluded by mid-November. All stations w_re
to perform an additlonal 20 hours of Monitor and Control Assembly testing
during February 1976.
(2) Ooerations Verification Tests. Viking planetary testing
was begun October 21, 1975, by an Operational Verification Test conducted
with the Goldgtone stations. The first phase of the planetary testing
comprised eight tests with the Goldstone complex---the first four Involving
only Station 14 and the remaining four involving both Stations 14 and
11, the conjoint 26-meter station. In November, a similar testing
program commenced wlth the overseas stations in Spain and Australia.
Ten tests were 8oheduled for each of the overseas labilities. These
were to be divided, Is was the series with the Goldstone stations,
so that the first five would be ulth the 64-meter stations and the
rematnln8 ttve with both the 64-meter and the respective 26-meter con-
Joint stations.
The purpose o£ the first half of the tests vas to train personnel
st the 64-mter stations for planetary operations involving the pro-
oessing oF telematry data from three specsoraft (two orbiters and one
lander, six slnultsneous data streams); oommnding of orbiters and landers
Individually (no dual oomndtn8 vu planned at that tim); and trecktnK
of the spsceoraft, while processing doppler and radio aetric data of
only one spaceoraFt st any one time.
The seoond half of the tests involved both the 64-aster and the
" rsepeottve 26-aster oonJolnt stations, and vu primarily conoerned
vith praotioin8 the Viking planetary Failure strategies. This involved
rerouttn6 of telematry data through the 26-mater conjoint station.
Fmmlltarity with these b_ckup o_;_z,lNra_tons was essential beoause
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AS OF OCTOBER 22, i975
OCTl"ovl DE_ J_NI _E_I '_ 1 AP_IMA¥I _U'_1 JU,!AUG
U SJT/GDS/V T TESTS
u DT4
• VFT SIT GDS [...........VT_mn.mm DT5_Z_ • DSS 14 .._.n.. • GDS
_- GDS
.U • DSS 43 ........................SIT_m_J
GDS
O SIT !Nil
_.. • DSS63 .........................
MCT/OVT$
MCT 4T/BH 21"/814
• DSS 11 ...... IlU IIl/• .................... •
• DSS42 .......... IIIIIli g • ....... m iDEMO
71"/814 2T/8H I PASS j
• DSS 6! ......... IlUnl• i • ......... Hi I
8T_ 4T/_ 4T_H I
Z _ DSS 14 IIIIll Hi .................... I ............ l
z ,Oil, _ I
_' • DSS43 ...lllUl IIInl I • .................. 1
4T/ell I
• DSS63 ...JmZl liliZi i IL ...... _ i I ,,
y CVT = CONFIGURATION VERIFICATION TEST NT x NH = TESTSx HOURS EACH
DSN = DEEPSPACE NETWORK OVT = OPERATIONAL VERIFICATION TESTS
DSS = DEEPSPACE STATION SIT = VMCCC/DSN SYSTEM INTEGRATION TESTS
DT = DEMONSTRATION TEST VFT = VIKING FLIGHT TEAM
GDS = GROUND DATA SYSTEM TESTS VMCCC = VIKING MISSION CONTROL AND COMPUTING CENTER
i MCT = MI._SION CONFIGURATION TESTS VT = VERIFICATION TEST
- ¢
Fig. 43. ViKing planetary test and training schedule
as of October 1975 _
i
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no redundant equipment is available at the station as all of a 64-meter
station's equipment is on llne during full planetary operations.
Upon completion of this first phase of testing, the Network would
be prepared to support the scheduled Viking flight-team training tests.
(3) Vikin_ Mission Tests. Soon after the planetary testing
began, Network support was required for other Viking Mission test programs.
The first system integration test was scheduled for November 12
with the Goldstone 64-meter station. Time was also scheduled for retests,
if required, later in November. Following the tests with Station 14,
these same tests were to be conducted in Australia with Station 43 _-
on January 5, 1976, with a retest scheduled for January 13, and in
Spaln with Station 63 on January 8 with a retest scheduled for January 16.
M completion of these tests, the Network and Mission Control Center
was prepared to support the Viking Project planetary testing effort.
The first Viking Ground Data System test involving a deep space
station was scheduled for December 6, 1975, with stations at Goldstone,
California. This was test 5.1 and was to be a combined station test
involving the 64-meter station and the 26-meter conjoint station, to
be followed by test 5.31, scheduled for December 16 with a possible
retest on December 29.
The overseas stations in Australia and in Spain were scheduled
to begin their Ground Data System testing in January 1976. Test 5.32
was scheduled first with the Australian stations on January 21 with
a possible retest on January 29. Test 5.32 was scheduled with the
Spanish stations on January 24 with a possible retest on February I
followed by a combined station test. Test 6.0 would "_ean 18-hour
test involving Stations 14 and 11 at Goldstone and Stations q3 and
42 in Australia, and was to conclude the planetary series of Ground
Data System tests.
Following these tests, the flight operations personnel test and
training exercises were to be conducted. These _ould involve substantial
Network support and were scheduled in late February and late March 1976.
Detailed discussions of these are found in Section IV-B.
4. Mars Radar
In contrast to the 1971 and 1973 Mars radar opportunities conducted
at S-band frequencies, it was desired to conduct the 1975 observations
at X-band frequencies. This was due in part to the availability of
an experimental high-power (400-kW) X-band transmitter at Station 14,
and in part to the _reatly increased emphasis placed on the Mars landing
C-slte characteristics.
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During August, hardware problems had precluded any radar data
being obtained, and only one of four X-band transmitting klystrons
remained serviceable. Attempts to obtain data in September were equally
unsuccessful, and it was determined that a complete overhaul of the
microwave system and protective circuitry was needed to ensure readiness
for the important C-site observation opportunities in late December.
Because of the impact of this work on the ongoing planetary imple-
mentation and testing and mission support at Station 14, as well as
the need for station downtime to remove and later re-lnstall the X-band
cone, a meeting with Netwo_'k and Project management was called on September
15, 1975. At this meeting, the Project agreed to fund the repair of two ...
of the faulty klystrons then with the vendor, subject to the Network
reactivating the X-band radar capability on the schedule shown in Fig. 44.
This then became line item 11 on the Tracking and Data System schedule
(see Fig. 42).
Removal of the X-band cone for disassembly and cleaning of the
feed and waveguides was scheduled for October 14, 1975. Technical
problems delayed this until October 21, and two-shlft operation was
initiated to complete the work by the November 17 milestone date.
A new klystron received at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory on October 21
was found to be faulty and was returned to the vendor. Two more repaired
klystrons were scheduled for acceptance testing on October 29 and
November 26.
B_-December 11, the cone and waveguide had been re-lnstalled,
together with two repaired klystrons, each of which had been run up
to the lO0-kW power level. Additional testing had been delayed because
of the problems with the high-voltage power supply and the high-speed
protective circuits.
On December 16, a demonstration test was conducted successfully
in accordance with the schedule, and full Mars radar passes were made
on December 27, 28, and 30. Because of problems still remaining in
the transmitter klystrons, these passes were conducted at a power level
of 165 kW, which was adequate at that time because of the shorter Earth-
Mars range. Good data were obtained on two of these passes.
i
As the Earth-Mars range increased, however, the power level was
soon to become inadequate, and the full 400-kW power level became a
necessity for observations early in 1976.
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5. Radio Science
Several times during the Viking missions, Mars, as viewed from
the Earth passes within a few line-of-sight degrees of a quasar', an
intense ,(tragalactic radio source. At such times, the radio signals
from au rblter and the quasar were recorded alternately, but
slm,lt,_',_ously,at two tracking stations in a very long baseline inter-
fer.omet y experiment. This yielded a precise measurement of the angular
separation of the two sources. With suitable data analysis, the results
gave th( precise location of the spacecraft, and thus Mars and Earth,
with respect to the fixed, inertial frame defined by the very distant
qu3sar. By making such observations over a period of years, in various
s_acecrs_t missions, the precise orbits of Mars and Earth with respect _"
to the i lertlal frame could be determined. An application of such information
is to d_ermine the relativistic advance of the perihelion of Mars,
thus pucrlding a test of the theory of general relativity, with consequent
_mpllcations on development of the fundamental laws of physics.
As part of the Viking very long baseline interferometry experiment,
demonstration passes were conducted between Goldstone Station 14 and
Canberra Station 42 in December 1975. In these experiments, the radio
transmissions from the Viking I spacecraft and a quasar were received
alternately by each of the two receiving stations during a period of
mutuPl overlap. A simplified block diagram of the station receiving
equipment is given in Fig. 45. The digitized data from the received
radio spectrum were returned to the National Radio Astronomy Observatory+
for correlation and reduction of the data. The observation_ during
Decem)er were carried out wlth Viking I as follows:
I Quasar
Time (UTC) Date Source
09:32 to 12:35 December 2 P0422 + O0
08:19 t,, 12:22 December 5 P0422 + O0 i
08:0, to 11:30 December 9 P0422 + O0 i
09:05 to 12:05 December lq Poq22 + O0
08:#2 to 11:#2 December 21 3C120
All experiments were supported suocess_illy by the stations,
and the data from the passes on December 5, 14, and 21 were processed
at the NatJonal Radio Astronomy Observatory. The data from passes
on December 2 and 9 were of very poor quality because of the digital
tape recorder problems. These problems had been corrected and further
_b_ervations scheduled for the first part of 1976.
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6. Operational Reliability
Immediately following the launches, the Viking Project began
accumul_ting gross operational data on Network performance during scheduled
Viking tracks. These data were gathered from the station pass summaries
and the weekly Network discrepancy reports as part of an overall Project
study of the operational reliability of the entire Ground Data System.
The data covering Day of Year 233 through Day of Year 365 (August
through December 31, 1975) are reproduced in Table 19 and includes
all failures.
On the basis of these data, it appears that the 26-meter stations
(11, 12, 42, 44, 61, 62) achieved a significantly higher value for
mean time between failures than the 64-meter stations (14, g3, 63).
This result is to be expected in view of the much greater complexity
of the 6#-meter stations. Differences between llke stations are noticeable,
but, during the period covered in the data implementation, testing,
training, and other disturbing factors were in progress at some stations
more than at other stations. It is not, therefore, considered meaningful
to draw any conclusions regarding relative performance.
Additional data accumulated as the mission progressed are reported
in subsequent sections of this report.
Table 19. Operational reliability for Viking support from August
through December 31, 1975
Station
Operational
Performance
11 12 1# 42 43 44 62 62 63
Total support 720 480 371 lOqq 422 583 916 766 #lb
time, hours
Number of 12 8 16 15 17 8 11 14 7
_. failures
Mean recovery 105 22 55 77 64 140 87 q6 96
time, minutes
Mean time 60 60 23 70 25 73 83 55 59
between failures,
hours ._
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B. CRUISE SUPPORT (JANUARY THROUGH APRIL 1976)
I. Mission Events
As 1976 opened, both V1klng spacecraft continued to operate normally
and remained in excellent condltlon. Viking I reached the halfway
polnt of its crulse to Mars on January 19, 1976. In fllght 152 days
since launch on August 20, 1975, It then had 152 days to go until Mars
orbit insertion on June 19, 1976. At this polnt, Viking I was slightly
more than 152 million kilometers (89 million miles) from Earth and
24 million kilometers (15 mllllon m11es) from Mars. Viking 2 was 4.8
million kilometers (3 million miles) behind Vlking I.
Viking Orbiter subsystem testing and housekeeping activities
were conducted without incident. These included hlgh-galn antenna
position updates, atmospheric water detector wavelength calibrations,
and science scan platform slews.
A new item added to the checkout sequence was the opening and
adjusting of solar energy controllers on the Oroiters. As the Viking
spacecraft traveled farther away from the Sun, less solar energy penetrated
through the white thermal shroud over the rocket motor propellant tanks,
allowing internal temperatures to drop. If this condition had been
permitted to continue, the propellants would have become too cold to
provide full-rated thrust during the crucial orbit insertion burn.
On command, the louvers were opened, allowing sunlight to enter
the Orbiter bus. Sunlight striking the curved reflector inside the
solar energy controller was turned 90 degrees and dlffused over the
bottom of the tanks to malntaln proper propellant temperatures during
the cruise period. In early 1976, the louvers were opened about one-
third of their total travel and were adjusted on a weekly basls as
temperature data were received and analyzed by Vlklng Flight Team members.
Viking Lander subsystem operations also continued on a regular
basis. These Included tape recorder maintenance sequences, relay commun-
lcatlon equipment checkouts, and meteorology Instrument checkouts.
The Gas Chromatograph Mass Spectrometer instruments continued
to function well during cruise testing. These instruments were designed
to test the Martlan atmosphere and surface material for organic compounds.
An analysis of engineering data indicated that one of the three small
ovens associated wlth this instrument on each spacecraft was not heating
properly. However, loss of one oven on each instrument dld not seriously
affect the operation of the instrument.
On February 20, Viking Flight Team members started an Intenslve
test and training exercise, called Demonstration Test #, In preparation
for the planetary operations that were to begin In June. The overall
objective of the test was to demonstrate the Viking Flight Team's capablllty
to execute the flight operations associated with the Viking 1 Orbiter i
and Lander during the period from separation minus 58 hours to completion
of the eighth day cn Hats (Sol 8). i
i •
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Detailed objectives of the test wer'e to:
(I) Demonstrate the capability to perform the se%uences necessary
to initiate separation, landing, and landed operations with
Viking Lander I as prescribed by Primary M_sslon Design.
(2) Demonstrate the capability to respond to the information
gained from dat_.
(3) Demonstrate the capability to perform the functions inherent
in the Planeta,-y Mission Operations strategy.
(4) Demonstrate the capability of the Plight Team to sustain
the continuous level of act_vlty required to operate the
Orbiter and Lander concurrently.
(5) Produce the Flight Plan products required during tnls portion
of the mission.
The test started on February 20, 58 hours before separation,
and ran through Sol 8, ending on March 2.
The spacecraft positions by tha end of March were: ViKing I---
188.69 million kilometers (117.26 million miles) from Earth and I@.98
million kilometers (11.8 million miles) from Mars; Viking 2---182.76
million kilometers (113.57 million miles) from Earth and 25.37million
kilometers (15.76 million miles) from Mars. Viking I was on a 6?5.90
million-kilometer (420 million miles) heliocentric intercept trajectory,
while Viking 2 was on a 712.91 million-kilometer (qq3 million miles)
heliocentric Mars-intercept trajectory (Fig. 46).
An Inertial reference unit calibration for ViKing 1 Orbiter was
+ carried out during March 22-23, while the same calibration was carried +
out for Viking 2 Orbiter on both March 26 and 27. The Viking 2 Orbiter
television cameras were subjected to an extensive calibration exercise
on March 16, followed by a duplicate exercise for Vtkln_ 1 Orbiter
on March 23, 25, and 26. A total of 116 pictures were acquired by
i each Orbiter using the planet Jupiter as a target. Some of these pictures[+
were tranSaLttted to Earth the same day in each case, with the balance
being received over the followin8 days. This was a quiet period for+ the Landers.
In early April the X-band radar at Goldstone performed measurements
to provide additional data to refine the information about the Viking
alternate landing sites. These sites are a group of site locations
which provide alternates to the preseleoted sites for contingency missions.
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v,v,K,No,V2 VIKING 2
Fig. 46. Status of Vikings 1 (Vl) and 2
(V2) showing true heliocentric
orbits around Sun (March 1976)
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The doppler radar procedure used measures radar reflectivlty from the
surface of Mars, and analysis of these data was to yield a variety
of information concerning the average roughness and density of the
Martian surface.
These data are important to the selection of the landing sltes,
since there must be enough atmosphere to slow the descending Lander
before its parachute Is deployed and terminal phase rockets are ignited.
The surface must also be smooth enough and of sufficient strength to
result in a successful landing.
Later in April, Demonstration Test 7 got under way on schedule
to provide a major simulated demonstration of landed operations covering
Mars days Sol 8 through 11. During this period, routine monitoring of
both spacecraft continued with the activity being rather quiet.
By the week of April 16, the infrared thermal mapper and Mars
atmospheric water detector had each been calibrated, and spacecraft
tape recorder maintenance and meterology checkout had been completed
on Viking Lander 2. The water detector calibrations were made using
simulated conditions that would be experienced during a normal orbit
of Mars.
At the end of April, the Viking spacecraft continued to operate
as expected during their long flights to Mars. Round-trip communications
time between Earth and the spacecraft had increased to nearly 26 minutes
for Viking 1 and 25 minutes for Viking 2. Although spacecraft activity
during the final week of April was light, the Viktn., Flight Team was
busy with Demonstration Test 4 rehearsing for the landing of Viking.
While Viking Orbiter 2 and Viking Lander 2 remained quiet, a high-gain
antenna calibration on Orbiter 1 and tape recorder maintenance, meteorology
checkout, and battery charging on Lander 1 were accomplished.
Media preDarations for covering the Viking orbiter operations
were quickening Major plans for television coverage were well advanced
and reflected an international interest in the Viking mission. Commercial
networks in the United States had also made preparations for their
ooverase of the Viking mission.
At the end of April, VikJn8 1 was 23# million kilometers (1#6 mil-
lion miles) from garth and lees than 13 million kilometers (8 million
miles) froaMare, 57 days From Its insertion into Mars orbit on June 19.
Its speed relative to Earth was 11,000 Kilometers per hour (69,000 miles
per hour) and 9087 kilometers per hour (56#7 miles per hour) relative
to Mars. VlKin_ 1 bad Flown 576 million kilometers (358 million sties)
of Its 676 million-kilometer (#20 million mile) heliocentric Mars Intercept
trajectory. VtKin8 2 at this time was 228.8 _i111on kilometers (142.2
million miles) from Earth and 21._ million kilometers (13.3 sillier
idles) t_M_s, 106 days From its orbit insertion on Aullust 27.
Its speed was more than 111,000 kilometers per hour (69,101 miles per
hour) relative to hrth and 6561 kilometers per hour (_O77 miles per
hour) relative to Mars. VlKin6 2 bad flown 526.7 million kilometers
(327.3 million miles) of _ta 712 million-Kilometer (_3 million mile)
helio4entrle trajectory enroute to the planet.
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2. Network Operations
Viking spacecraft activities during the early mol_thsof 1976
required a very high level of support from the Deep Space Network. The
level of activity and complexity of this support approached that antici-
pated during planetary operations and generally exceeded that of the
planetary test exercises as well. A summary of the major cruise support
activities during this period is provided in the following paragraphs.
a. _ignificant Mission Events. The significant Viking cruise
activities that had been supported by the Network are listed in Table 20.
Many of the spacecraft activities required the transmission of large
numbers of commands and/or processing of multiple telemetry streams,
including the highest Viking data rate (16.2 kbps) by the stations.
These activities also imposed a workload on the Network Operations
Control Center and Ground CommunicationsFacility far beyond that which
would be expected in a normal "quiet cruise."
b. Station SunDort. The extent of support provided by the
deep space stations in terms of the total number of passes, tracking
hours, and commands transmitted is shown in Table 21. The only major
outage to occur at a station after January I was an antenna servo pump
motor failure at the Honeysuckle Creek station (Station 44). As a
result, the station tracking schedule was adjusted to meet the Viking
Project requirement of no gaps to exceed 3 hour.sand minimal impact
on operations.
c. Network O_erations CQntrol Center, Implementation of
the Network Operations Control Center continued throughout this period.
Because a number of unexpected problems caused delays In subsystem
delivery schedules, a major effort was concentrated on meeting the
Network commitment to the Viking Project for Intermediate Data Record
production, which required the completion of an operable telemetry
subsystem in the Control Center. This requirement was met, and Inter-
mediate Data Records were produced to support Viking operations after
March 1. Training of operations personnel to perform the functions
involved in the routine generation of these records during the prime
mission planetary operations was conducted continuously throughout
this period.
d. Diaeranancv R,nerta. Failures and anomalies in the Network
configuration for VLkln8 are documented and tracked by the Discrepancy
i Report System. The dtaorepanoten reported during the first quarter of i
1976 are given in Table 22. The station dependent number is unusually
high because of continued development of nw capabilities being demm- l
stratad for the flret time in support of the Viking Project. Although
actually investigated, the remaining open discrepancy reports were
of no immediate impact to operations.
e. e_....,_evil--, The Vtkl.8 comand activity is shown for
each month In Table 23 for each of the two Orbiters and two Lenders.
Since the Orbiters and Lenders remain in the initial condition throu_-
out the entire orutH period, ooamands addreanad to the Lenders are
transmitted _. the ¥1kimg Orbiter radio frequency carriers.
1Oil
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Table 20. Significant Viking activities supported by the Deep Space
Network from January through April 1976
Date Spacecraft Activity
Jan _ Orbiter I _larsAtmospherle Water t)etector(MAWD) call-
bration
Jan 5 Lander 2 Tape recorder maintenance
4t_
Jan 6 Orbiter I High-galn antenna (HGA) calibration (u_zliz-
Ing Mars Station 14 X-band capablllty)
Jan 7 Lander I Tape recorder mainte,mnce
Jan 7 Orbiter I MAWD callbration
Jan 8 Lander 1 Gas Chromatograph Mass Spectrometer (GCMS)
bakeout
Jan 13 Lander 2 GCHSoven characteristics sequence
Jan 14 Lander 1 GCHSbakeout
Jan I_ Orbiter 2 X-band telemetry experiment
Jan 15 Lander 2 Tape recorder maintenance
Jam 16 Lander 1 Tape recorder maintenance
Jan 16 X-band telemetry experiment
i & 17
Jan 20 l,ander 2 GCHSoven characteristics sequence
Jan 28 Lander 1 OCHSoven characteristics sequence
Jan 31 Lander 2 OCHSbakeout
Feb 2 Lander 1 OCHSoven oh_soterlstlo8 sequence
Feb 3 Lander 2 Tape recorder naLntenanoe
Fe0 _ bander 1 HAWDo_tlbrntlon
Feb 6 Landor 2 OCHSvents
Feb 7 ldmder 1 GCItS bakoout
Feb 9 Lander 1 InFrared Thermal Happer (IRIN) oL1Ltb_tioa
i ml i al I II i i i
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table 20 (eontd)
Date Spacecraft Activity
Feb 9 Orblter I Vldeo Imaglng Subsystem (VIS) scan cali-
bration
Feb 10 Lander 2 Power conditioning sequence (battery charge/
discharge)
Feb 11 Orbiter 2 MAWD calibration
Feb 11 Lander 2 Tape recorder maintenance
Feb 12 Lander 1 GCMS bakeout
& 13
Feb !? Orbiter 2 IRTH calibration and VIS scan calibration
Feb 15 Orbiter 2 VlS scan calibration playback
Feb 17 Lander I GCH$ vents close and atmospheric analysis
Feb 18 Orbiter I Tape recorder maintenance and HGA calibra-
tion
Feb 19 Lander 1 Power conditioning sequence
Mar 8 Orbiter 1 MAWD calibration
Mar 8 Orbiter 2 Tape recorder maintenance
Mar 10 Lander I Tape recorder maintenance
Mar 10 Orbiter I HG_ calibration
Mar I1 Orbiter 2 MAWDcalibration
Her 11 _mder 2 Tape recorder maintenance
H2r 15 Orbiter 2 Acoeleromter and gyro calibration
Her 16 Orbiter 2 ehoto calibration
I_r 16 Orbiter 1 Tape recorder maintenance
Her 18 Orbiter 1 Aooeleroeeter and tyro calibration
............ i i|
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Table 20 (contd)
Date Spacecraft Activity
Mar 22 Lander I Inertial reference unit (IRU) calibration
Mar 23 Orblter I Photo calibration
Mar 22 Orbiters I Playback of photo calibration data
- 24 & 2
Mar 26 Lan(_r 2 IRU calibration
Mar 27 Orbiter I HGA callbratlon
Apr 11 Orbiter I Onboard computer software update
Apr 12 Orbiter I Scan callbratlon
Apr 14 Orbiter 2 Onboard computer software update
Apr 15 Orbiter 2 Scan callbratlon
_- Apr 16 Orbiter 2 VIS picture playback
E Apt 16 Lander 2 Tape recorder ma'ntenance
Apr 17 Orbiter I VIS playback
Apt 17 Lander I Battery charge and tape recorder _ _
maintenance
Apr 18 Orbiter 2 Very long baseline interferometer (VLBI)
wltb quasar source
lO7
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Table 21. Station support of Viking cruise operations from January
through March 1976
Number of Time tracked, Commands
Month Station passes h:mln transmitted
January 11 10 71:30 100
12 25 211:26 245
14 15 112:29 324
42 8 35:55 0
43 24 150:09 21
44 27 183:36 20
61 14 I07:55 191
62 36 309:29 345
63 12 117:55 ___.q
Monthly total : 171 1300:24 1246
February 11 2 04:54 0
12 32 278:52 564
14 11 99:38 15
42 31 139:33 21
43 17 124:05 59
: 44 11 48:25 13
_ 61 # 37:51 o
* 62 32 290: 13 624
63 24
Monthly total: 164 1243: 18 1852
., . wl
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Table 21 (contd)
Number of Time tracked, Commands
Month Station passes n:min trans.n_tted
March 11 15 71:16 17
12 24 171:31 302
14 17 124:23 0
42 17 62:33 0
43 20 101:23 0
44 26 131:04 Iq7
61 7 67:03 0
62 31 276:30 259
63 32 298:21 338
Monthly total /__ I_04:04
Report total 524 3847:46 4211
i •
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Table 23. Number of commands transmitted by month
from January through April 1976
Orbiter Lander Orbiter Lander
Month I I 2 2 Aborts
January 251 377 239 379 0
February 552 533 441 346 0 ""
March 505 35 538 35 0
April 550 1803 517 36 0
Cumulative
total for
mission 3359 3612 3594 1829 0
Loss of command capability due to high-speed data line outages
or failures at the deep space stations are shown in Table 24 as a per-
centage of the total scheduled track time for the month. The cumulative
total for t_e mission through the end of April due to all outages is
" given in the last line of the table.
f. Telemetry System. The performance of the Network Telemetry
System in support of Viking is analyzed on a month-by-month basis in
terms of direct signal level and slgnal-to-noise ratio. The expected
- values of these parameters are compared continuously with actual values
observed during the time interval, and a residual value is evaluated.
Provided the residuals remain within specified limits, the Telemetry
System Is considered to be performing correctly. Out-of-llmits anom-
alies are investigated and remedial action taken where necessary.
Telemetry performance for the months of January, February, March,
and April 1976 for Vikings I and 2 a_e given in Table 25 in terms of
residuals for signal level and signal-to-noise ratios for 26- and 64-
; meter stations, respectively.
+; The number of uccasions on which an anomalou_ residual occurred
In either signal level or signaA-to-nolse ratio during Viking tracks
for the reporting period is given in Table 26 for both spacecraft.
!11
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Table 24. Command capability loss due to high-speed data line
or station failures from January through April 1976
as a percentage of scheduled track time
Viking I Viking 2
Month
Line Station Line Station
failure, failure, failure, failure,
percent pevcent percent percent
January 0.03 0.37 0.07 0.21
February 0.00 0.66 0.17 1.53
March 0.13 0.57 0.14 0.35
April 0.11 0.36 0.13 0.35
Cumulative
total for
mission 0.629 0.601
g. Tracking System
(I) Radio Metric Data Oualitv. The primary navigational data
type generated by the Network are doppler data. These data are continu-
ously monitored by the Network Analysis Team in near real time using a
pseudoresidual program. Doppler data residuals (actual minus predicted)
produced during the period January-April 1976 by this program consist-
ently indicated a high level of accuracy in the polynomial coefficients
(the frequency independent observables) supplied to the Network Opera-
tions Control Team by the Viking Project Flight Path Analysis Group.
Additionally, the Network Analysis Team computes a pass average doppler
• noise value for each Viking pass tracked. Doppler noise is the primary
tool used in detecting tracking system malfunctions. When a spacecraft
is not affected by solar plasma (Sun-Earth-probe angles less than 45
degrees) and is at adequate signal levels, two-way doppler noise data
are nominally expected to be 0.003 _ 0.002 Hz, for a 60-second sample
rate averaged over a pass.
Figures 47 and 48 present pass average doppler noise for
Vikings 1 and 2 for the January-April 1976 period. Exaainatiov of
these figures indicates generation of nominal, high quality doppler
data for Viking navigation.
o
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Table 25. Residuals for S-band downllnk signal lev_l and signal-
to-nolse ratio for Vikings I and 2 from January through
April 1976
January February March April
Parameter
Viking Viking Viking Viking Viking Viging Viking Viking
I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2
._ 26-meter stations _-
Signal Level
Observations 58 51 50 58 61 59 75 78
Mean, dB +0.1 +0.2 +0.2 +0.3 +0.1 +0.3 -0.3 0.0
Sigma, dB 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5
Signal/nol se
ratio
Observations * * 4 2 22 23 * m
Mean, dB ........ 0.8 -0.I -0.6 -0.3
Sigma, dS ...... 0.6 --- 0.6 0.4
Sq-Meter stations
Signal Level
Observations 23 26 25 14 27 27 13 11
i Mean, dB -0.I -0.2 -0.2 -0.I 0.I 0.3 0.I -0.3Sigma, dS 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.4
Signal/noise
ratio _
Observations * * 6 I 4 * 6 * i
Mean, dB -0.8 -0. I - 1. I -0.5
Sigma, dS 0.4 --- 0 0.4 ;
• Signal-to-noise ratlo estimator saturated.
,n , ,, ,,| m s : H • ,
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Table 26. Number of anomalous residuals in signal level or
slgnal-to-noise ratio during Viking tracks from
January through April 1976
Spacecraft January February March April
Viking I 5 8 4 4
Viking 2 7 4 2 3
(2) Vikin_ Spacecraft Freuuencies. During each one-way tracking
period, the Network Analysis Team re-estimates the spacecraft auxiliary
oscillator frequency and during each subsequent uplink acquisition
a similar re-estimation of the spacecraft best lock frequency is per-
formed. These data for Vikings I and 2 during the January-Aprll period
are presented as follows:
Viking I spacecraft auxiliary oscillator frequency Fig. 49
Viking 2 spacecraft auxiliary oscillator frequency Fig. 50
Viking I spacecraft best lock frequency Fig. 51
Viking 2 spacecraft best lock frequency Fig. 52
Spacecraft frequency data gathered by the Network in this fashion
have proven quite effective and reliable in the past, and the relia-
bility is routinely reflected in the tracking predictions supplied to
the deep space stations and the Network Operations Control Center for
both spacecraft acquisitions and radio metric data validation. _ddi-
tionally, these data assume paramount importance during mission critical
phases, when complicated mission strategies demand rapid and precise
upllnk and downlink acquisitions.
(3) Development of I Vtkine 1 Kara Orbit Insertion Strateev.
During April 1976, a aeries of meetings were convened between repre-
sentatlvea of the Orbiter Performance Analysis Group, the Viking Project
Flight Path Analysis Group, and the Network. As a result of these
meetings, the key features of the Vikin_ 1 Mars orbit Insertion were
formulated as follows:
(a) The ground transmitter would be maintained *ON"
throughout the ortttoal Hats orbit Insertion period.
(b) Uplink ramping would be performed during the preburn
period of low uplink signal level.
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(c) An "insurance sweep" would be performed immediately
after the upiink ramping (in item (b) above) to ensure
an uplink in the contingency of the uplink being
lost during the ramping period.
(d) The reacquisitlon of the upllnk during the post-burn
period would be delayed (by approxlm_tely 10 minutes
from the earliest opportunity) so that the Flight
Path Analysis Group could clearly gauge in near real
me the end of the Mars orbit insertion burn and the
beginning of the post-burn roll turn in the doppler
data. _arlier upllnk tuning would _isrupt the doppler
ground reference frequency.
Using the above guidelines and, additionally, working with the
Lander Performance Analysis Group and Viking Radio Science, the YRACK
Network Operations Analyst prenared the "Deep Space Network Tracking
Operations Plan for the Viking I Planetary Phase," which contained the
following major topics:
(a) Mars Orbit Insertion Operations
(b) Lander Operations
(c) Special X-band Tracking Operations
(d) Special Predict Requirements
The report was initially issued on May 10, 1976, as a module of the
Tracking Operations Analysis Manual and was subsequently incorporated
into the Viking Network ngerations Plan.
(4) Solar Plasma Modeline for the Vikine Solar Contunetion
Period. In March 1976, the TRACK Network Operations Analyst concluded
work on a year-long project to study solar plasma effects during the
Pioneer and Hellos 1975 solar conjunctions. The central concluding
thesis of this research was that solar corruption of doppler data
(i.e., Increased doppler phase Jitter) is directly proportional to
the total columnar elect-on density along the signal path and, hence,
can be easily modeled as a simple function of the Earth-Sun-spacecraft
geometry (the detailed findings were published by A. L. Berman and
J. £. Wackley in Ref. 3. The major _Jspact ot this work on treckln8
operations during the upcoming Viking solar conjunction period (starting
In Judy 1976) 18 that the (eolaw-induoe_) doppler noise model will allow
deep space station tracking system malfunctions to be differentiated
fro8 sol=," pluaa effects and, hence, sore rapidly diagnosed and cor-
rected. In support of tl=_e offort, tho Network Analysis Team for track-
lng (the unit In oha_e of near real-tins tracking system performance
validation) was to be supplied vLth doppler noise predictions during
the ¥1kins solar conjunction period. There also existed the possibility
_ that the ¥tkin8 hallo Selenee Tern nlSht he able to us_ the solar noise
model to deduce scientific htfomatton (/'roe the observed ¥tMlng doppler
data soAse) about solar corona electron densities.
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n. Monitor System, The Network Monitor System continued to
support DSN operations of Viking Mission Operations durin_ the period
January through April 1976. The number of station tracking hours pro-
vided to Vikings I and 2 for each station throughout this period is
given in Table 27.
The incidence of anomalies identified by a discrepancy report
is given in T_ble 28. The anomalies listed therein include those
awarded to the Network Operations Control Center..
3. Planetary Configuration Development
a. Engineerin_ Chan_e Management---January Through ADrll 1976.
By January 1976, Network implementation of the planetary configuration
for Viking had progressed to the point where 13 key i_ems remained
outstanding:
(I) Ampex FR 2000 recorders to provide high-rate analog
playback at all 64-meter stations.
(2) Dedicated FR 1400 recorders to Stations 14 and 43 to allow
recording of Viking telemetry data simultaneously with
occultation data.
(3) G.E. Termlnets to replace A. B. Dick printers for higher
speed and better reliability.
(4) Co_and backup printer to provide a second hard copy of
all commands transmitted in case of printer failure.
(5) Autotrack Conscan to provide more accurate pointing ot
antenna for reception of X-band signals.
(6) Autotrack de'_ctors and recorders to more accurately align
radio frequency borestght and verify antenna pointing.
(7) ±I-MHz doppler bias to replace existing 5-MHz bias for
better doppler resolution and offset of high doppler
frequencies.
(8) Phase II version of monitor software to aaco,_aodate both
Block 1I and Block III receivers.
(9) Original Data Record recall software to provide Network
i Operations Control Center with capability for recall of
Digital Original Data Records directly from the deep space
i stations.
(10) Operational capability for Network Operations Control Centerto generate Intermediate Data Records from a Network Data
Log and a gap llst In conjunction wlth the Original Data
Record recall software.
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(11) Network Control System tracking subs_ em to accommodate
the ±I-MHz doppler bias change.
(12) Mars radar X-band transmitter power increased to 400 kW.
(13) Augument additional technical staff, in lieu of the Station
Monitor and Control Consoles, at Stations 43 and 63 to
handle Viking planetary operations.
By March 16, all 13 work items on the level 4 schedule (Fig. 53)
had progressed to completion as shown.
From this point until all the items were finally accomplished ,.
on March 8, weekly meetings to review progress were held with top-level
management from both the Project and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
These meetings were supported by lower-level engineering and operations
meetings held three times per week to monitor progress and expedite
the resolution of the multitude of problems that occurred from week
to week.
At this stage of implementation, even the computerized change
management and reporting system was not fast enough for essentially
real-time reporting. Because by then the number of changes was sub-
stantially smaller, a daily teletype message reporting system was put
into effect to serve the needs of the particular situation as it existed
at that time.
When Viking implementation was completed on March 15, the intensi-
fied high-level meetings were discontinued, and the balance of the
Viking-related (but not essential) engineering changes were monitored
and reported by the regular weekly status reportin_ system.
b. Imnlementatlon. The first complete Intermediate Data Record
was delivered to the Project on January 10 as a product of Ground Data
System Test 6.0 conducted the previous day. Subsequently, a data format
design anomaly was discovered in the delivered tape. This was eventu-
ally corrected by a minor modification to the mission operations soft-
ware in the Mission Control Center.
A firm plan for augmentation of the station staffing for planetary
operations was put into effect with milestone dates as shown on the
level 4 schedule (Fig. 44). The plan called for 10 additional person-
_ nel, and the restructuring of the existing operations and maintenance :
_ crews at the 64-meter Spanish station. If necessary, overtime was
to be used, and additional staff were to be released from the conjoint
station when version B of the Station Monitor and Contrcl unit arrived.
The antenna pointing software and the telemetry recall software
continued to cause problems with unexpected anomalies throughout January
and February. A great deal of time and engineering effort were expended
on qualifying both of these changes at Compatibility Test Area 21 and
the Goldstone station to isolate the problems. 8oth anomalies were
eventually cleared in March.
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Tne 400-kW kiystron in the high-power transmitter at Goldstone
developed a short circuit in its filament assembly in _id-February.
The hlgh-power transmitter was required by the Project for use in the
event of a malfunction or mishap durin_ landing that might preclude
commanding the Viking Lander with the standard 20-kW transmitter because
of adverse antenna look angles. A study by the Project eventually
satisfied the communications team that the advantages of the 400 kW
as compared to the 100 kW we-e slight, and the following Network recom-
mendation was adopted:
(I) Install one of two existing spare 100-kW tubes for use
during the mission if the need arises.
(2) ReDair the 400-kW tube and hold as backup for some unfore-
seen contingency.
The 100-kW installation was made on March 22.
The three Ampex FR 2000 analog machines, which had been rapidly
assembled and checked out to meet the sudden new requirements for replay
of Analog Original Data Records in October, were shipped on schedule
and installed in the stations at Goldstone, Madrid, and Canberra.
Goldstone was first on llne with good results from a replay of some
questionable Orbiter video data at 16 kbps in early March. Following
checkout and calibration by the Ampex factory representative and a
short period of crew training, the machines at Stations 43 and 53 came
on line the week of Ma_'ch 8 as scheduled.
At the end of February, Demonstration Test 4 was supported by
Stations 11, 14, 43, 63 over a three-day continuous period. This test
afforded the first opportunity to demonstrate the new Intermediate
Data Record and recall capability under operational conditions over
an extended period of time. Satisfactory records were produced for
all passes with an average delivery time of 12.8 hours, well within
the 24-hour time limit allotted. _y March I, the Control Center was
delivering records on a regular basis for cruise science activity,
:_ and it was anticipated that by April I, with three partly trained crews,
: this could be expanded to include all Viking mission activity on an
operational basis.
Early in March, the Network Operations Control Center began
delivering Intermediate Data Records to the Project during Viking
Demonstration Test 4. During this period, the Network OperationsControl Center operations crews were supported heavily by engineering
development personnel.
_ The Network Operations Control Center was then turned over to the
I operations staff for more routine operational production of Intermediate
Data Records. T_oubles became immediately apparent both at the stations
and in the Network Operations Control Center. As a consequence, the
Network was not ready to support r utine operati ns with the Intermedi-
ate Data Records on April I as previously committed, and a special task
team was established on March 29 to identify and correct the problems.
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A deadline for accomplishment of this task was set by the Viking Project
for April 26.
Turning first to the station end of the system, four areas of
improvement were identified as follows:
(I) Use of highest quality certified tape on 9-track high den-
sity digital tape machines.
(2) More rigorous attention to tape recorder alignment and
calibration.
(3) Record and playback on the same machines to minimize skew
problems.
(4) Use of the new version of the Intermediate Data Record
recall software, which provided, among other things, the
ability to continue the operating in the "search" mode
in the presence of a large number of tape read errors.
With these measures in effect at the stations, an immediate
improvement in Intermediate Data Record quality was noted, although
reliability in the Network Operations Control Center harcware and soft-
ware continued to remain poor.
Some statistics of Intermediate Data Record production in the
first two weeks following this work is given in Table 29.
At this point, the attention of the task team turned to the Net-
work Operations Control Center itself, particularly the Network Data
Processing Terminal and the Network Data Processing Area shown in
Figure 54. Specific issues considered essential to completion of an
operational capability by April 26 were:
(I) Correct the Intermediate Data Record summary statement
of the number of data blocks expected and missed in real
time.
(2) Correct the signal level and signal-to-noise ratio state-
ments on the Intermediate Data Record summary.
(3) Provide a correct statement of the recall codes which give
the reasons for blocks missed and the type of recall proce-
dures initiated.
(4) Correct several errors in the gap detection logic which
gave erroneous number of gaps or garbled messages when
particular numbers of gaps were accumulated.
In addition to this work on the software running in the Data
Records Processor, it was decided to provide an extra computer and mag-
netic tape unit in the Network Data Processing Terminal to perform the
function of merging the recalled data with the real-tlme data. This
additional "merge" capability permitted the recall and merge activities
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Table 29. Intermediate Data Record statistics
Blocks Blocks Blocks
Date Bit received missed missing
(April rate, in real in real after Percent
1976) Pass Station kbps time time recall delivered
8 DT-7 43 8/2 23393 Not 3 99.9
8 16160 Avail- 9 99.9
able
D.T-7 43 0.250 1118 0 100
0.250 529 0 100
11 DT-7 43 2/8 23010 6 99.9
2/8 6923 0 100
0.250 274 0 100
12 237 63 2 10628 47 99.6
8 23650 109 99.6
2 3628 2 None
11 236 63 2 22184 82 99.6
14 219 63 2 9981 101 0 100
15 220 63 2 8716 10 0 100
2 4798 7 0 100
8 23755 30 1 99.99
2 13941 1 0 IO0
16 221 63 0.5 6714 34 34 99.496
8 73343 850 92 99. 875
17 241 14 8 80895 2 2 99.99tl
252 63 8 38092 2034 13 99.96
0.5 8132 30 30 99.63
L >
l
I
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Table 29 (contd)
Blocks Blocks Blocks
Date Bit received missed missing
(April rate, in real in real after Percent /
1976) Pass Station kbps time time recall delivered
20 DT-4R 63 16 19021 91 21 99.89
21 DT-4R 14 8 47775 3250 13 99.98
DT = Demonstration Test.
= Blocks received in real time : number of wideband blocks received
on Network data log in _eal time as data are delivered to the
Mission Control and Computing Center.
Blocks missing after recall : number of blocks not available after
one recall operation from Digital Original Data Record at station.
Blocks recalled : number of blocks recalled from station Digital
Original Data Record by Network Operations Control Center recall
process working in conjunction with Automatic Total Recall System
recall software at station.
Percent delivered = percentage of total blocks on Digital Original
Data Record which were delivered on Intermediate Data Record.
to be carried out simultaneously, a capability considered necessary
to meet the operational requirements of delivering the Intermediate
Data Record within 24 hours after the end of each pass.
The software and hardware additions described above involved
two weeks of intensive implementation and testing. Daily status meet-
ings were held to resolve problems and re-allocate priorities and
resources. By April 21, all work was completed and had passed through
acceptance testing. From this point on, the Network Operations Control
Center became subject to the standard Network discrepancy reporting
system and all subsequent failures or anomalies would be accounted
for in that system.
The following day, April 22, the Network Operations organization
was briefed on the capabilities then available in the Network Operations
Control Center. It was these capabilities, enhanced to some limited
extent as time permitted, that the Network Operations Control Team
would use to support Viking planetary operations.
With this capability delivered for operational support, the imple-
mentation task for Viking could be considered complete.
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A number of known problems remained, and some unknown problems
were to be expected as the Network configuration for Viking matured
with operational use.
Improvements always would be desired or become necessary as the
operations teams accumulated experience in the mission environment.
Thesc facts were recognized in committing the Network to operational
support. To the extent that the exigencies of the Viking mission per-
mitted, these issues were resolved as they arose during the progz.ess
of the mission.
c. Test and Training. The test and training program for Vikin_
planetary operations necessarily reflected the changes made in January ""
to the implementation schedule, and was the product of the Joint Network/
Viking scheduling group described earlier. A schedule was developed
which showed not only Operational Test and Configuration Tests, but
the time requirPJ for implementation, development, Mars radar experi-
ments, Network operations training, and other significant flight project
activities.
The planetary development schedule for February 1976 is shown in
Fig. 55. The complexity of the scheduling task is evident from the
study of this figure. The schedule was updated and issued monthly
with completed milestones as shown. The correlation between line items
on the level 4 implementation schedule and milestones on the planetary
developmen_ scheoule is given in the legend on the latter.
(I) _round Data System Tests. Tests supported during the months
of January, February, March, and April were:
(a) Test 5.31. This test with Goldstone Stations 11 and 14 was
run on January 9, and problems were experienced with generation of
Digital Original Data Records, and recalls to the Network Operations
Center for generating Intermediate Data Records. It was repeated on
January 19 with Station 14 only, and most of the objectives were accom-
plished, including generation of Intermediate Data Records, and demon-
stration of analog-to-digltal data record conversion.
(b) _ The test with Australian Station 43 _ds run
on January 22. Despite hardware and operator problems, all test items
were completed except for two Intermediate Data Record recall outages.
The planetary configuration was demonstrated and no re-run was required.
The test with Spanish Station 63, run on January 24, was charac-
terized by wldeband comunicatlon circuit problems, both during the
test and during the recall sequences. A need for better briefing of
the station on test requirements was apparent. System recall problems
prevented full data record requirements being met, but a re-run was
not required as the telemetry configuration had been demonstrated.
(c) _ This test involving all three 64-meter stations
was run on February 4, 5, and 6. The first 12 hours of the test with
Statlcna 43/63 were satisfactory. During the last _ hours of the Hadrld :
pass and _ost of the Ooldstone pass, the Viking s_aulation system and
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Viking spacecraft mathematical models overloaded the Mission Control
Center computers when 12 simultaneous telemetry data teams were being
processed. Very little useful testing resulted. At Goldstone, problems
were encountered with the Signal Conditioning Assembly/Simulation inter-
face and a re-run of the last 10 hours of the test was required. The
re-run of Test 6.0 was scheduled for February 14, with Madrid Station
63 only and resulted in all objective3 being met. Data recalls were
accomplished and Intermediate Data Re_ords delivered. However, a day-
of-year (188-189) toggling problem occurred during recall of the 8-kbps
spacecraft data and was deferred for investigation. No further re-runs
were required.
(d) pemonstratig_ Test 4.0. The purpose of the test was to
demonstrate the ability of the Viking Flight Team, including the Network
to execute flight operations associated with the Viking I Orbiter and
Lander during the period from Orbiter-Lander separation minus 58 hours
to completion of landed operations on the eighth Mars day (Sol 8).
The Network participated in a long loop mode for the first three days
(February 20, 21, and 22). Apart from a day-of-year toggling problem
at Station 63, which was discovered during Original Digital Data Record
recall on the second day, no problems of significance were encountered
by the Network.
All Intermediate Data Records were delivered on all passes within
an average time of 12.8 hours, well within the 24 hours allotted to
this function.
Special attention was paid to preparation, and real-time monitoring,
of all communication circuits during this test by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, stations, and NASA Communications personnel. As a result,
communication circuit performance was excellent, the only failure being
an 18-minute outage on the high-speed circuits in Australia. This was
also the first u:3ageof the U8-kbps wideband circuit between the Goddard
Space Flight Center and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, which produced
a 99.99 percent throughput for the two days of its use.
(e) Additional Vikin_ Testing. System integration tests were
carried out during this period with the Australian and Spanish stations
only, since all Goldstone stations had completed their system integration
testing with the Mission Control Center in November 1975. The first
integration test with the Australian station experienced a number of
delays and had to be re-run. Objectives were met on the second attempt.
_Ii test objectives set for the integration test with the Spanish stations
,ere accomplished and no retest was necessary.
In addition to the Ground Data System Tests and Integration Tests,
an intense program of operational verification testing was also carried
out during this period. The Operational Verification Tests were designed
to examine the following capabilities in an operational test:
_ (I) Joint failure mode configurations for both 8q- and 26-meter
stations.
i
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(2) The automatic total recall system for replaying Original
Data Records.
(3) Production of Intermediate Data RecorJs.
(4) Critical Viking command procedures.
(5) A new ccnfiguration for wideband data transmission lines.
(6) A new 64-meter configuration employing dual high-speed
data lines to provide full redundancy for Viking Lander _.
operations.
Tests to exercise the joint failure mode configurations were
completed with all stations in late January 1976.
Because of numerous hardware and software problems, in the complex
system for automatic data recall and Intermediate Data Record production,
the operator training on this system could not start until about mid-
February. During March, an Operational Verification Test for each of
the nine tracking stations, together with the Network Operations Control
Center, exercised the recall functions by the use of planned data outages.
In addition to exercising the new recall software programs, these tests
also exercised the 16-kbps analog recall capability using the new Ampex
FR 2000 analog recorders at the 64-meter stations.
Later in March, Intermediate Data Records were also produced from
some live spacecraft passes. This activity was supported by operations
personnel who were in training, but with assistance and advice from the
engineering development personnel. However, these live passes involving
some 80 Intermediate Data Records were not successful beceuse of hardware
and software problems, combined with inadequate training under actual
operational conditions. It was this serious deficiency in demonstrable
capability to produce Intermediate Data Records that led to the formation
of the task team described earlier. As a result, the date for a fully
operational system was slipped to April 26 to enable the hardware and
software and procedural improvements to be made.
New and improved command procedures were also exercised by every
shift at every station during this period to remove two constraints in
the command system which had previously been handled by means of procedural
"work arounds." These constraints limited the number of manual commands
that could be sent to the Viking spacecraft in case of a computer or
transmission line failure. These procedures gave the stations the cap-
ability to manually recover from an anomalous condition in the station
: computers and to substantially increase the number of contiguous commands
that could be transmitted manually under these conditions.
(6) New Wideband Data Lines. To meet the Viking flight support
requirements from the Australian and Spanish stations, a new wideband
data channel was activated between the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the
' Goddard Space Flight Center in February 1976, using the new RCA domestic
satellite. This new wideband service operated at 56 kbps and provided
dual 27.6-kbps wideband channels. When first activated, difficulties
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were experienced by NASA Communications and toe commercial carriers in
getting this new capability to meet its specifications. By Rid-February
these problems were resolved, and Operational Verification Tests were
conducted between the overseas stations and tDe Jet ?ropulsion Laboratory
to verify the proficiency of the station and communication crews in
handling this new capability.
(7) Redundant Configuration. To provide full redundancy for
the direct Viking Lander data streams during the first 20 Mars days,
a new station configuration had been developed. The configuration
provided for two data channels to be assigned to Viking engineering
and science while the remaining four provided prime and backup channels
for Lander engineering and science. Because this was a new configuration
that had been requested on the basis of experience obtained during
the various mission operations tests conducted in the past few months,
it was necessary to exercise station crews in the implementation oe
this configuration. These tests were carried out in late February
and provided a precursor to the Project's demonstration test, which
followed at the end of February.
4. Mars Radar
As the Earth-Mars range increased in the first months of 1976,
efforts were renewed to increase the Mars radar transmitter to its
full 400-kW rated power output. While this work was in progress, Mars
radar data-gathering passes continued at all available opportunities
as follows:
January: 5, 11, 15, 17, 23, 30
February: I, 2, 3, 14, 24, 25
March: 12, 13, 14, 30, 31
April: I, 5, 7, 9, 12, 13
While not all of these passes resulted in good data, they provided
multiple opportunities to observe all the C-sites, and the requirements
of the Project were satisfied.
In December 1975, the transmitter had been run up to the 300-kW
• level, and additional testing had been delayed because of failures in
_ the travellng-wave tube power supply, need for minor redesign in the
crow bar protective circuits, and a blab-voltage transformer rectifier
problem, in January, this had been corrected, and the power level
_ increased to 300 kW. A body current problem was then discovered in
! one of the kly_trons, and, after further investigation and testing,
the 400-kW level was reported available on February 16. From that
time on, all Mars radar tracks were conducted at full-power output.
Late in March a calibration of the Mars ephemeris was carried
out in order to verify the C-slte altitude data received up to that
time. The area of Syrtls Major was used for this purpose because data
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from earlier observations were available for comparison. The calibration
enabled the drift in the ephemeris predictions to be corrected, which
resulted in valid altitude data being obtained.
By the end of April, the level of the signal returns from the
planet had fallen to less than one-eightieth of their value during
the closest approach observations in December 1975. As a consequence,
the range gated spectrum tecnnique used up 6o this point produced data
that were too noisy for'practical use. The use of continuous spectrum
observations from this point on resulted in data with less noise, but
also with less surface resolutions than those obtained by the range ...
gated spectrum measurements used earlier.
However, the Mars radar observations continued to provide the
Project with useful information relative to the "C" landing sites,
and t_e observations were continued through the succeeding months.
5. Radio Science
In early October 1976, the orientation of the orbit of Orbiter I
with respect to Mars and the Earth was such that the Orbiter would pass
behind the planet, as viewed from the Earth, during a portion of its
orbit. The spacecraft signals would be gradually cut off, or occulted,
by the surface of Mars. In the occultation experiment, the variations
in the signal properties (frequency, phase, and amplltude) as the space-
craft enters or emerges from occultation could be used to infer atmos-
pheric and ionospheric properties, as listed earlier. On Orbiter I,
occultations woul_ continue until early December, and the occultation
points, or locations where the target rays graze the surface at occulta-
tion, would be distributed at various locations on the planet so that
the atmospheric and ionospheric properties would be determined globally.
By measurement of the exact time of signal cutoff or re-establlshment,
occultation measurements could also produce precise radii of the planet
at the occultation points. There would be no occultations of Orbiter 2
during the Viking primary mission, but such occultations would start
in January 1977.
An occultation open-loop system demonstration test was supported
at Station 14 at Goldstone on March 16, 1976 during Viking I pass 210.
System calibration and recording of spacecraft S/X-band signals was
accomplished by the station with minor ad3ustments made to accommodate
actual signal conditions.
Two analog recordings of two- and one-way signal spectrums were
produced on the occultation recorders at 152.4 centimeters (60 inches)
per second covering a period of 30 minutes. Monitoring of recorded
data at random intervals indicated no significant degradation of baseband
signal-to-noise margins during the recording process. Actual signal
levels during the test were -135 dBm for S-band and -143 dBm for X-
band.
The occultation test tapes were sent by the station through normal
means to Compatibility Test Area 21 for digitizing and further analysis.
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6. Operational Reliability
In Section IV-A of this report, Netwerk operational reliaoility
data accumulated by the Viking Project, as part of its overa:l study
of Ground Data System reliability, were given. The previous data covered
the period from launch through Decemoer 31, 1975, and with certain
qualifications tended to show that the mean time between failures for
the 26-meter stations was somewhat higher than that for the 6q-meter
stations.
In Table 30 the data are extended out to Day of Year 122 (April 30,
1976). .-.
Table 30. Operational reliability for ViKiz,g support
from August 1975 through April 30, 1976
Station
Operational
performance
11 12 14 42 43 44 61 62 63
Total support 1036 1373 708 1442 770 1155 1392 1699 1243
time, hours
Number of !5 20 31 17 32 15 13 22 30
failures
Mean recovery 90 27 53 75 84 99 95 36 72
time, minutes
Mean time between 69 69 23 85 24 77 107 77 41
failures, hours
Again, these data generally reflect a larger value for mean time
between failures for the 26-meter stations as compared to the 64-meter
stations. Also apparent is a dramatic improvement in the mean time
between failures for Cebeeros Station 62, reflecting a large increase
in the tracking hours with a comparatively small increase in the number
of failures.
Up to this point in the mission, and recognizing the limited
data accumulated, the state of continuous change prevailing at some
of the stations as the planetary configuration was completed, and the
varying levels of operator proficiency, it can only be concluded that:
: (a) The mean time between failures for the 26-meter stations
i appears to be higher than for the 64-meter stations.
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(b) Values observed for the 26-meter stations range between
69 and 107 hours.
(c) Values observed for the 64-meter stations range between
23 and 40 hours.
Additional data accumulated as the mission progressed are reported
in subsequent sections of this report.
C. CRUISE SUPPORT (MAY THROUGH JULY 1976)
I. Mission Events --..
Spacecraft activity was light during the early weeks of May as
the Flight Team involved itself in Training Test 3, a simulation of
the preseparation through landing phase. A Ground Data System test
was scheduled to begin on May 9, and was to De followed Dy the last
of the training tests. Rescheduled from an earlier time frame, Training
Test 4 was a s_mulation of the orbit insertion events with a malfunction
problem introduced as part of the training program. By mid-May all
testing activities had been completed with the exception of the final
Operational Readiness Test scheduled for early June as a final full-
dress rehearsal for the Viking I Mars orbit insertion.
During this period, both Viking spacecraft continued to operate
well and to perform as expected on their flights to Mars. Round-trip
communication time between Earth and the spacecraft had increased to
28 minutes and 18 seconds for Viking I and 27 minutes and 3_ seconds
for Viking 2 by the first week in May.
On May I, photo calibrations were conducted on Viking I. Camera A
was used to record the photo sequence using Mars as the calibration
target. The planet offered little more than a partial disk of light
at this great distance--t1.2 million kilometers (7 million miles)--
but the slight amount of lightening at the left side of the terminator
was identified as the fringe of the south polar hood. Figure 56 shows
the planet as it appeared in this photo sequence.
An occultation demonstration was conducted on May 12, using space-
craft data to test ground equipment and software peculiar to the require-
ments of a Mars occultation experiment. This kind of experiment would
occur as the spacecraft approached the llmb and went behind the planet
or as it emerged from behind the planet, and provided an o_portunity
to conduct radio science investigations of the Mars atmosphere and
ionosphere.
The one remaining test exercise prior to Viking I Mars orbit
insertion, the Operational Readiness Test, was conducted on June 2
and 3. Appropriately, the Operational Readiness Test was the last
full-dress simulation of the Viking I orbit insertion activity. The
latest spacecraft data were used as a baseline for the exercise to
make it as similar as possible to the actual Viking I Mars orbit inser-
tion events.
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Fig. 56 Mars as photographed by Viking I from d:s_anee of 11.2 million
kilometers (7 million miles)
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Vlklng 2 contlnued to perform as expected, and by June 14 was
5.2 mllllon kilometers (3.3 million m11es) from Mars and 53 days away
from its orblt insertion scheduled for August 7.
At that tlme, V_kJng I was within 1.6 million kilometers (730,000
miles) of Mars. Approach observations h_d begun, when the spacecraft
gave indications of a minute leak in the helium pressurization system
for the oxlClzer and fuel tanks of the Orbiter propulsion system.
With the Viking I spacecraft only five days away from orbit insertlon
on June 19 and under careful monitoring, orbit insertion activ_tles
were replanned. Because the leak was first detected as the propulsion
system was being prepared for the final course correction maneuver
on June 9, the engine burn was delayed to the following morning. The "_"
mane_iver called for a longer burn than orlglnally planned slnce it
was believed that the leak mlght be caused by a tiny particle trapped
in the regulator valve, and this particle might be flushed out by the
increased hellum flow during a longer englne burn. However, the maneuver
dld not resolve the leak problem although the leak rate was somewhat
reduced, i
An additional single course correction maneuver prior to orbit
insertion was then planned for June 15. The objectives were essentially
the same as the first approach maneuver. _ecause of these addltlonal
maneuvers, the orbit insertion of Viking I was re-deslgned for an inltlal
Mars orbit period of 42.6 hours instead of the originally planned 24.6 hours.
Whlle the orbital statistics were being redefined with consideration
for the factors of site certlflcatlon and orbit synchronization, considerable
activity on approach photography was underway. In these pictures,
Mars appeared to be growing rapldly as Vlklng I closed to the orblt
insertion point. Surface features were becoming visible with increasing
detail, and, in the blab contrast version shown in Fig. 57, the details
of the 4000-kllometer (2500-mlle) long Martian grand canyon, Valles
Marlnerls, could be seen southeast of the middle volcanoes.
Engine ignition for the Mars orbit insertion burn occ -red on
schedule at 3:38 p.m., Paclflc Daylight Time (PDT). Engine _nutdown
was confirmed at 4:16 p.m. (PDT), and it was quickly noted that the
burn had ended 10 seconds earlier than predicted. The spacecraft was
then "unwound" through a reversal of the pre-Mars orbit insertion roll-
yaw-Poll maneuvers (Fig. 58). The high-gain antenna was again repost-
ttoned, and Viking Mars orbit insertion was essentially concluded at
5:23 p.m. (PDT).
The accuracy of the orbit Insertion burn was extremely important
to the planning and accuracy of the Mars orbit to which the spacecraft
was to be trimmed after only one full revolution. The nominal insertion
orbit would have been 1500 kilometers at its pertapsts (low point) and
50,600 kilometers at its apoapsts (high point). The spacecraft revolution
period on this orbit was designed to be 42.6 hours. Orbital geometry
for Insertion and mission orbits is Illustrated in Fig. 59.
i
After close analysis of the radio metric data following orbit
Insertion, it was determined that the orbital period was only 12 minutes
short of the planned period of 42.4 hours, well within the 99 percent
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Fig. 57. Mars surface features become more visible near orbit insertion
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tolerance allowed. The perlapsls, whlch was InitJally predicted to
be 1511 kilometers, was only 3 kilometer_ higher at 15_.4kilometers.
The orbital trim maneuver was successfully performed at 10:44 a.m.
(PDT), June 21. It required an DO-meter-per-second burn lasting 132 sec-
onds, and consumed a third of the remaining 212 kilograms (425 pounds)
of propellant. During this maneuver, the apoapsls was reduced from its
insertion orbit altitude of 50,300 kilometers (31,255 miles) to the
mission altitude of 32,800 kilometers (20,381 miles), with the perlapsls
remaining unchanged at 1514 kilometers (941 miles). Once the trim was
completed, Viking I was In a 24.6-hour (length of Martian day) orbit
that would pass the spacecraft over the Viking I prime landing site in
Chryse. The landlng slte would then be viewed on each subsequent revolu-
tlon near its lowest altitude. The first landing site certification
pictures were taken on June 22 for transmission back to Earth late
that afternoon.
_Ith the completion of orbit insertion and trim, the cruise period
for Viking I had been passed. In the following days, the critical
decisions on selection of the actual landing site, using the Goldstone
radar data and slte certification pictures, were to be made to set
the stage for the actual landing on July 4.
Dramatic surprises were discovered In the first pictures (Figs. 60
and 61) taken _uring the site certification activities in late June,
A photo of the crater Yuty (Fig. 60) In the region known as Chryse
showed clear evidence of fluvial action on the planet surface. Yuty
is 18.7 kilometers (11 miles) across, and the eJecta flows produced
by the _mpact o._ the meteorite are layers of broken rock and other
debris. The leading edge forms a ridge as on the flows of great avalanches
on Ea,-th. Wtn_ erosion has worn the area down, and water er,.sion may
have been responsible for some'of'the features. Viking 1 was at a
range of 1925 kilometers (1196 miles) when thls picture was taken.
The cause of the rlver-llke channel features in Chryse seems
all but fully answered by the pictures (Fig. 61) taken during Viking l's
first two hiE.h-resolution passes over the region.
The current flow appears to have been northerly and quite strong
enough to erode grooves and layers from the large Island-like and crater
features resisting tn Its path. Along the edge of the :atn channels,
smaller eddy channels can also be seen--again su_esttng a strong fluvial
current. Figure 61 contains six frames acquired during the P4 reconnais-
sance of the A-1 lancing stte area.
• Photos of the original A-1 site had led to a growing concern
about the unexpected variety of terrain features tn the preselected
A-1 landing stte and prompted the decision to delay the landing of
Viking 1 for further evaluation and study of possible landing sites.
The stte certification team chose to broaden Its knowledge by exaIlnlng
other possible sites In order to better understand Martian geological
shaping processes and their surface dispersion and to determine the
relative safety of those sites in comparison to site A-1. This expanded
;.. study necessitated a landing delay of at least a week and possibly
| i
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_ Fig. 61. Photos taken in first two hi_h-resolution passes
by Vi_ing over Chryse region of Mars
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as much as two and a half weeks beyond July 4. Meanwhile, spacecraft I
and spacecraft 2 both continued to perform perfectly.
The initial part of the decision included a plan to look carefully
at an area adjacent to the A-I site and closer to the central basin
of Chryse. This area may have contained sediments deposited from the
highlands through the channels shown in Fig. 61.
Evaluation of the A-I site continued with observations of the
Chryse Basin on June 27 and 29. Both sequences returned pictures to
Earth for further study. In addition to the reconnaissance of the
Chryse Basin adjacent to the A-I site, observations were being made
of the B-I site, the primary landing site for Viking 2, axedC-I, an ._.
alternate candidate for the Viking 2 spacecraft and the subject of
the Goldstone radar studies earlier in the year.
By July I, preparations were being made to move the Viking spacecraft
into a new orbit synchronized for a new site northwest of A-I. However,
radar data acquired from Arecibo during the scan of the A-I northwest
area on July 4 and 5 indicated that there was roughness adjacent to,
if not actually in, the A-I northwest target landing ellipse. The same
radar observations showed the western part of Chryse Planitia to be
smooth over a large area. Hence, the decision was made to plan the
trim maneuver and possible landing for that region. Should the orbiter
photo data prove J; to be unsatisfactory, the A-I northwest area would
again become a strong and llkely candidate for the actual landing.
A trim maneuver was to be performed on Thursday, July 8, to rotate
the spacecraft's orbital path to a point approximately 23 degrees north
latitude and 51 degrees west longitude, at which point another engine
burn would synchronize the spacecraft orbit with the selected landing
point once again. The Viking tlmellne, on which all mission activities
were based with the option to return to the original A-I northwest
area, is given below:
July 8 Begin orbital trlm maneuver to 51°W; burn completed
5:58 p.m. (PDT)
July 9 Reconnaissance, 46°-50CW
July 11 Reconnaissance, 5_-56°W
July 14 Far west vs northwest decision, far west option
July 16 Trim maneuver, sync at 51°W
July 20 Land approximately 5:00 a.m. (PDT)
or
July 14 Far west vs northwest decision, northwest option
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July 16 Begin orbital trim maneuver to 44°W
July 22 Land approximately 12:00 noon (PDT)
Meanwhile, Viking 2 continued to approach the planet and had
begun to take optical navigation photos of Mars against its star background
in order to precisely plot the spacecraft's approach to the planet.
Mars orbit insertion for Viking 2 was still planned for August 7, with
the landing on September 4.
Following the decision to move the spacecraft west to observe,
and possibly land at, a site beyond the A-I northwest reconnaissance
region, the engine was burned and the spacecraft started towards the
new orbit at a rate of 2 degrees per day.
The western area of Chryse was photographed during Periapsides 20
and 22. An area was found in tl,eeastern sector of the Periapsis 20
photc coverage which accommo_ited the 99 percent landing ellipse with
a minimum of hazard associations. This site, though near the channel
deposJtlonal area, was free of fluvial features and appeared much like
lunar mare terrain. Because the site was near the central 0asln, the
posglbility of finding water was still greater. The landing site at
22.4 degrees north, 47.5 degrees west, with an elevation 2.5 kilometers
below the mean Mars surface level is photo-mapped in Fig. 62.
Once the decision to land had been made, the necessary planning
rapidly followed.
The flight plan summary covering separation, descent, touchdown,
and the first direct llnk is shown in Figs. 63 and 64 as it was used
during the actual events on Day _02, Tuesday, July 20, and Day 203,
Wednesday, July 21. The critical decision to go "for separation" was
made at approximately 10:30 p.m. (PDT) on Monday night, July 19, and
the format documentation of that most significant event is shown in
Fig. 65. That decision was based on the Separation Go Reports from the
various Directorates. The Mission Control Directorate Report, describing
the Viking Mission Control and Computing Center and Deep S:ace Network
status for the Ground Data System, is shown in Fig. 66. Reports from
the Spacecraft Performance and Flight Path Analysis Directorate and
from the Science and Mission Planning Directorate were equally favorable,
and the Project Manager signed the release for the separation event.
The sequence of events that followed separation is shown pictorially
in Fig. 67, beginning at Lander separation and de-orblt and ending with
terminal descent and touchdown. The Viking I tlmeline for these events
is shown in terms of Pacific Daylight Time for Pasadena, California,
in Table 31.
Once the separation and descent sequences had been initiated,
all events occurred precisely as planned and touchdown was reported
at approximately 5:12 a.m. (PDT), Tuesday, July 20, close to the target
landing site, 22.4 degrees north latitude, 47.5 degrees west longitude.
The entry and landing sequences were virtually perfect, and the accuracy
of the event was so precise that the landing occurred within +17 seconds
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• Fig. 62. Photomapplng march across Chryse landing site
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MISSlOr;CONTROLDIRECTORATE
SEPA_TION GO/NO GO REPORT
(S-2 HOURS)
I, VMCCC
a. Capable of receiving,processingand d]splayingVL data on DTV afld/orprlnters
from S-3 hours to Touchdown.
MTCF r'£1MCCF _ GPCF
b. VMCCC Problemsexistingat S-3 hours: ,_.
NONE
2. DSN
a. The DSN has capabilityto receive,record,process, and output VL data to
JPL from S-3 hours to touchdownfrom the 64 meter station (s) at: J
SEP-3HRS. SEP +lOMIN.
[_DSS 14 _:Z_DSS43 TO SEP +I HR. _DSS 63 TO TD + 9HRS.
b. Configurationis code _9 at 43. ]5 at 63.
c. The DSN has capabilityto uplinkc_mmands to the VO and VL from 3-3 hours
to transmissionof the "Go" Commandfrom the stations at:
DSS II r'-IDSS 42 r--iDSS 61
t"1 DSS 12 _ DSS 43 _e,-,_ 4 _DS_ 62
OSS 14 _ DSS 44 _-W,p r'Ioss 63
d. DSN problemsexisting at S-3 hours:
NONE
3. The MissionControlDirectorhas reviewed the System Statusand based upon the
Ground Data _ystemconditionat S-3 hours recommendsseparation:
r_'qJGO _NO GOi
MZ _, Al_zard %_
MissionControl Director
_Ig. 66. Copy of Mission Control Directorate Separation GO/NO GO
Report (separation minus 2 hours)
t
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Landing Capsule System
Separation, Deor_it, Entryand A.o..,,__ _ _.-.._,_L,r, de,
Landing Sequence _ _/_,i _ _'_ J _ f_\ -_'_,
,,,,.,,.ON,N00,o.,., : -
SEPARATION ,....
DEORBIT ",_
\
COAST',,. :_\
\
\ ,[,..... ENTRY AND CHU'E
"_)___ CHUTE
ENI:Ry__.'_,.. DEPLOYMENT
243,840 m \'_k 5791.2 m
(800,000 ft) _19,000 ft)
AEROSHELL
_t_ _ JETTISON
\
\
\
AeroshoilLander_C°ver._[ "/'__ hu_/ TERMINAL DESCENT,
i'" _" _ Ca.,. START ' ",
" _ -h ] 1402m
| Entwe Land,n| II _'
... _ _ _
.HAeee__tio S I Sequence Tak, II ._,_ _1"
• n I _Jbout 10 Minutll i " l
_b_ TOUCNOOWN.J_-'m'_. . "IF"
Fig. 67. Sequenoe of events following Lander-Orbiter
separation of Viking 1
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Table 31. Viking I timeline--separat_on _hrough landing,
July 20, 1976
Pacific
Daylight Event
Time
01:51:15 Separation
01:5_:16 Initiate Lander de-orblt burn
02:20:32 Lander de-orbit burn complete
04:54:03 Orient Lander for entry (20-degree angle of attack)
04:57:08 Initiate pitch program to maintain entry angle
05:03:08 Entry a]tltude (244 kilometers or 806,490 feet above
mean surface level of Mars); radar altimeter J power
on
05:10:06.5 6 kilometers (19,376 feet) above terrain; deploy para-
chute
05:10:13.5 Separate aerosnell; open terminal roll control valve
05:10:13.5 Initiate terminal roll control
05:10:16.5 Terminal descent landing radar power on
05:10:16.5 Initiate roll maneuver
05:10:25.5 Deploy Lander legs
05:11:06.9 1462 meters (4797 feet) above terrain; open terminal
engine feed valve
05:11:08.8 Separate parachute
05:11:09.4 Initiate terminal engine on
05:11:39.3 41._ meters (137 feet) above terrain; initiate radar
altimeter termination
05:11:43 16.7 meters (55 feet) above terrain
05:11:49.8 TOUCHDOWN
05:46:56 Downlink begins
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Table 31 (contd)
Pacific
Daylight Event
Time
05:47:52 First picture image begins (on television monitors)
06:08:20 First picture image ends
06:10:38 Second picture image begins
06:46:10 Second picture image ends
06:46:10 Downlink ends
of the predicted time (202/11:52:50), and the terminal velocity predicted
to be 2.49 meters (8.3 feet) per second ±9.1 centimeters (0.3 foot)
per second was actually reported as 2.q6 meters (8.2 feet) per second.
Following congratulations to the Flight Team from the Viking
Project Manager, J. S. Martin, Jr., and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Administrator, James C. Fletcher, President Gerald
Ford personally congratulated the Project Manager and the Flight Team
and declared July 20, 1976, as "Space Exploration Day."
The Lander appeared to be in a nearly nominal attitude, positioned
in a stable, level-landed configuration. The first two pictures received
from Viking Lander I on the surface of Mars are shown in Fig. 68.
The upper picture shows the top of a Lander leg, indicating very little
penetration of the foot pad into the Martian surface and some light-
colored roughly faceted and deeply pitted rocks in the foreground.
The lower picture is a panorama covering approximately 300 degrees
of the Mars surface. The quality of these pictures astonished the
Flight Team, hundreds of guests, and the national television audience
that saw them a short time later.
As the Viking Flight Team now turned its attention to the initiation
of full planetary operation for Viking Lander I and Viking Orbiter I,
Spacecraft 2 continued to rapidly approach the planet, an_ to demand
attention for a decision on its landing site and the parameters for
its Mars orbit insertion. Viking 2 was then 4,472,300 kilometers
(2,780,000 miles) from Mars and in excellent condition. Its final
approach maneuver was scheduled for July 28 and its Mars orbit insertion
for August 7.
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2. Network Operations
a. Station SUDDOrt. The tempo of activity at the tracking
stations increased as Viking I began to activate its approach science
instruments in April and May and its optical navigation sequences In
June. Viklng 2 actlvlty also began to increase from the low-level
engineering data gathering that had prevailed during the long cruise
period.
Data rates increased to 8 kbps for Viking Orbiter I and to the
maximum of 16 kbps for Viking Orbiter 2. Increased emphasis also was
being placed on the production of complete Intermediate Data Records,
which necessitated a great deal of time being spent in post-pass playbacks ....
Computer-asslsted countdowns were introduced as a routine procedure;
this resulted in reduction of prepass countdowns from 6 to 3 hours
for cruise support.
Economies were made in station maintenance tlme wherever possible
to satisfy demands for more tlme for tracking and for post-pass recall
of data lost during real-tlme transmission.
Anomalies and failures continued at the normal level with problems
being predomlnately in the telemetry and command data processing area.
Two training tests took place, both slmulatlng the Mars orbit
insertion for Viking Orbiter 1. Training Test 4 occurred on May 10-
11, and Operational Readiness Test 3 took place on June 2-3. Significant
progress in upllnk procedures (commanding, transmitter and receiver
tuning} was evident from Training Test 4 to Operational Readiness Test 3.
Apart from one or two unfortunate occurrences, operator experience
and confidence in handling complex mission sequences increased markedly
in June and July and culminated in a perfect performance throughout
the Network in the most critical sequences of all, namely, separation,
descent, landing, and Viking Lander acquisition. Although similar
events for V1klng 2 still lay ahead, the performance of all station
personnel during these crltJcal Viking I sequences completely confirmed
the Station Director's confidence in his station staff and their training.
This was particularly noteworthy because of the decision in January
1976 to cancel plans to provide all 64-meter stations wlth Station
Monitor Consoles, which resulted in the need for additional staff on
short notice to fully man the stations.
The station workload is reflected in the prevaillng level of
spacecraft actlvltF as depicted in the llst of significant Vlking event,
given in Tables 32 and 33. Station support summaries of Viking o_eratlons
during the period April through July are given in Table 34.
The approach mtdcourse maneuver of Viking 1 was performed in
two steps because of the spacecraft pressurant leak problem. The original
maneuver wa: delayed one day to June 10 with a second maneuver performed
on June 15. Madrid Station 63 successfully supported both maneuvers.
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Table 32. Signiflcant _Jklng actlvitJes support_J by
Deep Space Network
Date Spacecraft Actlvlty
Mar 26 Lander 2 Inertial .eference unit cal_bration
Mar 27 Orblter I High-galn antenna calibration
Apr 11 OrDlter 1 Computer program update
Apr 12 _rblter I Scan callbratlon 2
Apt 14 Orblter 2 Computer program update
Apt 15 Orblter 2 Scan callbratlcn 2
Apr 16 Orbiter 2 Visual imag:rg playback and Lander 2
maintenance
Apt 17 Orbiter 1 Visual l_aglng playback
Apr 17 Lander 1 Batter_' charge and tape recorder ma!n-
enance
Apr 18 Orblter 2 Very long basellne interferom_try with
Orbiter 2 and quasar source
Apt 20-21 Orbiter 2 Demvnstratlon Test 4
Apt 2]-24 Lander I Inltlal command load update
Apt 23-26 Lander 1 Battery conditioning sequence
Ape 26-29 Lander 1 Training Test 5
Hay 1-2 Orbiter 1 Photo calibration and playback sequences
May 3 Orbiter 1 Training Test ]
May ] Orbiter 2 Quasar/Orbiter very long baseline lnter-
reroMtry experimnt
May 5-7 Orbiter _ Cou_and load update and battery condi-
tioning sequence
May 8 Orbiter 1 Infrared Thermal ML?per playback
May 8, 9, Orbiter I Photo calibration playOack
and 11
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fable 32 (contd)
Date Spacecraft Activity
May !2 Orbiter 2 Mars Atmospheric Water Detector caliDr -
tion
May 13-14 Lander I Battery conditioning sequence
May 15-18 Lander 2 Battery conditioning sequence
May 1'7-20 Orbiter I Optical Navigation Sequence I
May 19-20 Lander I Battery conditioning sequence
May 21 Lander i Battery conditioning
May 21-22 _rDiter 2 !6-kbps playback
May 23-26 Lander 2 Battery conditioning
May 24-25 Orbiter 2 16-kbps playback
May 25 Orbiter I Gyro and accelerometer caliDratlon
,July 18 Or _ter I Station 63 transmits OrOJt ."p--_separa-
tion command load and Lander u_sc_nt
update
•July 19 Lander I Station 43 receives Lander preseparation
checkout
July 19 Lande- I Station 14 transmits preseparation check-
out update
June I-2 Viking I 8-kbps high-rate playback
June 2-3 Viking I Operational Readiness Test 3 for Mars
orbital insertion
June 3-6 Orbiter I Optical navigation sequences
June 4 Lander 2 Initial command load update
June 10 Viklng I Approach midcourse maneuver
June 10, 11 3rblter I Optical navigatlon sequences
and 13
June 10 Lander 2 Initial command load update
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Table 32 (contd)
Date Spacecraft Activity
June 10-13 Lander 2 Battery conditioning sequence
June 14 Orbiter I Visual Imaging Subsystem and Infrared
Thermal Mapper alignment test playbac_
June 15 Viking I Second approach midcourse maneuver -_.
(required because of the continued gas
regu_ator leakage problem)
June 15 Viking I Viking I approach science start
June 19 Viking I Mars orbit insertion
June 21 Viking I First Mars orbit trim
June 21 Viking I Site certification sequence start
July 8 Orbiter I Mars orbit trim
July 9-15 Orbiter I Site certification photo sequence
July 13 Orbiter I Mars orbit trim
July 15 Orbiter 2 Optical navigation sequence start
July 18-19 Lander I Preseparation checkout
July 18 Viking 2 Optical navigation sequence completion
July 18 Orbiter I Station 63 transmits Orbiter preseparatlon
command load and Lander descent update
July 19 bander I Station receives Viking Lander presepara-
tion checkout data
July 19 Lander I Station 14 transmits preseparation cheek-
out update
July 20 Orbiter 1/ Station 43 transmits separation command
Lander I
July 20 Lander I Touchdown and start of landed operations
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fable 33. Sequence of Network events for Viking 1 landing
GMT Station Event
July 20:
00:05 43 Acquisition of Orbiter signal
03:25 14/43 Transfer from Station 14 to 43
04:35 14 Loss of Orbiter signal
04:50 43 Transmission of separation minus 3.5 hours
update
05:21 43 Start receiving I- and 2-kbps Lander check-
out data
07:47:15 43 Transmit Lander separation Go command
08:51:15 43 Lander separation from Orbiter
08:51:15 43 Start receiving 4-kbps Lander descent data
09:00 63 Acquisition of Orbiter signal; start re-
ceiving 4-kbps Lander descent data
09:20 43/63 Transfer from Station 43 to 63
09:50 43 Loss of Orbiter signal
12:11:49 63 Lander touchdown: end receiving 4-kbps
Lander Descent Data
12:59 63 Start receiving 4-kbps playback of critical
Lander data
16:40 14 Acquisition of Orbiter signal (Orbiter)
19:00 63/14 Transfer from Station 63 to 14
21:05 63 Loss of Orbiter signal
July 21:
01:07 14 End of receiving 4-kbps playback of critical
Lander data
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Table 34. Sun_ary of station support for Viking operations from
Apr_l through July
Number of Hours Commandr
Month Station passes tracked transmitted
April 11 33 223:39 392
!2 33 236:42 58_
14 I 03:3d 2O
42 32 164:03 0
43 0 0 0
44 29 194:04 9
61 33 241:07 45
62 7 69:43 0
63 -_ _120_:5_
April total: 191 1346:49 3260
May 11 29 277:40 753
12 25 176:47 490
14 11 61:37 15
42 30 214:12 9
43 24 184:32 574
44 9 62:27 447
81 32 281:24 233
62 4 36:44 28
May totgl 192 1583:18 8823
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Table 34 (contd)
Number of HoL]rs Commands
Month Station passes tracked transmitted
June 11 25 194:24 413
12 15 103:00 0
14 18 165:50 504
42 22 167:36 15
43 28 220:53 3410
44 11 89:56 43
61 25 232:05 399
62 9 93:11 32
63 29 _20:43 619
June total: 182 1589:18 5435
July 11 29 239:10 358
12 7 52:27 216
14 40 336:03 1827
42 26 205 :29 183
43 49 349:03 1641
44 11 76:28 0
61 26 260 :20 1354
62 7 58:53 92
63 -A_ _
July total : 238 1940:07 7947
Four-month total: 803 6459: 32 25465
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The Viking I Nars orbit insertion was successfully supported
on June 19 by Goldstone Station 14 with Station II as _ackup. A Mars
orbit trim maneuver was performed on June 21 over Madrid Station 63.
This put the Viking I Orbiter in the proper orbit over the prime landing
site. The first site certification pictures were taken on June 22
and, for the next several weeks, high-rate telemetry data were received
periodically by the 64-meter network in support of this activity.
The Viking I landing was delayed from the July 4 scheduled date to
July 20 because landing site requirements necessitated additional trim
maneuvers and additional site certification photos. The successful
landing was covered by Madrid Station 63 wLth the initial surface pictures
played back via the Orbiter relay link shortly after touchdown, as
reported here earlier.
b. Network Overations Control Center. Implementation of the
Viking configuration in the Network Operations Control Center was concluded
on April 26, 1976, and all resources were assigned to accomplishment
of selected enhancement features of the existing systems. The enhancement
effort was completed on June I, and the capabilities existing at that
time were put under configuration control for the remainder of the
prime Viking mission. These capabilities were considered to be the
minimum required to meet the Network commitment to Viking planetary
operations. System maturity and operator experience would contribute
to increased proficiency in the operation of the Control Center on
a continuous basis. Training in the production of Intermediate Data
Records was considered to be complete.
The production of Intermediate Data Records and their delivery
within 24 hours after the end of each tracking pa_s continued to strain
the resources of the Network Operations Control Center. However, as
operator training and experience increased and the hardware and software
gained maturity under operational conditions, it became possible to
maintain a higher standard of performance with continuous high-data
content on each record delivered.
Typical daily performance is shown in Table 35, which contains
the data record production statistics for July I, 1976. The "Percentage
of data delivered,:' given in the table, refers to the number of data
blocks on an Intermediate Data Record as a percentage of the number
estimated to be available on the digital data records made during the
pass at the tracking station. This percentage reflects the completeness
of the data delivered to the Project from which the final Experimenter
Data Records are compiled. The real-tlme data, which was subject to
gaps due to outages or "bits" on the worldwide communication circuits,
were used for mission control and real-tlme decision working purposes
only.
The Viking Project deemed it necessary to have all of th_ data
available at the stations delivered to its data library without any
gaps within 24 hours after the end of each pass. Thus, the achievement
of "100 percent Intermediate Data Record data content" became a major
Network goal in support of this Project.
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As the second Viking spacecraft continued to approach Mar , the
dailv activity began to include far encounter picture aata to t)eused
for optical navigation. As a consequence, the Network Operations Control
Cente- began to receive d_mands for Intermediate Data Recoras from two
spacecraft, Viking Orbiter I and Viking Orbiter 2, at data rates between
2 and 8 kbps. This demand provided a further increase in operational
loading, and, by the time of the Viking I landing decision of July 19,
the Jntermediate Data Record statistics had achieved the performance
shown in Table 36.
By July 1976, the system had matured significantly, and the Network
was generating Intermediate Data kecords for the Viking Project with
close to 100 percent of the digital data on them. uuring standard
operations, 100 percent of the data blocks that are recoverable from
the Digital Original Data Record should be contained on an Intermediate -_
Data Record. During Project-deflned critical periods, supplemental
digital records may be generated from analog recods to assure that
100 percent of the data blocks on the digital record is delivered on
an Intermediate Data Record. The Intermediate Data Records are expected
to be delivered to the Viking Project Library within 24 hours after
the end of each station pass.
Statistics on percentage of data on an Intermediate Data Record
and delivery times are given in Tables 37 and 38 for July.
The percentage of data is obtained by dividing the number of
blocks received by the number of data blocks expected. The number
expected is computed by subtracting the first data C!cck number from
the last, and adding the number of completed counting cycles. This
gives a count of the number of blocks written on the Intermediate Data
Record tape. The Data Records Processor computes these values following
the merging process. Table 38 gives the quantity of data delivered
on all Intermediate Data Records generated during July.
During July, 9r.9 percent of all _ecords delivered to the P_oject
contained a minimum of 99.8 percent of all data recoverable from the
digital records.
i
Intermediate Data Records are required to be delivered to the
Viklng P,oject Library within 24 hours after the end of each station
pass. The tapes are picked up by Network Information ContrJl p_r&onnel
and delivered to the Viking Project Library.
c. Dlscremancv Reports. The status of Vl_ing-related discrepancy
reports on July 19, the day cn which the Deep Space Network reported "go"
condition for Viking I Lande_ separation, Is given in Table 39. Of the
' 107 discrepancy reports outstanding, only 25 were conslJered slgnlfJcant
to the subsequent surface operations. All of these were related to timing
problems being experienced at that tlme in the telemetry and command
processor at Station 14 at Goldstone. As a consequence, a special task
team _as dispatched to the station; the problem wa_ determined to be
caused by noise entering the processor from some recently added software
test interfaces.
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Table 37. Del_very tlmes for Intermediate Data Record
during July 1976 (hours after loss of
signal)
Statlon
Parameter
14 43 63 All
Mean, hours 16.0 22.1 13.2 17.2
Data limits:
Low I 0.5 I I
High 91 173.2 ,_n_ 173.2
Number of 28 36 31 95
records
Table 38 Quantity of data on Intermediate Data Records
during July 1976
Station
Parameter
14 _3 63 All
Mean, $ 99.9 99.8 99.9 99.9
Standard 0.05 0.37 0.05 0.23
deviation
Number of 28 36 31 95
records
The Viking Incident Surprise and Anomaly Reporting System was
carrying only 23 of the 107 total at this time, and none of these included
the telemetry-related problems discussed above.
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d. Commg/l_. The performance of the Network Command
System in supporting Vikings I and 2 is given in Table 40 in terms
of the number of commands transmitted. The loss of command capability
due to ground communications llne outages or station equipment outages
is given in Table 41.
Table 40. Number of commands transmitted from May through July 197b
Month Orbiter I Lander I Orbiter 2 Lander 2 Aborts ...
May 146T 2999 463 3894 0
June 4250 134 250 8t_ I
July 5009 1049 1889 0 0
Cumulative
total for
mission 14085 7794 6196 6591 2
Table 41. Command capability lost due to communication
line or station failures from May through
August 1976 as a percentage of scheduled
tracking time
Viking 1 ViKing 2
Month
Line Station Line Station
Failure, Failure, Failure, Failure,
percent percent percent percent
May 0.12 2.22 0.13 0.71
. June 0.24 0.20 0.65 0.32
July 0.22 1.25 0.32 0.7
Cumulative
tetal for
mission 0.715 0.56_
i
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A more detailed appreciation of the daily perfoPmance o_ in,:
system can be obtained from the monthly list of significant pr,_b_;,:/;
and anomalies which follows:
Station P_ Orbiter DescriDt_gq
63 263 I Two-way transfer was missed due t<, :n_.crrect
configuration of the transmitter,. So_am_nd
transmlssion was delayed 52 -ninutes.
Telemetry and Command Processor A was unable
to lock on high-rate data. A reload cleared
the problem. Impact on co,nmandin_ wds _
minutes.
44 269 I Because of an operator error, commands intended
for the Lander were not received by the
spacecraft.
63 269 I Command Modulator Assembly 5 had symbol
period, subcarrler frequency, and data quality
alarms. A swap was made to second unit.
Performed a validation and proceeded commanding.
Outage time was 20 m_nutes.
42 270 I Telemetry Command Processor B received symbol
rate alarms. A reload was attempted w_th
no success. Unit A was validated Jn real
time and declared "green" for commanding.
Outage time was 42 minutes.
14 270 I Command capability was lost for 4 minutes.
Telemetry Command Processor A halted, switched
to the B string.
,_ 43 27_ I Operat ,' error caused the Frequency Timing
Subsystem to glitch. All computers were
reloaded followed by command validations
of both Telemetry Command Processors. Outage
tlm_ was 45 minutes.
42 278 1 Co.and capability was lost Cue to beam
and body over-currents on the transmitter.
The station tracked one-way for the remainder
of the pass. Command outage time was 28
minutes.
63 280 I A blown fuse in the antenna power supply.
located at the servo rack, caused a 36-minute
command outage. Reacqulsitlon of the upllnk
was performed.
42 280 I Station received a configuration word check
fail. A re-lnJtJallzatlon a-_ reload failed
to clear the alarm. Command .odulator Asse_bl¥
173
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StaUon _. Orbiter _escriDtion
A was then declared "red." Command capability
was lost for 4 hours and 45 minutes, _s
no backup was available due to Viking 2
commitment.
42 281 I Body over-current alarm caused the transmitter
to trip off. Reacquired the spacecraft
with outage time ol 15 miutes.
11 240 2 Command validation was performed due tu
a halt of Telemetry Command £rocessor B.
Outage time was 49 minutes.
12 250 2 The star!o,, had a degraded command system
during the pass. Transmitter power had
very _rge fluct ,cions. Degraded time
was 3 hours and 55 minutes.
, 42 254 2 Transmitter beam and body over-current alarms
caused a 29-mlnute command outage.
" 14 256 2 Exciter frequency alarm was received and
cleareu after 2 seconds. Some tlme late-,
a blt verify alarm was observed, clearing
I second later. Commanding was delayed
27 minutes.
On the night of May 17, a significant procedural error occurred
in the transmission of commands intended for Lander I that did not
reach the spacecraft. The close out of Discrepancy Report 4379, which
descrloed the incident, is given below as an illustration of the mls?_kes
that can occur wh¢n nonstandard procedures are adopted to force additional
capability out of an already fully loaded _ystem.
Investigation revealed that the Beta command system had been
incorrectly configured during pc,_track countdown, resulting in a sub-
carrier frequency of 512.0 Hz instead of 385.0 Hz. Configuration words
and idle sequence patterns were also set incorrectly. During command
lnltlallzatlon, the station operator typed Ins_ructlon CINT/VKO, 26,
310& vlce CZNT/VKL, 2E, 3105. This is allowable by the current software
programs, as no internal check is made to compare parameter 1 (project)
with parameter 2 (spacecraft I.D.). The end result, however, was that,
while the system was initialized for Lander 1, all data loaded into
tht configuration/ standards and limits table were taken from the Orbiter
software module. Under _ormal circumstances, the command analysts _o_ld
have transmitted a configuration/standards and limits table during vali-
dation of the system. Had :his been done, the nonstandard conftauration
would have been overlaid.
Because of a VikinK test, which required control of the Network
simulation system through the command system at the Network O|_ration8
Control Center, a special tape was used that consiste_ predominantly
17_
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of simulation control messages and a limited number of command blocks.
The needed command table was not present on this tape and, therefore,
was not available for transmission. The command analyst attempted
to validate the system by recalling the configuration/standards and
limits from the statzon and mak!ng a visual verification. It was at
this point that tbe incorrect configuration went undetected.
To avoid future occurrences of this kind, all command tapes containing
simulation control messages were removed from the Network Operations
Control Center tape library. Check lists were provided for each spacecraft
_nat had to be filled out by the command analyst in the e_ent that
t becamp ,'_essary to validate a station command configuration by
_calling _candards and limits from the station.
Command system anomalies for the month of June 1976, which directly
impacted Viking I or ViKing 2, were as follows:
Station Pass V__ Anomaly
14 295 I Reload on Telemetry and Command Processor.
24-blt counter alarm. Outage time 3 minutes.
14 296 I Subcarrler frequency warning and abort alarms
cleared immediately.
43 297 I Data quality warning alarm. Station switched
to backup Command Modulation Assembly.
14 306 1 Exciter frequency alarms cleared two seconds
later.
14 309 ! Exciter frequency, bit verify, and data
quality alarms. Outage time 51 minutes.
14 312 I Telemetry and Command Processor stopped.
Lost access to teletype input/output device.
Outage time 7 minutes.
14 312 I Station procedural. Outage time 26 minutes.
14 315 I Telemetry and Command Processor stopped.
Lost access to teletype input/output device.
Outage time 7 minutes.
42 267 2 Body current alarm tripped transmitter off,
which aborted a command. Outage time 43
minutes.
11 269 2 Station lost commercial power. Outage time
22 minutes.
175
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Station P_Kg_ V__ Anomaly
44/ 271 2 Data quality alarms. Station procedural.
NDPA* Outage time 33 minutes.
12 281 2 100-ampere circuit breakers tripped trans-
mitter off. Outage time 18 minutes.
11 288 2 Transmitter beam and body current alarms.
Outage time 43 minutes.
Most of the above anomalies were also closed out in June. At
the end of the month, six discrepancy reports remained open against
the command system, all of which _ere related to problems in the Network
Data Processing Area.
During the month of July, 13 anomalies occurred in the command
system as follows:
station _1_s ==m%_cr_m_ Anomaly
63 317 Orbiter I Antenna drove off point. Outage time 4
0,inures.
14 319 Orbiter I T_lemetry and Command Processor halted at
radio day. Outage time 18 minutes.
14 319 Orbiter I Momentary commercial power outage. Outage
time 16 minutes.
14 326 Orbiter I Telemetry and Command Processor halted after
trying to restart TM-4. Outage time 19
minutes.
14 328 Orbiter 1 Bit verify alarm received. Outage time
33 minutes.
14 329 9rblter I Telemetry and Command Processor halted at
radio day. Outage time 18 minutes.
63 336 Orbiter 1 Received symbol rate errors. Degraded outage
i time 8 hours 47 minutes.
J
i 14 338 Orbiter I Lost commercial power. Outage time 41
minutes.
, i i
*Network Data Processing Area
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Pass Spacecraft Anomaly
12 340 Orbiter I Symbol war.llng and symbol abort alarms received,
causing sa expired command to appear. Outage
time 42 minutes.
_! 11 299 Viking 2 Unable to turn ranging modulation and command
_ modulation off at Station Monitor Control-
76. Outage time 8 minutes.
11 311 Viking 2 Antenna Pointing System computer stopped
processing. Outage time 2 minutes.
11 316 Viking 2 Antenna drove off point. Outage time 22 --
minutes.
: 61 320 Viking 2 Bit verify forced command system IDLE
sequence to calibrate 2. Outage time 3
minutes.
All of these 13 anomalies were recorded as discrepancies and
were properly closed out by month's end. In addition, all of the dis-
crepancy reports outstanding from the previous month were closed out.
Therefore, by the end of July, the Network Command System had
reached maturity under the heaviest Viking loads experienced to this
point in the mission, and was used continuously by the Viking flight
controllers with an extremely high degree of confidence in conducting
mission operations with both Orbiters and Lander I.
e. Telemetry System. The performance of the Telemetry System
in support of Vikings 1 and 2 is analyzed each month in terms of signal
_ level and slgnal-to-nolse ratio. The predicted value for these parameters
: : is compared with the actual measured value and the difference or "residual"
evaluated as a measure of telemetry performance. These data for May,
_ June, and July 1976 are given in Table 42. The data includes S- and
: X-band data for both Viking Orbiters, even though the X-band channel
is used for downlink ranging data only. However, the most reliable
indicator of true telemetry performance is the slgnal-to-nolse ratio
_ residual. These data for both the high-rate and low-rate data channels
are also included in Table 42.
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Table 42. Residuals for downllnk signal level and signal-to-noise
ratio from May through July 1976
Signal level Mean, Sigma, Signal/noise Mean, Sigma,
Month (1976) observations dB dB observations dB dB
26-meter stations
, i
May
Viking I 50 0 0.5 53 -0.4 0.4
Viking 2 75 -0.1 0.6 75 0.1 0.4
June
ViKing I 27 0 0.6 23 -0.2 0.3
Viking 2 81 0 0.6 82 0.3 0.3
July
Viking I ............
Viking 2 19 -0.4 0.5 13 .-0.4 0.5
64-meter stations
II
May
Viking 1 42a -0.2 0.6 180 -0.6 0.3
24 b 0.3 2.3 17d -0.2 0.4
Viking 2 18 -0.2 0.6 11 0 0.4
12 2.1 0.6 10 0.1 0.6
June
Viking 1 67 0.2 0.5 44 -0.4 0.6
68 1.0 1.1 64 -0.2 0.6
Viking 2 8 -0.5 0.7 5 -0.1 0.4
NAe NA NA 5 O. 4 O. 5
July
Viking 1 6 1.0 0.2 8 -0.7 0.5
0 0 0 8 0.9 0.9
Viking 2 87 -0.1 0.5 65 -0.7 0.4 \
59 0.07 1.9 65 -0.5 0.5
a--bandS... ...... '.....
bx-blmd.
°Low-rate data 8-113 bps or 33-1/3 bps.
dHtgh-rate data 250 bps through 16 kbpa.
eNot available.
mn i i -:
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Anomalous conditions in downlink signal level or signal-to-noise
ratio residuals are based on specified standards and limits for these param-
eters, which represent the best observed performance over an extended' per-
iod of time. The standards and lim:ts adopted for the Viking missions are:
Viking I: Downlink signal level +1.5 dB
-1.0 dB
Downlink signal-to-noise ratio +1.2 dB
-1.6 dB
Viking 2: Downlink signal level +1.6 dB
-1.2 dB
Downlink slgnal-to-noise ratio +1.5 dB
-1.5 dB
L
Any circumstances which give rise to an anomalous residual within
the definitions given above are subject to a discrepancy report and
resulting investigative and close-out action.
During July, 36 discrepancy reports were opened against the Telemetry
System distributed among the assemblies on a percentage basis shown
in Table 43.
Table 43. Distribution of discrepancy reports
against the Telemetry System during
July 1976
Percent
Assembly of Total
. , i w
Microwave 16.7
Receiver 5.6
Subcarrler Demodulator 8.3
i,
Symbol Synchronizer 0
i Block Decoder 5.6Data Decoder 2 .0
Telemetry and Command Processor 19.4
Analog Instrumentation
and Recording 0 ;
Digital Data Recording, 7 Track 0
Digital Data Recording, 9 Track 19.4
iii i lib i i _1 | |
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These data reflect the real-time experience of the operations teams
which experienced the most trouble from the Telemetry and Command Processor,
Data Decoder, and 9-track High-Denslty Tape Recorders used for making the
Digital Original Data Records at data rates in excess of 2 kbps.
f. Tracking System
(I) Radio Metric Data Oualitv. The primary navigational data
type generated by the Network is doppler data. These data are continuously
monitored in the Network Operations Control Center where doppler data
residuals (actual minus predicted) are produced. During the May-July 1976
period, the pseudoresidual program consistently indicated a high level
of accuracy in the polynomial coefficients (the frequency-independent "_
observables) supplied to the Network Operations Control Team by the
Viking Project Flight Path Analysis Group. Additionally, the Network
Analysis team computes a "pass average" doppler noise value for each
Viking pass tracked. Doppler noise is the primary tool used in detecting
tracking system malfunctions. When a spacecraft is not affected by
solar plasma (Sun-Earth-probe angles less than 50 degrees) and is at
adequate signal levels, "pass average" 60-second sample rate, two-way
doppler noise data are nominally expected to be 0.003 ± 0.002 Hz.
" Figures 69 and 70 present "pass average" doppler noise for Vikings
I and 2 for the May-July 1976 period. Examination of the figures indicates
generation of nominal, hlgh-quality doppler data for Viking navigation.
Additionally, an increasing trend in the noise data is clearly seen
in both figures, the trend being gradual in the beginning of the period
(May and June) Out accelerating towards the end of the period (July).
As expected, this is the effect of entry into the solar conjunction
phase, and by August I the Viking Sun-Earth-probe angle had reached
approximately 37 degress. At this Sun-Earth-probe angle, the expected
pass average doppler noise is 0.005 Hz versus a nominal value of 0.003
Hz. Inspection of Figs. 69 and 70 indicates the observed Viking I and
2 "pass average" doppler noise to be centered very close to 0.005 Hz
. as August I is reached.
: (2) Vlkin£ Soacecraft Freouencles. During each one-way tracking
: period, the Network Analysis Team re-estlmates the spacecraft auxiliary
oscillator frequency, and during each subsequent upllnk acquisition
a similar re-estimatlon of the spacecraft best look frequency is performed.
The data for Vikings 1 and 2 during the May-July period are presented
an follows:
; i Viking 1 spacecraft auxiliary oscillator frequency Fig. 71J Viking 2 spacecraft auxiliary oscillator frequency Fig. 72J
| Viking 1 spacecraft best look frequency Fig. 73
Viking 2 npaoeoraft best look frequency Fig. 74 .
Spacecraft frequency data gathered by the Network in this fashion
have proven quite effective and reliable in the pant, and it is routinely
reflected in the tracking prediotionn supplied to the deep space stations
and the Network Operationn Control Center for both spacecraft aoquinitionn
180 ;
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and radio metric data validation. Additionally, the data assume paramount
importance during mission critical phases, when complicated mission
strategies demand rapid and precise uplink and downllnk acquisitions.
The relative paucity of frequency measurements (as compared to earlier
periods in the mission) is due to the fact that both Viklngs were being
tracked continuously in the two-way mode, and frequency measurements
were only possible when two-way transfers were unsuccessful.
(3) Motor Burn Strategy. One June 19, 1976, at 22:30:35 GMT,
the Viking I spacecraft executed a 38-mlnute motor burn which placed
the spacecraft in a highly elliptical synchronous orbit about the Planet
Mars.
In order to properly align the Viking I spacecraft for Mars orbit
insertion motor burn, the spacecraft went through a sequence of three
turns: a roll turn, a yaw turn, followed by a second roll turn. Following
the burn, the spacecraft went through the same turns in reverse order to
restore it to its original orientation. Because the combination of the
resulting geometric orientation (unfavorable cone and clock angles)
and the use of the iow-galn antennas could have caused the loss of
both the upllnk and downllnk signals during portions of these maneuvers,
strategies were designed to minimize the resulting data outages and
to provide continuous two-way doppler through the burn period to the
maximum extent possible. The effect of the burn and subsequent perlapsls
passage on the transmitter exciter frequency tuning is shown in glg. 75.
The changes in two-way doppler at Goldstone Station 14 resulting from
the exciter tuning strategy are given in Fig. 76.
The preburn upltnk strategy was designed to acquire the spacecraft
receiver at the earliest possible time by ramping the uplink frequency
to closely approximate the change in frequency due to doppler as seen
by t_e spacecraft receiver. In this way the spacecraft receiver would
; see a constant frequency close to its best lock frequency and could,
; therefore, be expected to acquire as soon as the signal level rose
above threshold An "insurance sweep" executed at the time of the
switch to the blab-gain antenna was to ensure reacquisition in the
case of a premature drop in signal level.
Figure 77 illustrates this tuning strategy along with a nominal
ttmeline. The procedure for a nominal burn, start time 23:03:08 Greenwich
Mean Time,was:
(a) Tuning sweep
Start tim: 21:27:00 0Kf
Frequency rate: +0.0275 Xz/s
Stlu_ _quenoy: q3993800 Bz
(b) Insurance sweep
Stlu_ ttm_ 21:57:00 0Kf
hd tim: 21:59535 014T
Lower IL_cluenoy limit: _3993750 Hu
] I
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g. Monitor System. Viking I was tracked a total of 111 times in
July compared to 95 times in June, while Viking 2 passes totaled 116 in
July and 91 in June. Viking Lander I made its successful landing on
July 20 and was tracked on 10 occasions during the remainder of July.
Table 44 shows station support from May through July.
IntermltterC erroneous "receiver ut-of-lock" indications occurred
in the digital instrumentation system at Station 14 during May, June,
and July. By f_r the most serious problems, however, occurred in the
Network Data Pr_cesslng Area of the Operations Control Center. Delivery
of Intermediate Data Records was seriously delayed and the generation
of predicts anc real-tlme system performance monlt_ing was impacted.
Since most of these problems were of a system design nature,
the engineerlng development organization waq called in to assist with
identification and correction of these problems.
table 45 shows the incidence of anomalies/failures in the Monitor
System from May through July 1976.
h. Telecommunications. All S-band link performance remai,.._
normal through May, with no significant _rends developing. Viking I
downlink signal strength through May 1976 :Lsshown in Fig. 70. The
mean values for the upllnk residuals for the 26-meter stations were
in the range of -0.6 to +0.1 dB for OrbJter I and in the range of +0.2
to +1.3 dE for Orbiter 2. For these stations, the mean value of the
downlink residuals were in the range of -0.8 to +0.1 dB for Orbiter I
and in the range of -O.q to +0.2 dB for Orbiter 2.
The slgnal-to-nolse ratio of the 33-1/3-bps low-rate engineering
data at 26-meter stations had a 0.O-dB mean residual for Orbiter 1
and a 0.8-dB mean value for Orbiter 2. The signal-to-noise ratio of
the 8-kbps hlKh-rate science data at 64-meter stations had a +0.3-dB
mean residual for Orbiter 1 and high-rate 16-kbps signal-to-noise
ratio had a +0.9 dB mean residual for Orbiter 2,
The residuals for the X-band downlink stKnal level for May are
shown in Fie. 79. The data show that a large positive residual of
2 to 3 dB on the X-band elSnal level for both spacecraft exists at
all 64-sgter stations.
In June, s great deal of attention was paid to the analysis and
monitoring of the 8-kbps playback and the 2-kbps real-tlnm portions
of a lengthy series of optical rmvtsation picture-taking sequences.
Closer to Hare, two approach sddoourse maneuvers s_;'ved as prelude
1 to the Mars orbit insertion on June 19. Both the approach aldoourseez
_| and noapropulalvesaseuvers in orbit utilized the low-galn antennas! a,_ the sole m of oom_mlostlons with gsrth. For the Mars orbit
insertion, the low-i_ln antenna wee used during the mneuver turns,
- and then the blab-Isle antenna mm ssaln used (after artloulatlon)
in the mtor burn attitude. Teleo_Jsunloati_ns llnk perrorsanoe was
very close to the noeJnal pr_dlot,Jd talus tllroushout all those maneuvers.
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Table 44. Station support for Viking Orbiters I and 2 and
Viking Lander I from May through July 1976
Station
Month 11 12 14 42 43 44 61 D2 63
May 29 25 10 30 25 9 52 4 27
June 28 15 19 23 28 10 26 6 29
July 28 8 37 28 44 11 30 _ 43
Total
tracks 85 48 66 81 97* 30 88 20 99*
Total
hours 652 310 528 610 705* 221 821 167 913 j
*Includes Viking Lander I tracks.
Table 45. Incidence of anomalies/failures In Monitor System
during Viking tracks from May through July 1976
• i ii , iii ii
Area May June July
Other a 7 11 17
NDPAb/NoCAc only 42 25 15
mOther includes:
Digital Instrumentation Subsystem (DIS)t
i Tracking Data Handling Subsystem (TDH)• Station Monitor and Control (3MC)
Frequency and Timing Subsystem (FTS)
Facility Power (FAC)
Communications (COM) !
bNDPA includes the Network Data Processing Area.
CNOCA includes the Network Operations Control Area.
, i . ii i .i
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Throughout the month of June, the S-band link performance of
all these 64-meter stations was normal, and no major tracking problems
occurred. X-band support was provided using the new Conscan equipment
for improved antenna pointing.
In the 26-meter subnet, the uplink signal level mean residual
was -0.4 dB for Orbiter I and +0.7 dB for Orbiter 2, compared to
-0.2 dB for Orbiter I and +0.7 dB for Orbiter 2 in May. The 26-meter
downlink signal level mean residual was +0.2 dB for Orbiter I and was
+0.3 dB for Orbiter 2. Comparable May figures were -0.3 dB for
Orbiter I and 0.0 dB for Orbiter 2. None of these numbers represents
any significant trend.
Figure 80 shows the values for S-band downlink signal level at -_
26- and 64-meter stations for the month of June, as a continuation
of the previous plot for May for Orbiter I. Figure 81 displays uplink
and downlink residuals through June and affords a good measuz e of the
stability and accuracy of the stations' performance when taken in com-
bination with the performance of the spacecraft itself.
Similar plots for Orbiter 2 are given in Figs. 82 and 83.
The X-band performance data for both Orbiters I and 2 are given
in Fig. 84 for all three 64-meter stations. The residual values appear
to continue at about 2.0 dB. Efforts to discover the cause for this
residual had not been successful, but investigations continued.
On June 30, 1976, during the "Revolution 10" nonpropulsive maneuver,
the upllnk signal level suddenly changed by -1.8 dB. Subsequently,
the uplink signal level residuals on 64-meter stations averaged
-2.5 dB, with no further trend developing. Careful investigation by
Orbiter and Deep Space Network telecommunications analysts eliminated
the Ground Data System (including the tracking stations) as possible
causes, and left the question of some spacecraft-related anomaly in
the flight radio system or its telemetry for further investigation.
Meanwhile, the Orbiter I telecommunications link continued to operate
quite satisfactorily. :,
-.
Through July, telecommunications performance r_mained close to
• predictions, as the number of spacecraft to be tracked by the Network
increased from two to three with the separat£on of tha first Lander
from its Orbiter.
Almost all Orbiter I tracking during July was from the 64-meter
net, and there were very little 26-meter data available for downlink
analysis.
The uplink and downlink signal level residuals for the period
January through July 1976 are displayed graphically in Fig. 85.
At Madrid Station 63, the average uplink signal level was -1.0 dB
below predicts in July. In June, it was +1.4 dB, and thus the change
from June (average) to July (average) was -2.4 dB. Similarly, at Canberra
Station 43, the average July uplink signal level was -1.4 dB below predicts;
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in June it had been +0.3 dB above predicts, with a change from June
to July of -1.7 dB. Finally, at Goldstone Station 14, the uplink signal
level in July averaged -1.6 dB below predict, compared to a +0.4-dB
residual in June, for a June-to-July change of -2.0 dB.
For downlink signal level, there were no significant trends.
At Station 63, the July average residual was -0.5 dB, compared to -0.7
dB in June. At Station 43, the July average residual was 0.0 dB, up
from -0.5 dB in June. Station 14 had a July average residual of -0.6
dB, which was down from the June average of -0.2 dB.
Because there was very little 64-meter cracking of Orbiter 2
in July, no 64-meter uplink signal level residuals were obtained during
the month. A small amount of downlink signal level information, and
some signal-to-nolse ratio data, was obtained. Figure 86 summarizes
the data for Orbiter 2.
For uplink signal level, the three 26-meter stations with most
data were 61 in Spain, 42 in Australia, and 11 at Goldstone. No par-
ticular trends from June are evident. Station 61 had a mean uplink
signal level residual of +0.6 dB in July and +0.3 dB in June; Station
42 had a mean uplink signal level residual of +0.6 dB in July and +0.3
dB in June; Station 42 had a mean uplink signal level residual of +1.5
dB in July and +1.2 dB in June; and, finally, Station 11 had a mean
residual of +0.7 dB in July with +0.1 dB in June.
The downlink signal level at the 26-meter stations (which would
all be cruise telemetry mode) and at the 64-meter stations also shows
no significant trend.
The X-band downllnk residuals for Orbiter I are shown in
Fig. 87, and those for Orbiter 2 In Fig. 88. There Is still a tremen-
dous amount of scatter, compared to the S-band links, hut a mean residual
of 0.00 dB is not an _,nreasonable estimate.
i. PrelandlnR Oneratlons for Vlkln_ 1. In July, the years
i of planning, testing, and training that had been expended in support
of the Viking Project culminated in the successful landing of Viking 1
on July 20. Preceding the more obvious events of the actual landing
sequence, however, was an enormous background of detailed planning,
which ensured a smooth transition through the sequence, and provided
well understood and validated alternative actions, for use In the event !
that trouble had occurred This aspect of the prelanding operations•
Is described below.
(1) Preasnaratlon Checkout. Network support of activities
maaootated with the landlnl of Vlktn8 l _nder 1 beaan on July 18, 1976
_lth Madrid Station 63 aupporttn8 the mseparatlon minus 39 hours, command
update. The prim purpose of this ooammd load was to prepare the
t_ - .....
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mated Lander for the preseparatlon checkout. Station 63 wa_ configured
to the standard Orblter/Orblter configuration with one Command Modu-
lator Assembly initlallzed for Orbiter I and the other Inltlallzed
for Lander I and mated Lander commanding. The command loa_ was success-
fully transmltted without incident.
The preseparatlon checkout occurred over Canberra Station 43
on July 19, 1976. A unique telemetry configuration was utlllzed during
this pass in order to provide redundant data channels all the way from
the station to the Mission Control Center. During the major portion
of preseparatlon checkout, medlum-rate dat_ at I or 2 kbps was to be
received. Redundant data stream_ were provided for these data rates
by specifying configuration code 24, as shown in Fig. 89. In this "_"
configuration, ene Telemetry and Command Processor outputs medlum-rate
data to the high-speed data llne, and the other Telemetry and Command
Processor outputs m._dium-rate data to the widebano data llne, thus
providing dual transmission paths to the Mission Control Center.
F..11owlng the completion of the I- and 2-kbps data sequences,
the spr._.ecraft data rate _hanged to high rate at 4 kbps. At this data
rate, ".he processing capability of the high-speed data channel was
exceeded, and a new configuration was enabled, which maintained redundant
processing channels at the station, but permitted both dat" streams
to be transmitted via the wideband data channel to the Mission Control
Center, where dual data processing strings completed the total redundancy
concept for this critical portion of the mission.
Stations 62 and qq provided backup command capability during
the preseparation phase.
(2) Seoaration. Descent. and Ldtndine. This phas_ of the landing
aottvtty was divided into two major events. The first event was the
transmission of the 8epara_.ton "GO" command followed by the second
event of separation, descent, and landing.
The Lander's Guidance Control and Sequencing computer software
was designed such that before executing the separation sequence, the
"GO/NO-GO" flaK was tested. If the fla; had not _men set to "GO" by
ground command, the program would have defaulted to "NO-eJO," and separa-
tion would have been inhibited. The transmission of the "GO" command
was left until q5 minutes prior to separation, to allow consideration
of the latest relevant data and to gtve the Flight Team an opportunity
to respond successfully to any anomalies discovered prior to separation.
A "NO-GO" deotaton could have resulted In a separation delay of from
1 to 8 days or more, depending on the cause of the "NO-GO..
The teleoetry oonflsuration used by _tatton _3 on the previous
day for proseparatton checkout (code 211) was used 8_ln for this pass.
Due to the Importance of the "GO" ooammd, special precautions
; were taken to ensure that the command would he successfully transmitted.
Station q3 oonf|Kured its two Command Modulator Assemblies for mated
| Lander ooamandlns. The two Teleietry and Commend Processor command
stacks were then loaded with "00" commands. The prism Telemetry and
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Command Processor contained tlmed commands to De transmitted at separa-
tion minus 45 minutes, while the backup Telemetry and Command Processor
contained the identical commands, but untimed. The backup processor
was to be used in the event problems developed in the prime string.
In addition to the commands loaded into the processor stacks,
duplicate commands were also loaded into the manual buffer of each pro-
cessor. These commands were to be transmitted if problems developed which
would prevent transmission of the commands residing in the command stack.
A backup co_and capability was also provided by Station 44.
At this station, the "GO" commands were loaded into the stack and manual
buffer in the same way commands had been loaded in the backup string ,_
at Station 43.
Station 44 was to have been used following a failure at Station
43. The exciter frequency at Statlon 44 was chosen so that, in the
event of a transmitter or antenna failure at Station 43, it would only
be necessary to turn on the transmitter at Station 44 and tune to a
new reference frequency, and thus capture the spacecraft receiver as
it drlfted toward its rest frequency. Command transmission could then
be continued wlth only a slight delay.
The "GO" command was successfully transmitted by Statlon 43 on
July 20, 1976, using the prime transmlsslon path.
The telemetry configuration chosen for support of the separation,
descent, and touchdown events was the standard two Orblter eonflguratlon
(code 15). In this configuration, both Telemetry and Command Processor
strlngs were lnltlallzed for Orbiter l, giving two redundant processing
channels for engineering and science data. Since no eommandlng was
anticipated uurlng the descent phase, no special configurations or
procedures were required. Station 63 ,_asthe prime station for support
of separation, descent, and touchdown.
A special procedure was used during the descent phase for telemetry
processing at Station 63. As the spacecraft began Its descent and passed
through the atmosphere of Mars, the 4000-bps data were transmitted In
bursts of short duration. Between these data bursts were blocks of
invalid data. In order to ensure that each of the 4000-bps bursts was
processed at the station, the stations were instructed to initialize
the two hlgh-rate processing channels at the beginning of the burst data
and to remain initialized even though the data appeared as noise between
bursts. Testing during compatibility and operational tests, both prior
to launch and during cruise, had proven this to be a feasible plan.
Throughout the separation, descent, and touchdown sequences,
the stations, ground communications, Network Control Center, and the
operations control teams all functioned smoothly, with no anomalies,
and no loss of data. This flawless performance was considered to be
attributable, in no small measure, to the tremendous amount of time
, and effort that had been devoted to testing all elements of the Network
individually e_d collectively, and to the thoroughness of the operations
personnel training programs.
2O#
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3. Planetary Configuration Development
a. Imolementat_on. Following the achievement of operational
status in the Network Operations Control Center in late April 1976,
a number of desirable but not essential features of the system still
remained incomplete. In addition, operational usage of the facility
soon revealed deficiencies that required attention in order to meet
the increasing demands of the Viking :dssion as orbit insertion activity
for Viking I approached. Using the task team that had been established
to complete the initial phase of operational readiness, an accelerated
work plan was initiated to cover the "enhancemen _ items" for completion
by June I. The plan encompassed the following major items of software
and hardware: --
(I) Software
(a) Modify the data records processor software to allow
recall to be restarted just prior to an error received
during a recall sequence.
(b) Install an updated magnetic tape handler program
to increase the reliability of the recall merge process
and reduce the size of data gaps.
(c) Correct the Network communications equipment to si-
multaneously route data to two Network telemetry monitors.
(d) Provide ability to synchronize on inverted telemetry
data.
(e) Complete the Block III Network command subsystem
to permit the stations to be configured for "commanding"
from the Network Operations Control Center.
(f) Develop simplified algorithms to reduce the problems
created by time regressions during the recall-merge
. process.
_. (2) Hard.are
_ (a) Replace the existing "borrowed" magnetic tape assembly
with permanent 4-drlve units in the Network Data
PPooesslng Area.
(b) Convert four megaodta display/keyboard terminals i
for use in the Network Operations Control Center
to provide additional capability.
(o) Improve air conditioning facilities for electronic
rack cooling and Network data processing terminal.
(d) Up_rade star switch controllers for overwrite
protection.
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With the upgrade of the star switch controllers, the time regression
problems appeared to be corrected and all work was completed by June I.
The enhanced system now provided much improved edit, display, and f>rmat
facilities, and was considered capable of supporting planetary operations
with adequate margin for failures and anomalies.
b. Planetary PreParation Tests. The Network planetary prepara-
tion test effort continued at an accelerated pace during the months
of May and June 1976. The Operations Planning Group conducted 19 Opera-
tional Verification Tests and Ground Data System tests and participated
in four additional Project tests during the period beginning May I,
1976, and ending on June 18, 1976. The basic objectives of Operational ..
Verlflcation Tests and Ground Data System tests are described in Volume I
of this document. The tests supported were as follows:
(I) Network Tests. One test was conducted with Station q3
during the first week of May for the primary purpose of further increasing
station operator proficiency. The test configuration (Code 30) used
the Telemetry System to process six telemetry data streams from three
Viking spacecraft (two Orbiters and one Lander simultaneously).
Two tests were conducted wlth oration 12 and one with Station 61
in May and June. These tests were designed to exercise the Automatic
Total Recall Subsystem. Test objectives included recall of data f:'om
seven- and nine-track Digital Original Data Records in the automatic
and manual modes, in addition to the conversion of analog data records
to digital data records.
Five tests were completed with 64-meter stations during May and
June, using Code 61/15 configuration. These tests were designed to
simulate the configurations and procedures which would be used for the
Lander direct S-band link telemetry and command. The Code 61 configura-
tion used two telemetry processing channels for Orbiter data and the
remaining four for Lander direct llnk data. The Code 15 configuration
was used following the termination of the Lander direct llnk, using
a second telemetry processor as a backup for Orbiter data.
At the request of the V_klng Project, an _dtttonal test was
completed with each of the 6_-meter stations to demonstrate the ability
of the stations to decouutate and display selected engineering dat_
word_ at the site. Four engineering measurements were displayed at
the stations and values compared in real time with the values being
displayed in the Viking Project operations area. This program ran
in any one of three computers at the stations and was to be used in
the event of an emergency when the Project had lost the capability
to process and display Orbiter engineering data. Key parameters would
be selected with the values displayed at the stations being relayed
to Project operations by voice.
A special configuration was tested at Station lq on two oovaetone
whereXn Orbiter science data at data rates of 2 kbpe and lower were
routed through two telemtry strings for tranaLission over a wideband
Z06
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data line and high-speed data line simultaneously. Tnis provided two
diversely routed transmisslon paths, and, in the event of a failure
of the prime hlgh-speed data line, the data would continue to De trans-
mltted to the Mission Control Center on the wideband data line. it
was used at Station i4 during Mars orbit insertion of the first Viking
Orbiter.
Configuration verification tests were conducted with Stations 14,
43, and 63 in preparatlun for orbit insertion of Orbiter I. These were
engineering tests to verify that the configurations defined by the
Network Operations Plan could be complied with and functlonally checked.
Following the successful co_p]etlon of these tests, the stations were
placed under Viking configuration "f. eze," which prohibited any changes
being made to the stations during the "freeze" period.
(2) Viking Project Tests. The objective of Training Test 3
was to verify that the Viking Flight ream could detect and properly
respond to selected spacecraft and Ground Data System failures _r anomalous
conditions that might occur during the 52-hour time period preceding
Orblter-Lander separation. Stations 43 and 63 supported this test using
Configuration Code 15 with both telemetry processors initialized for
Orbiter I.
The primary purpose of Ground Data System Test II.0 was to test
those capabilities, configurations, software, and procedures not previously
tested. The test was conducted with Stations 14, 43, and 63 and included
the following activities:
(a) Configuration Codes 61, I, 15.
(b) Real-tlme playback of analog data records and conversion
to digital data records was demonstrated.
(c) Automatic Total Recall Subsystem III software was used
for automatic recall and production of Intermediate
i Data Records.
(d) Manual command procedures were exercised and tracking
data for S- and X-band at all ViklnE-required sample
rates and modes were delivered to the Mission Control
_ Center.
Several failures occurred during this test which prevented the
i successful completion of all test objectives. Stations 43 and 63 were,
therefore, scheduled for a retest. For the most part, items retested
were those associated with the nonreal-time portion of the original
test, such as analog-to-digital conversion and use of the ATRS III pro-
gram for recall of digital data. Th "r test was, however, successful,
and the Ground Data System was certified as ready to support for plane-
tary operations.
An additional test was requested by the Mission Control Director
in order to give the Directorate personnel an opportunity to exercise
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procedures associated with the preseparation checkout and separation
phases of the Viking mission. The test was supported by Stations 14
and 63.
The objective of the final Operational Readiness Test 3 was to
demonstrate to the Viking Mission Director the final readiness of all
elements of the Viking Flight Operations System to support Mars orbit
insertion of the Viking I mission. Where possible, the same personnel,
hardware, software, configurations, etc., which were used to support
this test, were to be used in support of the actual mission event.
The 64-meter subnet was used to support this test with Station 14 per-
forming the orbit insertion command load update and Station 63 supporting
the simulated Mars orbit insertion.
With the successful completion of Operational Readiness Test 3,
the Project test effort for planetary operations was concluded.
4. Mars Radar
During May and June, the X-band Mars radar facility at Goldstone
continued to support an intensified program of observations. The early
observation_ continued previous coverage of the Viking C-sites, and,
in June, the view periods began to cover the prime landing A-sites.
Results of observations made on the following days are shown in Table 46.
During the period of these observations, the received signal
level decreased significantly due to the increasing Earth-Mars range.
Typical C-I site data taken around April 10, 1976, are compared with
typical A-I site data taken two months later on June 11, 1976. (See
Figs. 90 and 91.)
The importance of the A-I site observations was enhanced by the
additional radar coverage provided by the S-band radar at the Cornell
Radio Astronomy Observatory at Areolbo, Puerto Rico. The overlapping
areas of coverage for prime A-I and A-2 landing sites are shown in
Figs. 92 and 93.
With these observations, the X-band radar support for the 1976
opportunity was concluded. A total of 527 hours of active radar support
had been provided since the beginning of the year when continuous obser-
vations at full power began. The radar data were Intensively analyzed
by the Viking Landing Site Selection Group in its landing site selection
processes. At the time the radar observations concluded on June 15,
the Viking Project had decided to await the first of the site certifica-
tion pictures from Orbiter 1 to correlate with the Goldstone and Areotbo
"i radar data before making the final decision on the actual landing site.
5. Radio Science
During the months of May and June, three occultation demonstration
passes were carried out with Stations 14 (Goldstone) and 43 (Australia).
The first two t_sts on May 12 and 15 produced good data, which were pro-
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Table 46. Goldstone X-band Mars radar observations
Observation date Site Data quality
May 10 rerraln calibration Partial pass given to
Helios
12 Terrain calibration Good data
14 Terrain calibration Good data
19 Terrain calibration Good data
26 Terrain calibration Good data
29 A-I Good data
30 A-1
31 A- I Good data
June I A-I No pass
2 A-I No pass due to Operational
Readiness Test 3
3 A-I Good data
4 A-I Good data
5 A-I Good data
6 A-I Good data
7 A-I Good data
8 A-1 Bad data due to transmitter
_ problem
9 A-I No pass due to midoourse
maneuvers
10 A-1 No pass due to optical
nonsupport
11 A-1 & A-2 Good data
12 A-2 Good data
209 i
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Table 46 (contd)
Observation date Site Data quality
13 A-2 Partial pass---good data
14 A-2 Partial pass---good data
15 A-2 No data due to transmitter
failure
cessed through the entire system and provided a satisfactory demonstration
of end-to-end operation. The third test on May 31, utilizing both
Stations 14 and 43 simultaneously, was a failure because of procedural
and predict problems. Corrective action was taken, and further tests
were scheduled.
The very long baseline interferometry tests using the Viking
spacecraft and a quasar (PO 735+17) had experienced tape recorder prob-
lems on five successive passes on April 18, 24, and 28, and May 3 and
7. After several unsuccessful _.ttempts to correct the problem at the
stations, it was decided that specialist help was needed, and late
in June an engineer was sent to the site to investigate the problems.
The 1976 program for very long baseline interferometry observations
called for four passes, subject to mission operations schedules, between
the following dates: July 8-20, August 14-28, September I-5, September
9-23, and October 5-16.
The first of the very long baseline interferometry experiments
was scheduled for July 13 and 14, using Station 14 at Goldstone and
Station 42 in Canberra, Australia. The scheduled times for the experi-
ments were July 13-14, 23:25-04:50 Universal Time Code, and July 14-15,
23:25-04:50 Universal Time Code.
The purpose of these Viking/quasar experiments was to determine
the position of Mars relative to the quasar reference frame.
The configuration and operational instructions for these experi-
ments were contained in the Network Operations Plan and used the con-
figuration given in Fig. 45 of this report.
Each experiment began by observing a calibrator source (0J287)
for 10 minutes, the position of 0J287 being right ascension 08 degrees
53 minutes 28.0 seconds, and declination +20 degrees 11 minutes 51 seconds.
The remainder of the experiment was to be spent moving the antennas
back and forth between Viking Orbiter 1 and the natural radio source
0L064.5, the position of the natural radio source being right ascension
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290.88 6.22
218,27 6.18
I I
Fig. 90. X-band radar speotra from Vikin_ C-slte observation on
April 10, 1976
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10 degrees 40 mlnutes 04 seconds, and decllnatior_OA degrees 17 minutes
35 seconds. 4.
This involved cjcllng the antenna between ViKing I and the natural
radio source wlth a cycle time of 5 minutes. Since rapld move times
were essential, the antennas were drive, manually; to avoid the necesslty
of continually loading source positions into the polnting system, the
position of the natural source OL064.5 was permanently loaded into
the antenna pointing system, while the position of Viking Orblter I
was treated as an hour angle and decllnatlon offset. The positions
of Viking I to the natural radio source are given Delow:
Uplversal
Time Declination, Hour angle,
Code degrees degrees
01:30 4.377 2._6_
02:00 4.372 2.856
02:30 _.367 2.8q4
03:00 #.362 2.833
03:30 4.357 2.821
0#:00 #.353 2.809
Og:30 #.3#8 2,79_
On this occasion, briefing of station personnel by the experimnters
had been accomplished well beforehand, and the experiments were c•rrled
i out successfully.
_ 6. Operational Reliability
Data on the operational reliability of the Network continued i
to be accumulated from August 1975 through July 1976. These data are i
shown In Table #7.
The trend In reliability for the deep space stations in the aonth
of July 1976 showed no significant differences free the averages apparent
In these data over the past eight months.
The lower reliability of the 6#-metar stations reflects the greater
complexity of these stations compared to the 26-aster networks. Ae m
Ip,oup, the Spanish stations show • smmwhat higher value for "mean time
between failures" than the Australian or american groups of stations.
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APPENDIX
VIKING TRACKING AND DATA SfSrEM CHPONOLOGY OF EVENTS
(July 1975 - July 1976)
July 1975 Merritt Island Station 71, having completed all
compatibility tests, provides prelaunch support.
Block IV Receiver-Exclter for Stations 43 (Australia)
and 63 (Spain) installed; checkout of continuing
antenna noise abatement expected to be completed
by July 23. At Station 63, checkout of hlgh-power
transmitter installation continues toward completlon -_.
by mld-August. Operatlonal Verifloatlon Tests now
complete and crews trained at all stations. Addi-
tlonal Project requirements for analog recording
during planetary operations have been received.
All elements reported ready to launch at Near-Earth
Readiness Review on July 1. Deep Space Network Readi-
ness Review held on July 9. At Mission Operations
Readiness Review on July 11, Deep Space Network
reported ready to support launch and cruise.
August 1975 All stations fully operational ready to support laun_n
on August 9 except for coc_letton of noise abatement
work at Station 43 (Australia). This work completed
at 08:00 (GHT) August 11. Deep Space Network supports
initial launch attempt with no failures on August
11. Configuration control at Stations q3 and 6 _ delays
planetary reoonftgurations. Revision 2 of the .IASA
Support Plan corresponding to Support Instrumentation
Requirements Document Revisions F, G, and H sent
to headquarters for stgnoff.
September 1975 Herritt Island St'tton 71 provides backup support
during ViKing B radio system tnvestt&atlon. Viking B
successfully launched on September 9, and Deep Space
Wetwork supporting two epacecraft. Implementation
of renaining reconflguratlon resumes at Stations
_3 and 53. First X-band Mars radar attempts not
successful becauss of technical problem with the
research and development equipment. Revision 2 of
the Viking NASA Support Plan published.
October 1975 Network continues support of Viktnss 1 and 2 without
: slgnlfloant anomalies or outaEes. Some delays experienced
; by planetary lmplewntatlon In equipment installation,
and difficulties in scheduling station tiM. Network
Control System Bloom III resoheduled for _ull operational
roadlnans by February 1, 1976, with Intermediete
Data Record capability on February 5. Both Network
and Project provtdlnK additional fundln_ for X-band
P_u-o radar tranudtter. Nov work plans deveioped
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for radar readiness for first opportunity in early
December.
November 1975 Network continues support of Vikings I and 2 with
no significant anomalies or outages. The high-Dower
transm.tter at Station 43 completed on schedule.
First system integration test with Goldstone Station
14 and Mission Control Center completed successfully.
Station scheduling for test and implementation coor-
dinated with Project mission requirements for-more
effective allocation of station time. X-band radar
cone removed from Station 14 antenna for rework.
Problems continue with delivery of X-band klystrons
from Varian. All four klystrons are presently at
Varian for rework.
December 1975 X-band capability for doppler and ranging demonstrated
by Network. X-band telemetry experiment carried out
at Station 14. Two Viking very long baseline inter-
ferometry experiments conducted with Stations 14
and 42. Implementation and testing of the planetary
configuratiun at all 64-meter stations is in final
stages. Block III Network Control System continues
on schedule toward operational readiness on February
I_ with software problems being resolved in Compati-
bility Test Area 21. X-band radar cone replaced
on Station 14 antenna. X-band transmitter with two
Varian-repaired klystrons under test. Mars radar
demonstration test run on December 16. Network-Project
coordination for station scheduling time continues.
Mars radar experiments on December 27, 28, and 30.
January 1976 Mars radar experiments conducted on January 6, 11,
15, and 17 using the 165-kW level. Ground Data System
Test 5.31 rerun with Stations 11 and 14 conducted
at Goldstone. Network status review on January 9.
Mandatory list of 13 work items developed. Removal
of the Station Monitor Console IIA items from the
Viking schedule Justified by adding a staff augmenta-
tion plan for Stations 43 and 63. Further very long
baseline interferometry experiments at Stations 14
and 42. Planetary mission operations status review
held on January 21.
February 1976 Ground Data System Test 6.0 supported and provided
overseas 64-meter stations with first planetary opera-
: tions. Demonstration Test 4 supported by Stations
11, 14, 43, and 63. Satisfactory Intermediate Data
_: Reoords delivered on all passes.
- March 1976 Network support for cruise operations continues.
X-band Mars radar transmitter power now at 400 kW.
_, et ork delivers Intermediate Data Records for all
Viking cruise science activity. Additional Network
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Operations Control Center crews are in training.
_Jking Project becomes concerned about the large
number of incomplete cruise science Intermediate
Data Records delivered over the past few weeks.
Task team established to investigate problems experi-
enced recently with Viking records. Prime suspect is
inadequate quality of tape being used at the stations
to make high-rate digital records. Investigations
continue at high tempo.
April 1976 Demonstration Test 7 and a rerun of Demonstration
Test 4 conducted for training of operational crews
in orbit and landing procedures. Successful delivery
of data records with better than 99.5 percent data ...
return reported for Demon3tration Test 7, and fllght
operations indicate station-related problems now
cleared. Intense effort to respond to Viking demands
for Network Operations Control Center by April 26.
Evidence that success now completely dependent upon
continuing high level of effort by one or two key
individuals. Continuation of intense effort results
in completion of all hardware and software by noon
on April 22. This followed by in-depth briefing to
all operations personnel on capabilities availaole
for planetary suppo-t. Viking Project informed on
April 26 that implementation now complete. Some
improvements to be incorporated between April 26
and June I. High-quality data records now regularly
delivered to the Flight Project. As of this date,
implementation for Viking is considered complete.
May 1976 Network Operations Control Center now regularly deli-
vering Viking Intermediate Data Records with data
content in excess of 99.97 percent; many instances
of 100 percent now appearing. Attention concentrating
on reliability and correction of known anomalies.
Cruise operations and Training Test covering separation
and landing supported. Work on Gravity Waves experiment
is suspended, pending further direction. Compatibility
Test Area 21 supports rerun of orbit insertion command
load tests with Viking Orbiter 3. Ground Data System
Test 11.O supported with all 64-meter stations.
Viking planetary operations begin on Monday, May 10.
Configuration control in effect. 200-kW S-band klystron
shipped to Areclbo on loan for Areclbo radar spare.
Deep Space Network Manager at NASA Headquarters for
final Viking Planetary Operations Readiness Review.
Negotiations completed with Varlan to expedite the
repair of the failed 100-kW klystron delivery now
estimated at 45 days after receipt of order. Delivery
expected about July 20.
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June 1976 All enhancement work items for the Network Operations
Control Center complete Final Viking Operations
Readiness Tests suppor_ satisfactorily. Goldstone
technicians informed Ael_nutronic Ford of intention
to strike at midnight on June 15. The Maintenance
and Operations Contractor proceeds to implement a
contingency plan to maintain critical services at
Goldstone in the event of strike action. Occultation
demonstration tests conducted in early June failed
due to operational problems. Tests to be rescheduled.
Mars radar observations continuing daily of prime
A-slte. Severe overheating problem due to hot weather
noted in the X-band radar cone. Negotiations with
Viking Project regarding 100 percent requirement
for Digital Original Data Record data on the Viking ,,-
Intermediate Data Records. Mars radar observations
of the prime A-site completed on June 15; no further
passes scheduled. Goldstone technicians adopt second
Company offer and strike action averted on June 17.
Viking I second approach midcourse correction maneuver
supported satisfactorily by Network. Spacecraft
propulsion pressurization problems still persist.
Mars orbit insertion for Viking I accomplished on
June 19 without incident.
July 1976 Evaluation of A-I prime landing site photos prompts
decision to defer landing from July 4 to later date
to permit better understanding of surface conditions
at A-I and other possible sites. Arecibo radar data
give best agreement with visual imaging data at site
approximately 44.7°W, 22.5°N. Decision made to land
at that site on July 20. Successful very long baseline
interferometry experiment conducted with Stations
14/42 on July 14 and 15. Spare 10-kW klystron shipped
from Spain now on site at Station 43 in good condition.
Network support for both Viking missions continues
without significant anomalies, except for 6-hour
interruption to Station 63 wideband circuit on June 28.
Probable cause was amplifier failure at Madrid Intelsat
Terminal. Network Operations Control Center delivering
high-quality data records within time limit required,
but some backlogging is becoming evident. Engine gen-
erator failure at Station 43 in Australia during week
of July 5 led to a re-evaluation of generator configu-
rations throughout the Network to el_minate single
point failure modes. Network and facility regulations
related to energy conservation are waived to permit
stations to utilize backup power generating equipment
to maximize reliability during critical Viking phases.
To relieve a potential data records backlog, software
_ to permit direct transfer of data to Intermediate Data
Records from tapes shipped in from stations is deliv-
ered to Operations Control Center during week of
July 12. Configuration freeze for Viking applied on
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July 17 for the stations, Control Center, and all
communications circuits including NASA Communications.
Expected duration through Sol 20, August 10, 1976.
Impact of 24-hour strike threat at Australian stations
is averted by personnel cooperation and use of skeleton
crews to cover Australian internal communications
circuits. On July 18, Viking Flight Team (including
Network) work-day moves to Mars time, 16:00-24:00
daily. NASCOM special coverage in effect at all
switch centers and satellite terminals. July 19,
10:30 p.m., Deep Space Network reports 'green" for
Viking I Orbiter-Lander separation. Canberra Station
43 transmits the separation "GO" command during Pass
336. Separation, descent, and landing sequences for
Viklng I carried out perfectly. ViKing Lander I
touchdown reported at 202/11:43:06 GMT, spacecraft
time. One-way light time 19 minutes 0.1 second.
Deviation from predicted touchdown time +17 seconds.
Contrary to expectations, Madrid Station 63 retains
lock throughout descent on the 4-kbps uncoded, direct
feedthrough, burst mode data. Madrid Station 63
receives first Lander relay pictures of the Mars
surface from Orbiter I at 4 kbps. Viking 2 commences
playback of high-rate optical navigation data.
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